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JOHN BASSETT MOORE CHOSEN OH
SECOND BALLOT TO REPRESENT

c
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UNITED STATES OH WORLD COURT
Election Provokes the Greatest Applause;
the Bench Represents All Four of the Great
Systems of Jurisprudence and Nearly Every
Race and Tongue in the Assembly.

Is Watson to Succeed Lodge as
Senate Republican Leader?

WANTS

1

I

NEWSPAPER FOR

JHis

..
-

(By The Associated Fress.)
Geneva, Sept. 14 (by the

The bench of the
International court of Justice electI"ed by the assembly and council of
the league of nations today ap- pears to give general satisfaction
I (4 the delegations with few excep
tions. Eleven Judges ,were chosen
as follows:
United
John Bassctt Moore,
States; Viscount Finlay, Great Britain; Dr. Y. Oda, Japan; Dr. Andre
D.
"Weiss, France; Commendatore
Anzllotti, Italy; Dr. Kuy Barbosa,
Brazil; Dr. B. T. C. Loder, Holland; A. S. Do Bustamente, Cuba;
Judge Dldrlk Nyholm, Denmark;
Dr. Max Huber, Switzerland, and
Dr. Rafael Altamlra y Crevea,
Spain.
Nine of the Judges were chosen
ion the first ballot. The bench represents all four of the great systems of Jurisprudence and nearly
every race and tongue In the assembly.
Combination Wins.
John
The American candidate,
Bassett Moore, was chosen on the
proelection
ballot.
His
second
voked the greatest applause. The
comSouth and Central American
carried
bination with Spain
through Its slate of four candidates
on the first ballot. It became necessary, however for them to sacrifice Dr. A. Alvarez of Chile, because the council did not put his
name on the list. In the reballot-inDr. Huber of Switzerland, and
Judge Nyholm of Denmark, outhim.
voted
'
Dr. Huber's election to represent
the German speaking peoples disinappointed some delegations,
cluding the French delegates, who
said that the Germans ought to be
represented by a citizen of a disthey
tinctly Germnn country;
voted for Dr. Franz Klein, of Aus-
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Harding Plays Golf; His Wife
and Others Visit the Cottage Once Occupied By
John Howard Payne.
(By Tbe Assocliited

Southampton,

Press.)
N. V., Sept.

1

1.

who
President Harding,
boarded tho presidential, yacht
Mayflower lato today with the
expectation of returning directly to Washington,

unexpected)
changed his plans tonight and
decided to visit West Point tomorrow. This Information was
rocelved in a radio message
from the Mayflower, which Is
aiiclf Jell (n Long Island sound.

-

T Sept. 14.
President Harding and his party
who have spent two days on a
N.

Southampton,

pleasure ti'ijj. lu New York and
towns on Long Island, sailed for
Tew York today on tho Mayflower.
As the Mayflower steamed past
Montauk Point, a short distance
from here, Eagle boats and submarine chasers manned by naval reservists drew up in line and the
five hundred men on board stood
at attention as tho yacht passed.
President Harding stuck to his
by
daily vacation routine today
playing golf at tho National Golf
club, which elected him an honorary momber.
While the president played golf,
Mrs.
Harding and some other
members of the party went to
Easthampton, where they visited
the cottage in which John Howard
Sweet
Payno, author of "Home
Home," spent much of his time.
declared
tt be
Tho golf course,
very difficult, was made by the
The
president in 114 strokes.
9 MEN 'LOSE LIVES IN
president said ho believed that if
course
he
FIRE
with
PHILADELPHIA
the
he was familiar
could "do it in ten less."
at one point,
Tho president,
(By The Associated Press.)
14. Nine drove across a wide creek, while
Phltnrielnhla.
Sent.
men
the three
playing with him,
jnen are known to have been killed
nd more than a score injured, sev- Mr. Metcalf, Senator Frelinghuy-se- n
of New Jersey, and J. F. Byers,
eral of whom may die, In the second serious fire at the Big Point a club official, sent their balls into
the water. As the second went in
t Breeze
plant of tho Atlantlo
president said, "I couldn't do
lng company in a month. Three the
much worse myself."
others are reported missing.

TRAVELERS PAID 168 RAILROADS
5573.234,211 III FARES DURING
FIRST SIX MOUTHS OF THIS YEAR
There Was Collected $564,568,242 for the Pe-- .
riod of 1920, Before the Increase Took Ef- -'
feet; Freight Revenues in 1921 Show an Up- ward Trend; Tonnage Dropped.
(BY TOK ASSOCIATED PRESS.)

Journey in
TJPashlngton, Sept. 14. Travelers 000 In 1920, the average
1921 being 85.04 as against 8b. 41
in
168
$573,234,211
railroads
paid
miles In 1920. Each traveler paid
passenger fares under increased an average of 3,133 cents a mile
rates for the first six months of this this year as against 2,603 in 1920.

year, as against $564,586,242 for
Freight revenue in the first six
the aamo period of 1920. before the months of 1921 totaled St.863.836,-30as aga'nst $1,860,948,323 in
increase went into effect, the Interstate Commerce Commission an- - 1920. The tonnage, however; drop1 nounced today.
1,020,118,000 in the 1920
from
ped
period to 779,360,000 for the first
8,

persons aa compared with 69M71,- - six months of 1921, The revenue
per ton mile increased from 0.976
cents for the first six months of
1920 to 1.278 cents for the 1921
period, and the average haul for
the 1921 period was 187.09 miles
per ton as against 186.93 in 1920.
FORECAST.
Denver, Sept. 14. The forecast:
New Mexico Unsettled Thursday, probably showers east portion;
cooler east of mountains,
Friday
fair west, unsettled east portion;
.
cooler southeast portion.
(By The Associated Press.)
- Arizona Generally fair ThursLos Angeles, Sept. 14. Raymond
day and Friday; no , .important Gould, an interior decorator, has
(lied an attachment against all the
change in temperature. ...
known real estate owned by Roscoo
- tiOCAL REPORT.
(Fatty) .Arbuckle, in Los Angeles,
as a detail to a suit, for $11,400
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, which Gould said was due him for
recorded by the university; .
decorating the house and ground
88 of Arbuckle's residence here, it was
,
Highest temperature ,
65 announced today.
Lowest
This was tho second attachment
, . 23
v.
Range ...l.
"Mftsn L...
?
Arbuckle's
brought against
proper66 ty here, the first having been filed
:
Wumldlty at 6 a. yn.
23 Monday by a furniture company
Humidity at 6 p. m. .
.None which claimed Arbuckle owed tho
precipitation
Maximum wind velocity
18 comnany $6,500, said to be the purCharacter of day
Fair chase price of twenty-fiv- e
pieces of
Direction of wind
South furniture,
, v
.

WEATHER

attachme"ntis filed
against real estate
of fatty arbuckle

'

.
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ment; Court Has Knotty
ProtTlem to Solve,
(By Tbe Associnted Tress.)

ETON

tria.

When they, failed to elect Dr.
Klein, they endeavored to secure
a place for him as deputy Judge
but the South Americans gained a
for Dr.
majority In the assembly
Alvarez, and when It was found
that the council had again omitted
his name from their list of deputy
Judges, the assembly
him again.
A Sharp Contest.
The final stages developed a
contest
between the council
sharp
and the assembly, the latter Insisas the fourth
ting on Dr. Alvarez the
council Indeputy Judge, and
of Bel- -.
Baron
on
Descampe
sisting;
glum, After Alvarez hnd been
twice
Elected once Judge and
deputhe
ty Judtro he was rejected for wns
third time bv the council, but
elected for the fourth time by the
assembly.
The announcement of his fourth
election was made in a burst of enthusiasm but the later announcement that the council had for the
fourth time rejected Dr. Alvarez
and given the majority to Baron
considerable
caused
Descamps
which
emotion in the assembly,
was calmed by the proposal of Japan that the assembly appoint a
committee to meet a committee of
the council on the subject.
The three deputy Judges so far
elected are:
of RuDemetrleu Negulescu,
mania; Michaello Jovanovic, of
Jugo Slavia, and Mr. Wang of
China.

r

c

g.
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Chicago, Sept. 14. Whether a
city or other municipal corporation
may sue a newspaper for libel, alleging damages approximating the
va.'ue of the establishment of the
iatlei, and, through a possible verdict, lor the full u;ii. virtually put
the newspaper out of business, will
bo ne of the chief issues in the
case of the City of Chicago against
the Chicago Tribune, to be called
for hearing September 22.
The suit, filed in circuit court In
December, 1920, after the bitter Illinois republican
primary campaign, asks damages of $10,000,00),
alleging that published charges
against the financial part of Mayor
William Hale Thompson's administration had impaired the city's
credit and hampered the conduct
A similar
of municipal business.
suit has been filed against the Chieach
instance
News.
In
cago Daily
the city sued in its corporate capacity.
Thirty-si- x
Items Cited.
Thirty-si- x
news items or editorials, published by the Tribune between June 15 and September 15,
la.u, are cited by the city's attorneys as the basis for the suit. Many
of them declared flatly that the city
was "broke."
Others referred to
the use of scrip for paying city employes. In several Instances it was
stated that the city treasury faced
a huge deficit and one item quoted
Lieutenant Governor Oglesby, a
for the gubernatorial
candidate
nomination, as fixing this figure at
$16,000,000.

Excerpts From Other Papers.

There were also two excerpts
from other Illinois newspapers as
reproduced in the Tribune, one
taken from tho Kendall County
Record and the other from the
Dixon Telegraph.
Two letters "To' the Editor" from
Tribune readers were also cited.
None of these publications, the
declaration
charged, was
city's
published with good motives, but to
promote the political and financial
interests of the newspaper, 'and
certain other persons and corporations, especially certain public utilwith
associated
ity corporations,
the defendant and acting in
with it."
It was charged that the publications were designed to give the impression that the city was unworthy
of credit and that It would be dangerous to invest in its bonds or to
enter into contracts with it for the
sale of materials, labor or supplies.
Husis of Alleged Pamage,
To show the basis of the alleged
damage the declaration sets forth
that in its activities on behalf of
a population of 3,000,000, the city
operates' property worth $350,000,-00The documentary list of this
property includes the Chicago city
hall, thirty-nin- e
police stations, 140
fire engine houses, more than 350
motor vehicles, 146 playgrounds
and small parks, about 75 bridges,
2,112 miles of streets with apparatus used in maintaining them, a
water works system with six cribs
in Lake Michigan and ten pumping
stations on shore, a municipal
tuberculosis sanatorium and "many
other properties of great value."
It is averred that the materials
and labor necessary to operate
these properties cost $50,000,000 a
year and that the city also has to
purchase about $7,000,000 worth of
new property every year, exclusive
of school property, which additions
are made largely through the
medium of competitive bids. "Good
financial credit" Is named as a
necessity for conducting the municipal business and it is alleged
that whatever injuriously affects
the city's credit results in its having to pay higher prices for its ma
terials and restricts the number of
competitive bids. The declaration
charges that the Tribune attacks on
the city finances caused some per
sons, firms or corporations who
otherwise would have bid, to re
frain from doing so.
City's Credit Impaired.
The declaration also points out
that many civil improvements were
under consideration or construction at the time of the alleged libel
and that the city expected to raise
funds lor these by offering bonds
upon the market to the public."
It argues that the proceeds of such
bond sales depend on the price of
the securities in the open market
and Infers that the alleged libellous
publications so Impaired the city's
credit that the value of its bonds
were depreciated.
The declaration emphasizes that
the city has various funds, including the corporation fund, proceeds
from special assessments and a
water fund. It acknowledges that
at some times there may not be
enough actual cash on hand in the
corporate fund to meet all the current obligations of the city," but it
avers that the other funds have
been at all times sufficient to meet
obligations charged against them.
It alleges that the Tribune, however, attacked the general financial
standing of the city, making no distinction between
the corporate
fund and other sections of the city
g

0.

treasury.
Fund Not Wasted,
The city's declaration asserts that
in 1920 the municipality had been
deprived of $7,000,000 Income from
saloon licenses and that in addition
to this there had been heavy increases in the prices of labor, materials and supplies, "in consequence whereof Its corporate funds
may not be sufficient to meet ail
current
chargeable
obligations
against it for 1920."
It asserts, however, that the fund
had not been wasted and that Its
(Continued on Page Two.)

Sen. James E. Watson,
Washington, Sept. 14 (Special).
The selection of a. new rpnnhlfenn
leader is being much discussed by
tnose senators wno remain in town.
All the conversation center nrmind
the name of James E. Watson of
Indiana, to take the position now
filled by Henry Cabot Lodge.
Lodge has been chosen as an
American delegate on the disarmament conference. He will be busy.

on that Job from November 1 for
an indefinite period, probably running three or four months. No intimation has been heard that Lodge
desires to relinquish his majority
On the contrary, he
leadership.
has stoutly Insisted that he will
continue and that he will be available for consultations at any time,
his duties not calling him away
from this town. Lodge frequently
has scoffed at the idea that he will
step aside.
A great stress has been laid by
Lodge on the availability of Curtis,
who is now assistant leader, to fill
his shoes while he is absent from
the senate. Hut these senators who
are doing all this gossiping about a
new republican leader say Charles
Curtis of Kansas Is slated to be
msde president pro-tewhenever
Senator Cummins, the present incumbent, relinquishes
the post.
This would take him out of the
leadership race.
The suggestion has not been
made out loud that Lodee will be
asked to, step aside by declaring the
disarmament parley requires all his
time and none will remain or party
leanersnip.
(
Not long ago Hitchcock was de
posed by the democrats as spinority
leader and Underwood given his
place. A similar method might be
practiced In the case of Lodge, but
It Is not in sight. It Is a matter
entirely under the control of the
republican conference.
It is known that there has been
considerable grumbling among republican leaders because of Lodge's
leadership. Whether this will extend to the dimensions of a mutiny
cannot be predicted.
Watson is a protege of Penrose
and will have the full support of
that former head of the old guard.1
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Divorced Wife Says She Is
Going to San Francisco to
Help Him If Possible; Were
Married in 1908.
(By The Associated Press.)
New York, Sept. 14. Mrs.

Ros-co- e

Arbuckle, who was known professionally as Minta Durfce. left
New York today for San Francisco
to help her husband If possible, although she has been separated
from him for five years. '
, ,
"I am goint,' to "him because I
think It Is my duty to be near him,1'
she said. "I want to help him in
every way I can. I don't know
Just hpw I can be of service to him
but many things will turn up that
I can do.
"When we were married I was
17 and my husband 21. That was
back In 1908. Five years ago we
agreed to disagree and I received
a separate maintenance.
Unfortunately or perhaps fortunately,
as you please there are no children. We were not bitter against
each other.
Wo simply decided
that we would remain good friends.
Mr. Arbuckle has been very generous in his treatment of me In regard to finances. I have not had
to work during these years, and last
February he made me a present of
a fine automobile.
"A reconciliation?
That depends
on whether I find that my place Is
with him and whether he finds
that he is ready for a return to the
life we led when we were married,
when I was his inspiration. All I
know now is that 1 am going to a
friend who needs every bit of help
he can get."
Mrs. Arbuckle was accompanied
on the trio to San Francisco by her
mother, Mra. Flora Durfee of Los
Angeles.

STORMY SESSION OF
ZIONIST CONGRESS IS
FORCED TO ADJOURN
Ozecho-Slovaki-

ss

1

te

Gov. Thomas E. Campbell of Arizona, may officially open the
rodeo here September 22 by
roping the first calf which streaks
out of the corral. An Invitation to
officiate actively in the sport was
wired Governor Campbell yesterday by the rodeo management.
Ranchers here for the rodeo who
know the cowboy governor best
claimed yesterday that the governor would not be able to resist
such an Invitation and prophesied
that he would complete the roping
Job in close to the record time.
September 22, the opening day
of the big round-u- p
will be Governors' day.
Governors
of three
states will occupy the seats of
honor In the grandstand.
The
high state officials who will be
here for the opening nro Governors
Campbell, of Arizona: Shoup, of
Colorado, and Mechem, ot New
Mexico.
"This Is going to be a combined,
regular plum up cow Phow," declared
Garrett when
Manager
speaking of the program for the
three days of open range sport
which is to be staged here undpr
the auspices of tho Disabled Soldiers' league." We're going to have
everything that was ever seen In
all put togother
any one round-u- p
and shown In this onp," he added.
Cowboy and cowgirl trick riders,
ropers and clown will be one of
the features of the entertainment.
Arrangements have not been made
for one or two of theso fun givers,
but for a large number of them.
Several of the most popular
of the saddle have alfor and
ready been contracted
have shipped their horses to Duke
city.
"Red" Sweeney, the wild Irishman of the plains and acknowledged champion bull rider, will be
here. Tt is said that he cMims he
Can ride the bulliest bull Manager
Garrett can turn loose In the
Trl-sta-

publ-catlo-

administration of our state affairs.

al

Discovers Attempting
Steal Her Cattle.
(OS The Associated

.

Tilden Destroys All Chances
of San Francisco Player
Securing a Place in the
Net Singles Cup.
(Br The Associated Press.)
Philadelphia, Sept. 14. For the
second time In two years William
T. Tilden, II, of Philadelphia, destroyed all chance of William M.
Johnston of San Francisco, securing permanent possession of tho
championship tennis singles cup
by defeating him today,
In the fourth round
of
5:

4;

the tournament. Johnston, titular
winner In 1915 and 1919, staged a
but as at
spectacular come-bac- k
Forest Hills, N. Y last September,

It was Tilden who defeated
his
plan to secure the final leg on the
A
year ago Tilden won
trophy.
from Johnston In the final round
lToday he
erased the Californlan in a four set
match.
Johnston was not the only former title holder to lose, however,
for R. Norris Williams II, of Ros-tochampion in 1914 and 1916,
also was eliminated by J. O. Anderson, Ausitralasian Davis cup
player,
Other survivors of the fourth
round include Wallace F. Johnson
of Phildelphla, Francis T. Hunter,
of New York, F. Gordon Love of
England. Willis E. Davis and Robert O. Klnsey of Ran Francisco.
Tilden's victory makes the final
round scheduled for Saturday rather an ante climax. The holder of
both the Amerloan and Emtllsh
titles Is conceded to he the class
of the remaining field and It would
be an astounding reversal and unset If he was defeated during the
three days of play..
net
The Californlan gave all he had
In the way of super tennis in his
attempt to defeat Tilden, and it
was only the extra steadiness and
flexibility of the victor's game
that spelled the margin between
victory and defeat. Tilden even in
the face of Johnston's hardest
bombardment, change of pace and
perfect examples of technique and
strategy, matched skill and hrnln
with Johnston and fully held his
own. Added to this he had greater
Physical endurance and court covering ability.
1,

-,

5.

85c a Month
K.'ngle Ooplea 60

RESPONSIBLE
CASE

I

OF

DEATH

OF MISS RAPPB

Press.)

U. S. PREPARES

s,

Carrier or Mall,

to

Bisbee, Ariz., Sfipt, 14. Miss Sadie Champion
two
of Warren,
miles south of Kisbee and but a
few miles from the Mexicnn border, was seriously wounded and
beaten tonight by a band of men,
said to have been Mexicans, that
she discovered attempting to steal
outcner cattle kolonging to her. '
At a late hour tonight posses,
hastily formed in Warren. Bisbee
and other noarhy towns, were re
ported to have Biirrounded the men
in Gold Gulch, about one mile east
of Warren, where the attack took
place.
Miss Champion was shot twice
by tho men and then badly beaten,
according to reports received in
Bisbee. While attempting to make
her way to the home of her brother, Ralph Champion,
her cries
were heard by a neighbor who
gave tho alarm.
Deputies Sheriff
Immediately
started for Gold Gulch, accompanied by armed residents from
Warren and vicinity. Other officers and citizens from Risbeo and
Lowell formed additional
poasea
that were rushed to Gold Gulch In
automobiles.
Whether the raid hnd been made
from) across the Mexican border or
was local In character,
had not
been determined Into tonight.
tho
that
John SlaughWarning
ter and other bordor ranches,
about eighteen miles east of Douglas, were to be raided by Mexican
was contained in an anonymous
letter received last week by Chief
of Police Percy Bowden of Douglas. No reference was made in the
lotter, however, to any purported
plans for raiding ranches west of
Douglas.
Gold Gulch Is a small canvon In
the Mule mountains about four
miles north of the Mexican border.
Owing to its rough character,
posses were said to be encountering difficulties in closing in on the
spot where the men were believed
to have taken refuge.

"Bugger" Red will bo on the Job

throughout the three days. Those
who have seen "Bugger" at other
round-upknow what unexpected
things he can do with a few yards
of rope. The boys who are here to
take part In the fun claim ho has
a few new ones up his sleeve that
haven't been pulled yet on a rodeo audience. Aside from that he
will have his trick horses here.
"Bugger" rides them anywhere
from on the saddle to a seat on
their right knee.
Steers from Old Mexico will be
used for the bulldogglng. They are
expected to arrive today or tomorrow and will be kept In fine condition until the show is over. Sixty

32 ALLEGED SLACKERS
PLACED UNDER ARREST
Brownsville, Texas, Sept. 14.
Sheriff A. Y. Baker of Hidalgo
county last night delivered to mill
at Fort Brown
tary authorities
thirty-tw- o
alleged draft evaders
n
They were arrested following
of the slacker list of Hidalgo
county. Al' bear Mexican names.

liss Sadie Champion Is Also
Shot Twice By Men She

arena.

CONTEST

Amendment No. 7, Is the one providing for a board of three
commissioners In the land office. Without its passage the great
trust In public Jnnds will continue to bo handled by a buncb of
A
clerks in accordance with their personnl whim or discretion.
and
administration of this
thoroughly business-lik- e
great trust is a sacred duty of the state. , It seems to us that no
ono can vote against this amendment with good conscience.
It
Is a great step forward In administration and will put an end
to the use of our school lands for political purposes. Vote for It.
If we are to show such an apathy over the relieving of evils
In New Mexico that we Ignore or neglect .our opportunities to
correct them with our ballot when tho concrete remedy la set
before us for our approval, how may we reasonably expect public
men or Independent newspapers to be encouraged to fight the
peoples' battles?
It Is tho duty of every citizen to vote for the "vital four"
amendments.
.
.
.

Tri-Sta-

head will be available for tho cowboys In the bulldogglng contests.
This number will Insure fresh
steers each day.
QUAID IS
Wild mountain cattlo will be
the roping contests. A
BAPTIST MODERATOR used in all has
committee
been scouring the
'
mountain ranches in both New
(By Tbe Assorlnted Pirns.)
locatEl Paso, Tex., Sept. 14. J. E. Mexico and Arizona and has steers
ed a herd from which the
Quaid of El Paso was
are
chosen.
bo
will
expected
They
moderator at the opening Besslon to
out of some of the
today of the El Paso Baptist asso- bestmake game
ropers In the country.
ciation, which Is holding Its tenth
annual session here. The association comprises the four Texas
counties of El Paso, Hudspeth, Jeff
Davis and Presidio.
Reports from ten churches represented showed that $118,395.95
was contributed the past year and
981 members added.

ie

'

Arizona Governor Has Been
Invited to Officially Open
Rodeo Here on
Governors' Day, 22nd.

akers

a,

There nro fnnr constitutional amendments to 'ho voted on
September 20, which by nil means, should be upheld by the people.
Several others should have favorable action. They are important.
Tho school tax limit amendment. No. 8, should be overwhelmingly
defeated.
The "vital fonr" are the subjects of the present article.
Amendment No. 1. which would give to women eqnnl rights
with men to hold office, should pass wlthont a dissenting vote.
Probably they have that right already, as tho national suffrngo
amendment presumably annulled onr present conflicting constituITowever. only expensive and protracted
tional amendment.
can
lltlratlon could settle that legal qnosttoit. while the people
settle it now without expense or trouble by voting "yes," on this
The present proposal shonld have stone farther and
amendment.
Bnt
men In all respects.
given women eqnnl civil rights withwill
take nn by voting for It.
we should ro as far as this proposal
commission
to
the
corporate
Amendment No. 5, elves powers
which it should have had given It when the constitution wns
hands
of qnasl-pnblIn
the
are
Tho
helpless
written.
people
corporations and public titllltles. unless the eorpornte commission
the orders
makes
has power to control them. This amendment
It
of the corporate commission binding on the corporations.
elves the commission power to enforce Its orders. It also puts
of
tho burden on the corporations to show the unreasonableness
the burden on the state
tho order, upon appeal. Instead of leavingorder.
of
The
of
the
provisions
reasonableness
of showing tho
the amendment are those usually placed to tothe law by other p"m
This
corporations.
and are not unreasonable or vextatlons
amendment should carry. Failure to pass It would be a pablli
calamity.
way lias
Amendment No. 8. Is tho budget proposal.
been devised to prevent the wasting of public money by unMembers help each
necessary appropriations by the legislature.
other to procure Improper and extravagant aid for pet projects.
With this amendment a stop enn be put to a great public vice In
New Mexico, which lias cost the taxpayers hundreds of thousands
of dollars. So far as we can leant, no one has pointed ont a
slnglo reason why this amendment should not become a part of
It's only danger is the
the constitution.
have quietly
propaganda which some Influences
circulated. The amendment must carry In tho Interest of a

.

GALF AT RODEO

by
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ARBUCKLE HELD

A BANDIT BAND

merry-m-

(By The Associated Fress.)

Carlsbad,
Sept.
14 (Jewish Press Association.)
A
serious disagreement between the
Mizrahl (orthodox element)
and
the left wing (laborites) today
forced the leaders of the world's
Zionist congress to adjourn the
stormiest
session the delegates
have witnessed since the com-greopened on September 1. The
adjournment was taken In the
hope that an agreement might be
effected outside the regular session.
The disagreement arose over a
resolution proposed by the Palestine committee to tbe effect that
all institutions in Palestine supported by the Zionists' should be
compelled to live up In every respect to the Jewish law.
The unorthodox leaders of the
left made a determined effort to
defeat the resolution and succeed
ert, by a final majority, in having
it tabled.
Herman
Thereupon
Struck, one of the Mizrahi leaders,
declar?d tha Mizrahl would withdraw Its support from the Palestine foundation fund and other
Zionist funds.

THE "VITAL FOUR"

business-lik- e

ARIZONA GIRL
IS BEATEN BY

CI

MAY ROPE FIRST

m

for Approximates
the Value of the Establish-

r '

PARTY

City's Suit Against the tribune for $10,000,000
Damages Will Be Called
for Hearing Sept. 22,

Balm Asked

ID

PRESIDED

LIBEL

CASE IS OUTGROWTH
OF RECENT PRIMARY

14.
O., Sept.
Cleveland,
maBoilermakers, blacksmiths,
car men. electrical s
chinists,
work-erworkers and sheet metal
employed by various railroads have voted to strike in
protest toAthe wage reduction
ordered by the railway laboi
board, according to two repre
n,niiQB rtf tlio railroad c
aciiiau'to
partment of the American B
eratlon of Labor.
& .
These men, j. vj. duud,
.r,nno- the boilermakers
t
of
A.
Lechler,
and J.
wcio iivi" cnuui,
.ire
lng v,railroad craftsstf'V ' 4ich
onHftfnntpit
'
.lthln
will
they predicted,
'

another month.

ALLEGED

Dully

CITY

FOR

ARMS CUT MEET
Washington Sends to the
utner Powers a Tentative
Ltsi cf Subjects for Discussion at Parity.
14.
Sent.
Thi
Washington.
American government
again has
taken the initiative in the arma
ment negotiations by suggesting to
the other powers a tentative iist of
subjects for difcusslon.
The proposal, however, does not
enumerate all specific controversies
tl Is government considers pertinent
to the armament discussion. It iv
confined rather to a grouping of
broad questions of policy without
us to
any attempt to speculate
what particular cases may arise.
na
So fa. none of the invited
tions has replied formally, but offi
cials ar3 understood to havo received encouraging reports of the
reception of the list.
The iommunicatlon has not been
made public here and those In
charge ro declining to reveal Itscontents pending a definite figr1"ment on the final list to comprise
the text and limitations of the it
liberations of the conference.
By avoiding mention of specific
controversial cases officials are un
derstood to feel hat the possibility
of agreement on scope and limita
tion will be greatly enhanced.
Thus in the case of cnina tne
American suggestion Is understood
to be that integritv of China be in- eluded n the eligible subjects, leav
ing the trend of the discussion to
develop whether the conference
will be led under the heading Into
a consideration of such cases as
Shantung.
It Is believed thnt the Amtrican
f:oernment is ready to include In
tho list such other ublects as evtra
territorial rigl ts in China, the Silu
rian situation and plans for the Pacific islands.
It Is argued that the scheme of
permitting the conference to de
velop Its own acope has a peculiar
adaptability to the Far Eastern

Rupture of An Internal Oran
Caused Demise of Moving
Picture Actress, Is Verdict
Returned,-

MANSLAUGHTER

IS

THE CRIME ALLEGED
Jury Recommends That the
Proper Officials Take the
Necessary Steps to "Clean
Up" San Francisco,
(Ily The Assorlnted PVess.)

San Francisco,
14. The
Sept.
coroner's Jury returned a verdict
today holding that Miss Virginia
Rappe, motion
picture actress,
came to her death through peritonitis caused by the rupture of an
Internal
Roscoe (Fatty)
organ.
Arbueklo was held responsible by
tho Jury for Miss Rappo's injury
and the district attorney was directed to conduct a full investigation of the matter.
The verdict charged
Arbuckle
with manslaughter and directed
that all official sources concerned
conduct a full and exhaustive investigation.
Tho Jury held thnt Miss Rappe
came to her death through the
application of force "which we believe from tho evidence was applied by Roscoe Arbuckle, and we
hereby charge him with manslaughter.
"We recommend
that the
district attorney, chief of police, prand Jury and prohibition enforcement officers take
steps to prevont a further occurrence of such events, so
that San Francisco will not be
made the rendezvous of the
debauchee and gangster."
The finding of Betty Campbell,
show girl, and one of those attending t'ie party, after she was
to have dropped from sight,
and her interrogation by the district attorney.
Tho statement of Captain of Detectives Matheson that one of the
girl witnesses who had attended the
party had been asked to accept a
bribe to withhold her testimony,
llrady Is Undecided.
District Attorney Mathew A.
Brady said he had not decided what
course to pursue In regard to the
murder complaint, In view of the
manslaughter charges, but would
settle the matter in conference with
his deputies before Friday, when
Arbuckle appears In police court to
plead to the murder charge.
"There Is this much to be said,
two
however,-- '
mG, r.?M, "
Juries have held Arbuckle criminally responsible for the death of the
girl."
for
The grand Jury Indictment
manslaughter Is to be returned before Presiding Judge Shortall in the
)
superior court tomorrow.
Want Justice Done.
Brady received a commendatory
telegram today from Mayor jj, C.
ITldgson of St. Paul, Minn., saying:
"It Arbuckle Is not punished the
moving picture business is done
for." He also received a telegraphic appeal from Henry Lehr-ma- n
of New York, a friend of Miss
Rappe, asking Brady to be sure
that Justice was done and Arbuckle
punished.
FOUR

CHARGES REST
AGAINST ARBUCKLE

San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 14.
For the fourth time within a week
Roscoe C. (Fatty) Arbuckle was
formally held today to be criminally responsible fcr the death of
Miss Virginia Rappe, motion picture actress, when a coroner's inquest into Miss Rappe's death returned a charge of manslaughter
against him. The verdict read:
"We, the coroner's Jury, find
that the said Virginia Rappe, age
Los Angeles,
2!i, single, residence
came to her death on September 9
at the Wakefield sanitarium from
a ruptured bladder, contributing
cause, peritonitis.
"And we further find that said
Virginia Rappe came to her death
from peritonitis caused by a rupture of the urinary bladder, caused
by the application, of some force
which, from the evidence submitted, wna applied by one Roscoe Arbuckle.
"We. the undersigned
Jurors,
(Continued on Page Two.)

CHANGES INVOLVING REDUCTIONS

7,

n,

6,

4.

DIVIDEND DECLARED.
Independence, Ran., 6ept 14.
The Prairie Oil and Oas companv
today declared a quarterly dividend
of $3 and an extra dividend of $2.
payable October 31 to stockholders
.
of record September, 30,

IN SIZE OF THE ARMY HAVE BEEN

ORDERED BY SECRETARY OF WAR

Infantry Regiments Will Be Reduced From

1,-4- 90

to 1,312 Men and in Number From 65 to
45; Plans Also Call for a Cut in Coast Defense
Forces, Weeks Announces.

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Sept. 14. Import artillery, 18.110 coast artillery, 10,.
ant changes involving considerable 300 air service, 6,619 engineers,
reductions in the size of the army 3,000 signal corps, 11,200 quarter
corps, 709 finance departhave been ordered by the general master
ment, 2.976
department.
staff with the approval of Secre- 776 chemical ordnance
warfare service. 6,543
tary Weeks In placing the army on detached enlisted men and 8.t9t
a basis ot 150,00k enlisted men, It medical department. These allotwas learned today.
ments, however. Include the PhilipInfantry regiments have been or- pine c6nstabulary wtitcn is not emdered reduced from 1.490 to 1,312 braced in the 150.000 figure.
men and In number from sixty-fiv- e
The number of combat units
to forty-fivcavalry regiments available for stations In the United
from 81S to 641 men and from States, including those temporarily
seventeen to fourteen In number; stationed in Germany, will be refield artillery regiments from
to twenty-tw- o
duced from thirty-nin- e
to sixteen in number,
Infantry regiments; fifteen to
without reduction of strength; en- thirteen cavalry regiments; twenty-si- x
to nine field artillery regiments;
gineer regiments from thirteen to
seven in number without reduction seven to two coast artillery regiof strength; coast artillery, railway ments, and from ten to four engiand tractor regiments from 1,066 neer regiments.
to 829 and 729 men respectively.
The plan calls for a reduction in
and the latter In number from the coast defense forces in Wm
seven to two,
country "to that essential to tha
The number of men allotted security of vital localities." About
each branch is 58,800 for the in seven coast defense posts will ba
fantry, 11,184 cavalry, 19,174 field placed in the hands ot caretakers.
Washington,

e;

thir-ty-thr-
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Editor Journal:
In our half page advertise-mein jour yesterday's Journal yon used the word "Facts"

nt

IS OPENED WITH

Candidate
Re-

Democratic
in

Speaks

Raton; Asks

publicans Wtiy They Have
Not Kept Their Promises.
IBPtClAt

OIIPATCH

TO MORNINQ

CHICAGO WANTS HUGE
SUM FROM NEWSPAPER
FOR ALLEGED LIBEL

Bui-su-

JOURNAL.

Raton, N. M., Sept. 14. Judge
It. H. Hanna. democratic candidate
for United States senator, opened
his campaign here last night at the
Schuler auditorium and was greeted by an audience of more than
600 people. For more than an hour
he talked forcibly, plainly and
earnestly.
On his arrival in Raton Judge
Hanna was met at the station by a
number of democrats and taken to
a local hotel, where he was kept
busy until ihe hour for the speaking in meeting the many people
who called upon him. From the
hotel to the auditorium Judge Hanna was escorted by a committee of
democrats and on the platform at
the auditorium were seated, when
the meeting opened, many prominent members of his party.
Manna's address was
Judge
clean-ou- t
and in a large part dealt
with legislation of the last congress. He had little to say of Holm
U. tfursum, but pointed out that
the boasting of the republicans as
to what Mr. BurBum has accomplished while in tho sonato Is in
large part without foundation and
that the promlnes made for Mr.
Bursum
his supporters are
by
largely for the purpose of vote
getting.
He said that before the republicans of New Mexico go further in
the making of promises they should
first undertake to explain their utter failure to keep the promises
made to the voters less than a year
ago. He particularly demanded
that the republicans explain their
failure to pass a direct primary
law. the minimum salary law for
teachers as promised and to answer
the criticism of former Governor
Hagerman of the mine tax law as
passed and why it differs eo radically from the promised law.
In connection with the boasting
of the accomplishments
of conasked any
Hanna
gress. Judge
stockman who has yet been benefited by the act claimed to be for
the benefit of that industry to rise.
No one rose. He eald the law is
not workable and that the bankers
are claiming their lack of qualification to make the law locally beneficial.
Judge Hanna discussed the Ford,
ney tariff bill and in this discus- -

Bt The Anmirlulrd Treu.)
Pueblo, Col., Sept. 14. Sirs.
Slnrla Chavez, 105 years old,
tiled hero today. She liad been
a resident of l.cblo ono year,
coming here from Santa j. v, N.
M., where she was born.

Instead of "Kails" in tlio heading of our art'clo therein on the
"gang," nml thereby miiterlHllj
change, If you do not destroy,
the effect of our intention. Our
copy said: "Singer's Efforts to
Alienate Falls." but your publication thereof says: "Magee's
Erforts to Alienate Facts." Wo
mndo no charge of your "Alienating Facts," hut we did and do
say that your efforts to Alienate
liursiini from the "gang" or the
lias failed,
"gang" from
and of this we ask the verdict
of the jKsople. Please correct
and oblige,
DEMOCRATIC COSfSirTTEE.

TWO ADDRESSES

.

MRS. MARIA CHAVEZ,
FORMER RESIDENT OF
SANTA FE, IS DEAD

A CORRECTION.

CAMPAIGN

slon said little more than to read
the bitter denunciation of the act
by republican senators from the
western states, wherein it is declared that the livestock industry
must perish because of the Injus
tice in 'he treatment given it.
The judge's address was a clear,
logical description of public interest and an appeal, without bitter
ness or criticism, for support of
his party and principles
rather
than for the support of himself as
an individual.
At the close of his address In the
auditorium, Judge Hanna went to
Chaves hall, in east Raton, where
he addressed another audience of
more than 300 people. He was
heartily, received and spoka for
about an hour.
Judge Hanna goes from here to
Springer where he will speak at
3 o'clock Wednesday afternoon.

CONVICT IS KILLED
AND 2 WOUNDED IN AN
ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE

1

(By The AMorlRttd PreM.)
Jollet, 111.. Sept. 14. One

man

was shot to death and two were
wounded In a dash for liberty at
the Jollet penitentiary today, In
which Carl Stepina, a Chicago gun
man, and Edward Thorpe, also of
Chicago, made their escape. Stepina filed the bolts of his cell lock
and released the others.
Theodore Schiller, 25 years old,
was killed by the rifle of a guard
m he was scaling the wall after
the quintet had escaped through a
hole cut in the roof of the cell
house. John Koch, serving ten
years to life, and George Williams,
under the same sentence, were
wounded
CRUDE OIL BURNS.
Wellsville, Mo., Sept. 14. More
than 80,000 gallons of crude oil,
owned by the Prairie Pipe Line
company, was burning today and
early the loss was estimated at
more than $100,000.
The blaze
was caused by lightning.

(Continued from Page One.)

THE JOURNAL'S RECOMMENDATIONS)
Every citizen should vote on September 20. It Is Important
that every one vote for senator: It Is vital thnt all express
their
convictions on the proposed chances In our fundamental low.
These proposals nre somewhat confusing. The Journal has decided
to carry a list of recommendations nntll election day. We naturally regard these recommendations ns wise. However, we urgp
upon all the duty to vote regardless of whether or not yon agree
with ns. Here Is the opinion of the .Journal:
VOTE FOR H. O. BURSUM FOR UNITED STATES

SENATOR.
.Amendment No. 1.
v

Tills amendment gives to women voters equal rights
with men In holding office. It should pass unanimously.

Amendment No. 2.

condition was due solely to the loss
of the $7,000,000 revenue and
cost of labor and supplies

This amendment prevents aliens who nre Ineligible
to citizenship from owning land or leases. It is Intended to anticipate and prevent an oriental Invasion.

STATEMENT GIVEN OUT
JiX CHICAGO TRIBUNE

Tills amendment was Intended to permit the state
superintendent of public Instruction to hold office aa
Indefinite number of consecutive terms. However.
It contains provisions conflicting with proposals 6
and 7, which might nullify them.

I

HI
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Lucaseal
SELECT

GOOD

VARNISH

Many large industrial users of varnish select Lucas
Varnishes as the standard finish for their products.
They make this selection after their chemists and
laboratory men have passed upon dozens of different kinds. There is sound reason behind their
choice.
The Lucas people manufacture more than one
hundred different kinds of varnishes which are used
in their paints, enamels, stains and other products.
Thus they MUST manufacture varnishes they can
stand behind with their reputation. Truly, Lucas
products "purposely made for every purpose."
The materials used are a small item in the cost of
any paint job. It pays in the long run to use the
best that is to say, to use Lucas because it won't
have to be done over so soon, it looks better, goes
farther and is easier to do a good job with.
STATE DISTRIBUTORS

Raabb
&Madger,
"IF
IT"
IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE
First a net Copper Phone 74
NEW MEXICAN DEALERS
BERNALILLO
cantile Co.
BELEN

--

Putney Mer

Fell & Ellermeyer.

GALLUP

S. P.

YOU

Vldal & Co.

WILL

LOS LUNAS The Hunlng
Mercantile Co.
MOLNTAINA1R
Lawion &
Hill.
SAN MARCIAL San Marclal
Mercantile Co.

WANT

TO

SEE

THE HEW BRUNSWICK
attractive

near your Idea of a perfect phonograph.
And above all the very newest in phonograph construction.
Surely there is no better time to see It to hear It than today. The price, too is Just as attractive as the Instrument
So

The Store of Service, Value and Satisfaction
Pleasing Service

ALBUQUERQUE MUSIC STORE
Phone 778

311

West Central

VOTE

IES

COL. BONIFACE MAY
BE RELIEVED
FROM
ASSIGNMENT IN N. M.
laPKCIAl DISPATCH

eranarster."

h

Ben Boas, one of the nine Jurors
verdict In
returned a minority
which he said that Miss Rappe's
fatal injuries were caused by the
application of some force, "but 1
am unable to say who applied It."
Two charges of murder, one preferred by the police and the othei
by Mrs. Bamblna Maud Delmont,
friend of Mls Rappe, and two
charges of manslaughter, one returned by the grand Jury and the
other by the coroner's Jury, rest
against Arbuckle.
The coroner's Jury was out foT
more than three hours, arter an
of witnesses which
examination
started last Monday.
Arbuckle, sensing the approach
of a verdict today, wan Intensely
nervous throughout most of the
session, twisting and clutching his
fingers and flushing deeply at
times. The round, boyish face wa?
solemn and at times sullen. Although apparently deeply mover
he accepted the verdict with an
attempt at composure and resignation.
The verdict was the outstanding
event of the Arbuokle case today
Other developments were:
The starting of an Investigation
by Robert R. McCormack, assistant
United States attorney general. Inviolations
vestigating prohibition
that liquor war
into
charges
brought to and served at the Laboi
day party in Arbuckle'a rooms in
the St. Francis hotel, at which Miss
Rappe was alleged to have suffered

k,

TO MORNING

JOUMNALt

Santa Fe, Fept 14. Adl. Gen,
H. R. Brown was reported to have
informed Col. J. J. Boniface, na

tional guard inspector, that Gover
nor Mechem was going to ask tha
he be relieved from his assignment
In New Mexico. Boniface Is a reg
ular army orncer.
The adjutant genoral was In AI
buquerque, but Colonel Boniface,
wnen asked aoout tne report, said
he had received a letter from
Brown saying his office couldn't
function any longer with the In
spector's, and tha governor was go
ing to ask thnt he be relieved from
duty In the state.
Uoveshor Mechem said he hadn't
signed any request for Boniface's
relief.
Colonel Boniface said he sent
Brown's letter to the corps area
headquarters and tf the governor
took the action Indicated ah lnves;
tigatlon would probably be made.

y"

I

Places the llcosier in your home
With Each Cabinet Sold This Week We GIto Absolutely
FREE a $10 Set of Cutlery.

i.

LEGAL NOTICE
EXECUTOR'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County,
In the Matter of the Estate of Virginia E. McLaughlin, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on the 18th day
of August, 1921. duly
appointed
Executor of the estate of Virginia
R. McLaughlin
deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo County, and having qualified as such
Executor, all persons having claims
against the estate of said decedent
are hereby notified and required to
present the same to the undersigned in the manner and within
the time prescribed by law.

ITS extraordinary

qualities

combined with a
low price make

I
1

Lytona the most
economical and
satisfactory Baking
Powder you can
buy.

Bake with

Lytona I

T3

Phone

Larsut stock of atw ana Moona-han- S
Bloyclee Id the cltj. Bicycle tire, tod
uppllee. taper! repairing. Luweit prices.
BROAD
BICtCIJS
820 South Semmd.

THA DIK O

william

b.

f New Mexico St.Steel TlCo. Inc.
tlOO

Boilermaker
H

and Welders

fhNvinft

100H-- J

C. H. CARNES
IS1 IN OCULAR
REFRACTION.
107 6. Fourth.
Phone 1057-SIMiClAl

W

Mclaughlin,
Executor.

Dated August 23rd, 1921.
Layton
Pure Food
Co.

N

Wind Shield

J C IIAI.PKIIH.il I.IIMHKK CO
22 Smith Flrat 8reet,
I'bonr 401

lilR

M1MUOUKAPB

rVPEUItllER

CARBON PAPERS

Albright
&

REDUCED PRICE LIST
Better Kodak Finishing

Uolls Developed.
f'aeks Developed..
Printing each..!

The

Anderson

......... .10c
15c
8c to

PRINTERS

BINItKKS
STATIONERS

6c,

BARNUM . STUDIO
I
'219 West Central

208 West Gold Ave.

BUT SATURDAY IS THE
FINAL OPPORTUNITY!

This Set of Aluminum With Every
Range Sold By Saturday Night

We would like to continue this sale for a longer period, but we
are forced to close our offer on ,Saturday night.
If you have postponed investigating the merits and advantages
of the Round Oak Range, if your present range has given you
service to a point where continued use is an expense to you;
if waste in heat and fuel, lost time and unnecessary work are

Glass-Lumb-

You need and should possess them both.
Why not have them now? They will be a
profitable addition to your home.

costing you money ; if you are compromising with your present
cooking apparatus, don't you think you owe it to yourself and
your family to investigate our offer before the close of this

sale?

Remember, Range is priced
Aluminum is very hest value.

dw.

.

at rock bottom.

H;i7tSa

NEGOTIATIONS FOR
PEACE IN ERIN NOT
BROKEN OFF, BELIEF
The AeeotUU

Prow.)

London. Sept. 14 (by the Asso-r- Th r1a ft elre&nn's
formal reply, as approved today, is
not likely to reacn Inverness unm
late this week. It was not, as re- rrtrta4 In atmo nil) rtsrs. delivered
yesterday to Premie Lloyd George
The mission ot Harry uoiana nn
was simply to
Joseph McOrath
clear up certain questions with th
premier.
Nothing has leaked out as to
whether the reply i acceptance oi
of the Invitation tf
a conference, but the fact that flv
have beer
Irish plenipotentiaries
appointed is taken as Indicating
confidence in continuance of the
Mr. Lloyd George Is
negotiations.
expected to remain In Scotland for
at least another three weeks.

PRESIDENT OF BANK
IS SHOT AND KILLED

--

I-

(By The AMMtate4 Praa.)

Dodge

Center,

Minn.,

?yw"ntfrj

HVAX4.?y

Sept.

president of
the First National bank; of Dodge
Center, was shot and Instantlya
killed In the bank late today by
man presumed to be a robber. A
posse was immediately formed and
the assailant captured Just' outside
14.

iinaiii

D. T. Hounsvllle,

of town.

SURROUNDED, ENDS LIFE.
Hlbbing, Minn., Sept. 14. John
Webb, who shot and killed three
rvembers of the Hlbbing police
4id
'ores last Thursday night, shotshack
killed himself today In a
when surrounded by a police posno.
Egg production will be greatly
Increased and the health and glgor
of poultry promoted through the
use of International Poultry Food
Tonlo. Used by poultry raisers
Sold by Vftlo Bros..
everywhere.
07 North First street.

Journal want ads get results

DO THIS NOW!

,

If you cannot call in person, phone and ask us to set aside

the range your nedes dictate and one set of this aluminum
ware. Remember, we have marked the price at the lowest possible point. The advantages are so many, so clear,
so desirable, that only a personal Investigation can satisfy
those of you who should replace at this time.
Frankly, isn't your family entitled to the best right now I

This Aluminum Given Free!
Colonial
Combination Cooker (can he nsed to form 10
I
Pleco Combination Funnel (can be nsed to form 5 different utensils) 4S
funnels)
1 Doable Boiler
(can be nsed to form S different utensils; a double
boiler and two convex snnce paits)..t
1
Banco Pans irrndnoted sizes.
8
w
I Colonial Percolating; Cofleo Pot
1
6 Individual
A
Jelly Molda
1

--

....,

....

I

I
I
I

3

Iadlo

i

Salt Shaker

Pepper Shaker....

Measnrlng
Pie Plates

Cup.....

1

,

, , ,.

i

.,
,..-- .

1

w
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TOTAL VTIMBETt OF ARTICLES

27

STAR FURNITURE COMPANY

113 West Gold

CO.

Phone 1S.

the attack.

B

TB.

NeW-Mexi-

SORRY FOLKS

The satisfaction,
prlrio of ownership.
Immediate fuel economy, added convenience, and durabtlty, urgo immediate action

FURNITURE

A Pronounced Success,
The uniform success that has attended the use of Chamberlain's
Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy In the
relief and cure of bowel comand
plaints, both for children
adults, has brought it into almost
universal use, so that it la practically without a rival and as everyone who has used it knows, It is
without an equal.

m

BROS.

STRONG
Copper and Second.

Is-s-

so

itself.
The Brunswick method of reproduction Is the correct application of fundamental music and acoustical laws. It embodies
two exclusive, yet simple Brunswick features now widely
known the Ultona and the Oval Tone Amplifier.
Together
they .operate as a unit.
TONE
THE OVAL
AMPLIFIER is oval In shape and molded
of rare hollywood. Like the sounding board of a fine piano
ia
of
wood. It is absolutely free from metal.
It
built entirely
It Is the new Brunswick method of reproduction that make
It possible to play all records more effectively, bringing out
harmonious effects heretofore lost In phonographio reproduction.

,

Chicago, Sept. 14. The Chicago
VOTE NO
Tribune gave out the following
statement tonight In regard to tho
Amendment No. 4.
suit against It for $10,000,000 damThis amendment authorises the legislature to exempt
ages by the City of Chicago.
from taxation to the exthe property of
"At the time of filing this suit
tent of 12,000. It "does something" for the soldier
controlled
the city hall machine
who has property, but does nothing for his property-les- s
VOTE NO
the mayor's office, the Chicago
buddle. It seems Inequitable.
city council, and the newly elected
No. S.
Amendment
governor.
This amendment paves the way for tho enactment of
"It had made Its plans, which aflaws putting real power to control pulilio utilities
terwards proved successful, to
COTE YES
into the hands of the corporation commission.
elect the speaker of the house and
Amendment No. 6.
to control both branches of the
This amendment provides an adequate budget sysIt confidently expectlegislature.
ed to nominate and elect the entire
tem, which will bring the financial affairs of the
VOTE YES
circuit court of Cook county, flying
state to a business basis ond effect great economics.
Amendment No. 7.
it substantial contro. of the nisi
prlug Judges, the Cook county apTills amendment provides for a board of three
pellate courts and the Jury comIn the land office and Is Intended to cormissioners. It had already openly
rect the evils which have grown up in the managecourt
of
VOTE YES
threatened the suprome
ment of this great trust.
Illinois.
Amendment No. 8.
"The rich men and corporations
This Is the tnfamons school tax limit amendment,
of Chicago were under duress to
which wnnld greatly cripple our public schools. It
contribute to Its support and to Its
VOTE NO
must fall.
leaders, while various reform and
Amendment No- - 9.
civic associations had been intimiThis amendment permits special elections In cities to
There redated into inactivity.
vote bonds. At present bonds can not be voted upon
mained but the Tribune fighting
of the. except at regular elections. The cities need this
its complete dominance
VOTE YES
power.
community.
"To coerce or destroy tho
Amendment No. 10. '
Tribune was tho Immediate
This amendment allows county superintendents of
purpose of this suit, the Intimschools to succeed themselves In office for an Indefiidation of all newspapers and
VOTE YES
nite number of terms. It seems wise.
tho prevention of free speech.
No. 11.
Amendment
as
and
second
Its
objective,
This amendment permits the Issuing of $2,000,000 of
the Tribune has evidence to
VOTE YES
good roads bonds. This Is necessary and wise.
prove, tho overturning of the
Note.
republican form of governAmendments No. 1, Ho. B, No. 6 and No. 7 are the "vital four."
ment was Its ultimate goal.
Vote "Yes" on these vlthout fall. No. 8 Is pernicious: be sure to
"Tho Tribuno meets tho
vote "No." Vote for No. 11 and permit good roads building.
in full confidence thnt all
to
the constitution guarantees
tho Individual will be pre
and that
served unimpaired
this at'nck on our republican
charge and after the court hail
MRS. SOUTHARD WILL
defendant's demurrer
overruled
form of government will be
and denied a motion to quash the
overthrown ns completely as
BE PLACED ON TRIAL
indictment.
Its predecessors."
FOR MURDER SEPT. 26
Demurrer was based on claim
that guilty knowledge on the part
ARBUCKLE HELD
(By Tbe Aaoclnte4 l'reee.)
of Mrs. Southard was not alleged
Twin Falls, Idaho, Sept. 14.
RESP0NSIBE IN
and that there was no statement In
alLyda Southard, the Information that the poison
CASE OF DEATH Trial ofwithMrs.
first degree murdsr leged to have caused Meyer's death
charged
Mr?
of her fourth husband, Edward F. was administered to him by
'Continued from Page One.)
Meyer, here last' fall, will open S8.n Southard, to
Motion
quash was based on
district court here September
therefore charge the said Roscoe according to announcement today olnin that trial should have been
man
of
Arbuckle with the crime
had at term of court in session
of District Judge William A.
when Mrs. Southard was returned
had
slaughter.
Southard
Mrs.
after
'We the undersigned Jurors, recnot' guilty to the murder from Honolulu last June,
ommend that the district attorney pleaded
and
prochief of police, grand Jury
hibition officers take steps to prevent a further occurrence of affairs such as the one which caused
thia young woman's death, so that
San Francisco will not be made the
rendezvous of the debauchee and
i

Varnish

VOTE YES

Amendment No. 3.
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SANTO DOMINGO'S
COMMISSION
WOMAN LAWYER
STUDIES IN U. S.

ISIIICIPUS
LIVENS

BQXING

TERM S OPENED
f-

1921-192-

registration today.
Heads of departments who were
engaged in assisting the students
to arrange their programs for the
coming semester stated that there
seemed to he a greater Inclination
on the part of students this year
to select courses generally consul
ered "heavy" than has been evi
denced in former years. Students,
however, stated that the increase
in the heavy courses was unavoid
able, due to the fact that tne lac
ultv seemed to have omitted all
"snap" courses. One student was
heard to tell a friend that ha had
"twelve hours of work arranged.
without a single "snap course,1
and asked the other's advice- - as to
where he could find one.
nt the (atnrlrtnta whn rHs
tered yesterday were Albuquerque
residents, although there Were a

Miss Ana Parados.

Miss Ana Parados,
the only
woman lawyer in Santo Domingo,
is now in the United States to
studv American law procedure. She
was torn in Venezuela oi uomini- can parentage and was raised in
in
of
students
number
Santo Domingo.- She is now a pro
to
a
hall
get
fly
Uodey
preparing
Tho fessor of law there.
ing start nt the new year.
number of students" from other
states who have notified the office
that they will attend U. N. M. is to the dormitory. The addition Is
also regarded as extremely favor already well en its way to com
able, as Indicating the favor with pletion, all brick ana frame worn
which the university is regarded ud to the second story being in
outside tho state. Students not v nlace.
on Friday
All classes meeting
ing In New Mexico are required to
the
pay an additional fee as a portion will hold sessions tomorrow,
of the extra cost to the school.
regular schedule going intoofeffect
the
All of the faculty members re then. The first assembly
will he held at 1 o'clock to
turned from their vacations in year
ur.
morrow
at
whicn
afternoon,
U...3 for the opening of registra
tion yesterday, with the exception David Spence Hill will address the
nf Prof. Frederick
Feasel.
Mr, student body.
Students from outside of AlbuFeasel has been making an extenquerque will register today, regis
and
courses
Central
sive
through
South America during the summer tration closing at 5 o clock.
months, and wired Dr. Hill upon
his arrival in New Orleans a few
BEING
days ago. Due to tho floods in POSTMASTERS
Texas which havo disrupted train
BY HAYS
PROMOTED
service he was unablo to reach
here for the opening of
(Br The AMnrltitcd PreM.)
tion, hut is expected to arrive to ,
Sept. 14. As cvl
Washington,
to
tho
class
sessions
for
first
day
morrow.
dence of the desire of the depart
In order to accommodate
the rnent wherever possible to fill va
large numbers of women who will cancies in postmasterships. by pro
be resident on the campus this year, motions, Postmaster General Hays
It has been necessary to remodel announced today that of the 878
Rose cottage for use as a women's
sent to tho senate for
dormitory. All women students appointments
up to September 10
who cannot be accommodated In the confirmation
50 per cent were pro
426 or
regular dormitory will he lodged motionsnearly
from the classified scr
In Rose cottage temporarily until
vice.
the
Of
other 452 appointed
tho completion of tho new addition
by nomination, 345 were No. 1 on
the civil service eligible list,
were second and 32 were third.
GIRLS! BLEACH SKIN
A total of 4,809 vacancies have
certified to the civil service
WHITE WITH LEMON been
commission, Mr. Hays said, and as
fast as the names of the three high
Squcezo the Juice of two lemons est competitors in each case are
into a bottle containing
three submitted to the department
ounces of Orchard White, which polntments will be made.
will
store
an
a
The postmaster general
for
any drug
supply
fow cents, shake well, and you nounced also that In future full
have a quarter pint of harmless publicity would be given to the
and delightful lemon bleach. Mas. names of thoso seeking postmaster
sage this sweetly fragrant lotion ships.
Into tho face neck, arms and hands
each day, then shortly note the
The Araucanians, of tho south'
beauty ar.d whiteness of your skin crnmost province of Chili, use
Famous stage beauties use this crab shell ns a. bnrnmptpr. Tn ilrv
lemon lotion to bleach and bring fair weather, it is white, but when
e
comthat soft, clear,
rain is approaelilng red spots an
plexion, also as a freckle, sunburn, pear n it, and when excessive
and tan bleach because It doesn't moisture is present in the atmos
lrritAte.
pnere it becomes red all over.
11

rosy-whit-

REMEMBER
Better at

Do

Always

KAH'N'S
SELF SERVING GROCETERIA
109 NORTH FIRST ST.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
can
Compound,
56c
can
Compound,
$1 09
.4...
can
Compound,
!$2!l8
Pure Lard,
can
goc
.,
Pure Lard,
can..
'.$1.75
can
Crisco,
,
23c
can
Crisco,
. !!58c
can
Crisco,
$1.14
can
Crisco,
......$1.63
can
Snowdrift,
42c
can
Snowdrift,
;....7Sc
can
Snowdrift,
$1.42
Swift's Premium Bacon,
carton....
53c
Armour's Star Bacon,
carton
53c
Morris' Supreme Bacon,
carton.
.50c
Slab Bacon, each pound
..'..27c
Sugar, not a special but every day's
AA
price. 16 Pounds for.
Derby Brand Frankfurters, glass, large size... 47c
Derby Brand Vienna Sausage, glass, large size, ,29c
Derby Brand Vienna Sausage, glass, small siz. .19c
Derby Brand Devilled Ham and Tongue.
4-l- b.

8-l- b.

16-l-

b.

f

4-l- b.

8-l- b.

b.

3-l- b.

b.

9-l- b.

......

2-l- b.
4-l- b.

8-l- b.

b.

b.

.......

b.

-

(T--

fl

tpXUU

Extra special. . . . .
.20c
Jams and Jellies should be bought now as our prices
are lower than it would cost us to replace them.
Delicious Brand Jellies, 13 oz. glass
;i6c
Delicious Brand Asst. Preserves,
4 oz....37c
Delicious Brand Asst. Preserves,
15 oz.. . . .47c
Oranges, Special for Today Only.
Of
Each dozen
. mO C
Campbell's Vegetable, Tomato, and Chicken
Soups, each can
He
Karo Syrup, Blue, 1 y lb. can
V.12c
Karo. Syrup, Blue,
can
....17c
Karo Syrup, Blue,
can
,
.33d
Karo Syrup, Blue
can
60c
Karo Syrup, Red,
can,
.13c
....'.
Karo Syrup, Red,
can...
38c
Karo Syrup, Red,
can.
.69c
Horlick's Malted Milk, large hospital size.
Regular price $3.75, for..
.....$1.00
Horlick's Malted Milk, medium size, regular
price $1.00, for.
.75c
Horlick's Malted Milk, small size. Regular
price 50c, for
38c
-

b.

b.

--

2-l-

b.

5-l- b.

10-l-

b.

b.

b.

10-l- b.

ELECTION

CITY

CIVESIRAB

TD CORNER FOOD

HQ

The complete list of judges for

A city boxing commission to fur
ther regulate boxing bouts In the
city and as a more thorough protection for Albuquerque fans, was
authorized by the city commissioners at their meeting last night. The
question of better regulation for
bouts was brought before the com'
mission by E. T. Chase.
The commissioners, at a meeting

2
for the
year started at the state university
yesterday morning, and will continue until 5 o'clock this afternoon.
The result of the first day's registration is very satisfactory, It was
stated at tho registrar's office yesterday afternoon, hut no detailed
figures will ie available until the

You'll

II

F QRSFMTQRIA L

SUPPLY.

TO

CLAIMS

the senatorial and

constitutional
election September 20, as adopted

at
by the county commissioners
their meeting last Saturday, was
made public yesterday. In accordance with a motion passed at the
the meeting, the judges in each
precinct include one independent,
a few weeks ago, passed a new one republican and one democrat,
to
stim
ordinance
intended
the names of the latter two being
boxing
ulate boxing in the city and to selected from lists submitted by
confine It to better class bouts. the county central committee of
Tho entire responsibility for a box each party.
ing exhibition in the city was
The complete list follows:
placed upon the police department
Precinct No. 1, San Jose.
to have
which was authorized
J. Felipe Armijo. independent re
In
of
all
control
bouts,
complete
publican.
eluding the authority to stop them
Melquiades Sanches, republican.
at any and all times when- It ap
Manuel Sedlllo, democrat.
neared advisable.
Precinct No. 2, Del Rio.
All promoters were required by
Procopio Armijo, independent re
the ordinance to secure a permit publican.
from the chief of police before a
Jose Fidal Mora, republican,
license would be Issued for the enVictor Sanches, democrat.
tertainment and the license fee
Precinct No. 3, Alameda.
was reduced from tlOO to $50.
Rumaldo Montoya. Independent
The ordinance was highly prais
ed by Mr. Chase in his talk last republican.
Alfredo Sandoval, republican.
night, but he brought out the adEmiliano Sals, democrat.
vantage which would accrue to the Precinct No. 4, ltnnchos (le Albu
sport in the city if there were still
querque.
further regulations, regarding ref
Prlmltivo
Luccro, independent
erees, the principals to engage in
republican.
the bout and the prices to be
Quirimo Espalin, republican,
charged for entertainments.
Felipe Zamora, democrat.
Commissioners gave the matter
Precinct No. 5, llarclus.
careful consideration and decided
Rieardo
Sanches, independent
upon a boxing commission which
while not an official board, would republican.
Simon Tafoya. republican.
nature and
be of a
T. L. Lucero, democrat.
would prove a great assistance to
Precinct No. fl, Los Pudillns.
the police department, especially
Enopoeimino Marino, independ
in its gathering of data upon which
to decide whether a permit should ent republican.
Rafael Chaves, republican.
be issued to any particular pro
Patroclho Chaves, democrat.
moter.
I'reelnr No. 7, Stn Antonio.
Chief of Police X R. Galusha
Jacobo Baca, Independent repub
will probably name the commiS'
lican.
sion today and It will Immediate
Donaclano L. Gutierrez, repub
ly assumo its duties. All promot
em upon applying to the chief of lican.
J. L, Gonzales, democrat.
police for a permit for a bout, win
Precinct No. 8, 1os Grfovros.
be referred to the commission. The
re
David Pcrea, Independent
rec
commission will pass upon the
ord of tho promoter, the records publican.
of the fighters and their respective
Guadalupe Gutierrez, republican.
Ambrosio Candelaria, ivmocnt.
ability, thf referee and the price to
No. 0, Ilanohos do Atvtsco.
Precinct
be charged for the entertainment.
Diego N. Armijo, independent
If these are considered satisfactory, a certificate will be given republican.
J. T. Young, republican.
the promoter for the card and
Frank Sanches, democrat.
upon its presentation to the chief,
Precinct No. 10, EHcnbosu.
a nermlt will be Issued.
Abellclo Romero,
It Is thought by the commission
independent
era that this plan will practically republican.
do away with all fake fights,
Reyea Mora, republican.
Francis F. Franeear, democrat.
poorly matched bouts and unsatls- Precinct No. 11, I'njiirlto.
tory decisions.
Lorenzo Salazar. independent re
publican.
ON THE SUBIECT OF
Ramon Cordova, republican.
Frank Durant, democrat.
CONCRETE ROAD FROM
Precinct No. 12, Albuquerque,
Division 1 A.
BARELAS BRIDGE SOUTH
Barney O'Laughlln, independent
5ew Mexico State HlRhway Tom' republican.
Peter Hanley, republican.
mission, Santa Fe Sept. 13. 1921
M. C. Renavldes, democrat.
Mr. A. O. Simms, Qhairman. Board
net-N- o.
Prcci
12, Albuquerque.
or county commissioners,
citi
Division 111.
zens National Eank, Albuquer
L. E. Bruce, independent repub
que, N. M.
lican:
Denr Mr. Simms:
Atanacio Montoya, republican.
We have your letter of the 10th
E. N, Davis, democrat.
Instant relative to the c instruction
Division 2.V.
of the cement concre'e road from
Arthur Bachechi, independent
Barelas bridge south toward Isleta,
Our plans covering a portion of epublican.
J. A. Rtehl. republican.
this road are entirely worked up
M. P. Sawtelln, democrat.
and are known as New Mexico Fed
Division 2JS.
eral Aid Project No. 61-Borna
C. Kcim, independent repub
W.
lillo County.
We contemplate to advertise this lican.
Justo L. Armijo, republican.
road for construction
before the
John 8. Beaven, democrat.
close of this month in order that
Division 2C.
the grade may be constructed this
Pearce Rodey, independent re
winter and concrete placed early
next spring.
If our phni are publican.
J. T. McLaughlin, republican.
changed In tills regard, we will
W. Rhea, democrat.
advise you
No. 13. Old Albuquerque
Precinct
Very truly yours,
Division A.
L. A. G1LLETT,
Gabriel Armijo, independent re
State Highway Engineer,
By CHAS. A. MAY.
publican.
Assistant State Highway Engineer.
Luis Baca, republican.
Charles Mann, aemocrat.
Division II.
STAR QUARTERBACK OF
Nestor Chaves. Independent re
WILDCATS IS INJURED publican.
Tomaa Gurule, republican.
Arno Huning. democrat.
(By The Auoclnttd FrMt.)
Pnvlnct. No. 11. San Ignaclo.
Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 14. Louie
Nicolas Herrera, independent re
Slonaker, star quarterback an.1
captain of last year's University of publican. H.
Armijo, republican.
Diego
Arizona football team, sustained a
Diego A. Armijo, democrat.
fractured right collar bone this afNo.
15, Santa Barbara.
Precinct
ternoon while practicing with the
Simon Garcia, Independent re
gridiron squad. It is expected that
the Injury will keep him out of the publican.
Henry Gleason, "republican.
game for the entire season.
Abran Gutierrez, democrat.
Precinct No. 22, I.a Tljcrn.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
Manuel Gonzales y Nunez, inde
pendent republican.
CHAVEZ The funeral of
Reymundo Griego, republican.
Luis Gonzales, democrat.
Chavez, who died Monday
No. 23, San Antonlto.
Precinct
on
North
morning at her residence
Manuel Gonzales y Lopez, inde
Fourth street, wilt be held this
morning at 8 o'clock from the pendent republican.
Jose Crespin, republican.
family residence. Burial will be in
vmnrtsco Montes. democrat.
Ntra. Sra. Del Carmen cemetery.
Crollott is In charge.
Precinct No. 26. Old1A.Albuquerque
Division
CHAVEZ Estanislado
Chavez
Jose Felipe Armijo, independent
died last night at his apartments republican.
on North Arno street. He is surFred W. Fisher, republican,
vived by l.Ia mother and one brothJohn Bonnell, democrat.
er. The body was taken to
lili'lstnn III
's
funeral parlors pending arBass, Independent republi
Edgar
rival of the brother, who is in Cal- can.
ifornia.J. E. Elder, republican.
Pitt Ros.i, democrat.
GONZALES Manuel Gonzales,
Division 10.
re
28 years old, died yesterday evenRolph S. Brooks, independent
304
West pnh.lcaii.
ing at his residence,
Cromwell avenue. He is survived
F, C, vVtsterflt d, republican.
by his wife and mother. The body
K. C. Robertson, democrat.
wai taken to Crollott's funeral par-wDivision 2A.
taken to Crollott's funeral parE. G. Armijo, independent rs
lors, Funeral arrangements have
publican.
not yet been made.
Arthur C. Culver, republican.
democrat.
J. I Bell,Itlvlslnn
OR.
Ridnev Abrahames, independent
republican.
A A Sedlllo, republican.
8. 8 Gilbert, democrat.
rrconct o. so, Airinw.
Trinidad Herrera. Independent
republican.
Mariano Saavedra, republican.
Adolfo Gonzales, democrat.
Precinct No. 34, Cliilill.
Jose Deno Baldonado, independent republican.
Jose Atanlslado Martinez, republican.
Pedro Garcia, aemocrat.
Precinct No. 33, Voa Dnrnnos.
Wherever the itching and
Ambrosio Contmas, Independent
republican.
whatever the
Carles H, Garcia, republican.
Charles B. Bezerr.ek, democrat.
.
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The smile

from using X!!

mm
cause
Reslnol rarely
fails to stop

.

it a)

once

Try it yourselfand see

No plant fives such a quantity of
food to the acre as the banana; it
times more
yields forty-fou- r
by
weight than the potato, and one
hundred and thirty-thre- e
times
more than wheat.
Moreover, no
Insect will attack It. and it Is always Immune from disease of any
.
,
kind,
.

MORE

VETS

Applications for vocational training continue to come into the office
oi the veterans'
bureau here in
large numbers, according to tho
report of the bureiu
Issued yesterday.
In the first two weeks of
Septem
ber 53 veterans were granted
New York, Kept. 14. S. L. Stix.
and . entered for
training,
treasurer of the National Whole training with the office here, the
sale Grocers association, tonight
a statement charging that the
Big Five" meat packers again
were attempting to obtain control
of the general food supply.
He also asserted apparently the
'Big Five" would have the active.
support of the attorney several s
offieo in scrapping the governmental restrictions thrown around the
Big Five" by the Wilson adminis
He expressed fear that
tration.
within a week Attorney General
Daiigherty might set aside those
provisions of the government's
consent decree, whereby the Big
Five" agreed to restrict themselves
to the handling of meat and meat
products.
The idea that the department of
Justice should clear the way for the
development of an enormous com-- 'j
pact food trust to dominate It not
monopolize all of the nation's food- stuffs is unthinkable," he sud
'The National Wholesale Gro
cers association hears that the at- torney general has been won over
because of this sympathy for
tiiat have be?n aliened to
Ho has re- ensi in California.
ceived an application purporting- - !o
represent the views of Leriain Cull-- f
ci ilia Ciinners, indicating tfca' r,n
'emergency' exists and that unlers
thf 'Big Five' packets are allowed
to buy and move their crops, that
the glowers and coni .mors will be
greatly injuied."
Mr. Stix denied thv an emer
gency existed, nssurtlnx California
cups were being moved through
ur.ual channels, and also denied
that the "Big Five" by the "consent decree" were prevented from
buying and marketing the crops.
In the first place." he said,
"the 'consent
decree' has never
been in effect, Is not now in effect
and will not be until February 27.
i nt i,ig i. ,ve' are free to move
me cauiornla crops."
semi-month-

voca-t.on-

have interrupted training for siciC
leave or vacations.
Several men have been rehitbilN
tated during the two weeks, hut
they will remain on the roll bioks
of the bureau until their term expressntel.
pires at the end of this month. Six
Of the applications received
men hne discontinued training for
it
32
have been returned f,s
dete
various reasons, the report state?.
cllr.ed. ;hree of .his number being Six'een have been transferred t"
returned during the two weeks 1'jst other offices In this district, and
post. Since the bureau commenced 27 to other districts.
cperatlois, the first of the yeir,
Tn the canton of Valais, In Swit1,171 men have deferred training
mcst of them because of ill health. zerland, lies a small body of water,
to I.a lie Marjelen. which at regular
All of these men are entitled
training and will enroll as soon as intervals, every three or four years,
their health or business permits.
The phecompletely disappears.
The bureau here now has 3!2 nomenon always occurs during the
men in institutional or placement last days of August.
tialnlng In the state, an incrense of
about 20 in the past two weeks.
is the longest
"Hamlet"
of
There are 25(1 men In the training Shakespeare's plays, with
3,930
renters, and there are 34 4 more lines, and the "Comedy of Errors"
men from these two classes Tvhi the shortest, with 1.777 lines.
Fifty'-oTi- e
ait- still in
of induction, which is
decrease since the last report This
la regarded as extremely favorable,
since it indicates that the bureau is
securing quick action on the claims

FEDERAL BUREAU

PACKERS TRYING

.

Registration Promising.
Registration

ISTDFJUD a

TO

Board of Three Authorized Each Precinct to Have Three Treasurer of National Whole
sale Grocers Association
By City Fathers to CoJudges, Consisting of One
Makes Charqes Against
Democrat, One Republican
operate With Police in
and One Independent.
the "Big Five."
Regulating Exhibitions.

Students Register Wednesday, Out-oTown Students Today;

Albuquerque
-

ifport states.

HME CHARGE OF

FILL

AS
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AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE

Matchless Values For
three Busy Days

PORTaTeS SCHOOLS

HURSDAY
-F- RIDAY
-S- ATURDAY
-T-

USING NEW TRUCKS
FOR HAULING PUPILS
Porlales. N. M.. Kent 1 i ThPS.
large trucks have recently
bflen
1'urchased and the beds are now in
construction and tho trucks will be
ivnuy against tne first of next we
for the transportation of the pupils
ii om the districts whi-- h have recently been adoed to the l'ortalcs
("..strict. They will be an improve
ment over the old trucks which
have previously been us I in th.
county for the transportation of
children to arid from school.
A
fire escape haj also been placed
lor the pupils on the reconrl flrmp
of the main sehuol building
and
'ire drills wli: he given i the j
of the second fioi r each day
uii'.'l familiar with ih escnne.
Two more room
nnrl i.;irvrrr.
have been added tn tbn
fn.the comliiR year and tho rooms am
Mill so crowded that another room
will oo provided ' to relievs
.he
crowded conditions existing.
The teachers in the schools for
this year are: Superintendent
of
schools, Prof. Walter Krattll; high
school principal. H. R. ArrantK.
A. Young, Misses ClarinfU
Ames, Ma.'garet Braswell, Mattie
Hamilton, Helen Orcenway. firam-mn- r
Prof. L. L. Brown,
grades:
principal; Misses ' Maurtne Rice,
Cymbellne Warlnca, Irene Hutchinson, Estelle Johnston, Faye Reynolds, Mrs Kuhy Dockhorn. Mm.
K. C. Murrell, Miss Annie Conover
Miss p;thel Crawford, Mrs. Kati
Kennady.
-

--

-

ARIOIIMAD
BEEHG1VEMUPAS

Today starts the last three days in our greatest shoe sale, which has
been the most successful in our career, the tremendous response of
our offerings during the past two weeks indicates the confidence;
of the buying public in Golden Rule values. During the next three
days which will complete our final clearance sale, we will offer
even greater values in high and low shoes for women in complete
assortments are to be disposed of at sacrifice prices.
Our Entire Stock of Women's High and Low Shoes
Divided Into Two Special v.. j v.
.

$g5 and

$0,95

Here are wonderful opportunities
for wise purchasing, for all footwear offered is highly desirable
for present and some even for winter wear, and measures up to the
high Golden Rule Standard of
quality.

BEING HOPELES'
"I was helpless when my wlf
ordered my first bottle of Tanlai
from El Paso," said Harry E. Scott,
whose address is Box 683, Tombstone. Ariz.
"I was down and out nearlv all'
the time for two years with rheu- matism and Tanlac did for me
what treatments, medicines and
even Hot Springs failed to do. After
going down to one hundred and
sixteen pounds in weight, which is
pretty light for a
I got
to where I couldn't move, not even
to feed myself. Some of the officials of the mine of which I was
foreman came to sea me and nld
"Poor old Scott has fired his last
man m My wife thought I would
never get up again and she knew
my condition better than anybody
else.

"Four days after I started taking
Tanlao I ate a hearty meal, the
first timo in many months and en
joyed It. To tell my story In a few
words, Tanlao put me on my feet
and I'm back on the job every day
working hard and feeling fine. I
have gained eighteen pounds, too.
I don't believe
anybody who knows
me will not take my word for what
I say, but if It was necessary I
would be willing to swear to tho
facts In my case. Of course I'm
glnd to endtirse Tanlac."
Tanlao Is sold In Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy
and by ail
other leading druggists everywhere.
Adv.

MANY
BY

VIEWS TAKEN
BURTON-HOLME-

S

FILM CREW IN CITY
Views of the university ground."
and of Isleta were the principal
ones taken yesterday by the Burton

Holmes film crew, which is spending the week here taking pictures
to be used later In the Burton
Holmes travelogue reels.
Albuquerque will have a prominent place in the films the company Is making of the west and
soutnwest places of Interest.
It
was Intended that but half a
day
would be rpent filming the city's
unusual scenes, but when the camera crew arrived here it was de.
elded to spend four days in this vicinity. The chamber of commerce
was Instrumental In securing the
additional time for Albuquerque
work bv the crew. The camera
mnn arrived here from Santa Fe,
wner iney llimed the fiesta.

Special for Today
WOMEN'S

SAILOR HATS
The sailor pictured is fashioned of hatters' plush,
straight and rolled brims, crushed and straight
crowns.
Shown in a variety of colors, black,
pavy, and African, has velvet fancy of plain and
contrasting colors.

$2.95

Hats that were made
to sell at $4.95.

Western Ice and
Bottling Coo
PURE DISTILLED WATER FOR SALE
At Plant Fruit Avenue and

-

IOC. A

Railroad

PHONE 57.

GALLON

Tracks

,

s.

PIRATES KNOCK

THE DOPE COLOMI

I'liinm niiT

MLLIN
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National League.
New York...-

BEATING BRAVES

Pittsburgh.
St. Louis
Boston
Brooklyn

Cincinnati
Chicago

W.
.87

-

84

....... -- ...77

......7570

.........6364

L.
64
54
62
64
68
78
86
84

American League.

Pet.

'

Boston's Twirler Is Derrick-e- d Philadelphia
48
in the Sixth Inning;
itesults.
Yesterday's
Giants Are an Easy Victor Pittsburgh,
6; Boston, 2.

W.

.617 New York
.609 Cleveland
.664 St. Louis
.689 Washington
.607 Boston
.458 Detroit
.886 Chicago
.338 Philadelphia

3;

(Br Th Anaalnted Pmi.)
14. Pitts
Sept.
Pittsburgh,
burgh defeated Boston, knocking
Flllingim out of the box In the
Bixth. Manager Mitchell and Third
Baseman Boeckel were ordered off
the field by the umpire for pro
testing decisions.
BuMon.

.72

.69

.......66
67
..68

47

L

SHE MAY CROSS CHANNEL ON CYCLE

FROM ALBUQUERQUE TO SAIi
JUAN COUNTY, II. ML, RQW 'READY
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

RAILROAD
L.
61
52

63
70
69
74
80
88

I

485

.

yfyfl

x

&UM$!

of
Ninety miles of standard railroad track almost new, equipment
two
hundred freight
every description to operate the same, including
a half millions
and
two
etc.
Worth
Baldwin
twelve
locomotives,
cars,
THOUSAND
Will Sell for FIVE HUNDRED

Results.
Boston, 1; Detroit, 0.
Washington, 1; St. Louis, 0.
New York, 11; Chicago, 8.
Cleveland, 8; Philadelphia, 5.
YesU-rdcy'-

New York, 10; Cincinnati, 1.
Chicago, 10; Philadelphia, 0,
St. Louis,
Brooklyn,

Over Cincinnati.

....86
86

ini

i

s

Where Tbej Play.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.

Where Ttiej Plnj.

Brooklyn at St. Louis.
Boston nt Pittsburgh.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Chicago.

This Is Albuquerque's Opportunity.

HUGO

11
010 013 61
New York
Three-bas- e
hits E.
Summary:
ab. n. ir. ro.
YANKEES
Collins. Strunk. Home runs Falk,
Powell, cf ..... 3 0
Meusel, Z; Johnson, sacrifices
2
4
1
0
Dixon, rf
0.0
Schalk, Hooper. Double play
2
Chriatenhury, 2b 3
Johnson to E. Collins to Sjheeiyj
1
6
1
1
3 ,1
Cruise, If
Schalk to Mulligan. Base on balls)
SOX AND
Boeckel, 8b ... 3 0 0 0 4 0
Orf Shawkey. 2; off W. Collins.
0
0
Barbare, 3b . . . 4
1; off Hoyt, 2; off Russell, o; offU
0
ITolke, lb
1
4
4
0
Hodge. 1; off Connally, 2. Inninas
0
4
Ford, ss
pitched By Shawkey, 2; by W.
4
0
Oowdy, c
Collins, 6; by Hoyt, 2; by RusseU,
Flllingim, p . . . 2 0 0 0 0 0
6; by Hodge, none (only three bat0
0
0 0 0 0
Morgan, p
ters faced him); by Connally, 2.
0
0
0
0
0
0
Hit by pitcher By RusseU
0
0
0
0
0
0
Braxton, p .
a Late
2): by Hodge (Baker,
0
1
0 0 0 0 New York Makes
XxNlcholson
Chi- - Schang); by W. Collins (Strunk).
From
Wins
and
Rally
Struck out By W. Collins, 6; by Miss ZetU Bill on
32 2 6 24 13 2
Totals
bicycle pontoon making u trial ipta on the Thames.
Wild pitch Connally.
v cago; Meusel Poles Two Russell, 1.
Pittsburgh.
Passed ball Schang.
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
Jost about one year ago Miss Zetta Hill of London, England, tried
Strunk Injured.
Homers;
Cutshaw, 2b ... 4 1 2 6 6 0
to cross the English channel on a bicycle pontoon. She started from
5.
2
1
2
3
Clevrlnnd. 8; rhllndPlphln,
Carey, cf
Dover and wanted to make Calais, but she met with disaster after be(By The AMOfinled Prem.)
Philadelphia. Sept. 14. Cleve- ing afloat almost one day. This year Miss Hill will try to accomplish
Maranvllle, ss.. 2 0 1 1
1
New
14.
The
3
second
New
land
its
game
took
York,
Sept.
straight
Robertson, rf..
1
4
York Americans retained their lead from Philadelphia. The Indians the feat again, but she will use a vastly superior machine, capable of
Whltted, If
of six miles an hour, while her old one barely made
by a late Inning rally, defeating bunched their twelve hits off three attaining a speed
Barnhart, 3b . . 4 1 22 39
lf
miles.
0
4
Chicago. The Yankees were awed- Athletic pitchers while Coveleskle two and
Grimm, lb
4
0
0
3
by the wndness of Chicago pltcn- held the locals safe. Jamieson and
Schmidt, c
ers. Meusel hit two Home runs, Perkins had four hits each. Score:
Morrison, n . . . 3 0 1 0
Cleveland.
WORLD'S TROTTING
bringing his season's total to 22.
0 Strunk was knocked unconscious In
5 12 27 12
30
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Totals
RECORD IS EQUALED
x Batted for Morgan In eighth, the fifth when he was hit oi (jio Jamieson. If.... 4 1 4 0 0 0
xx Batted for Braxton In ninth. head bv one of W. Collins' pitches Wambsgansa. 2b 5 0 1 3
BY PETER MANNING
1
4
He was obliged to retire from the Wood, cf
By Innings:
2
se1
000
002
000
not
is
condition
Boston
Smith, rf
game, but his
(Bjr Th AtMclsted Preai.)
0
200 003 00X B rious. The score:
Gardner, 3b .
Pittsburgh
II.
Syracuse, K. Y Sept. 14. Peter
e
1
hits PowSummary:
Sewell, ss
Chlcngo.
Manning, driven by Tommy Mur13
AB. 11. H. PO. A. E Johnston, lb
ell. Cutshaw, Carey, Robertson.
3
7
0
Sacrifices
Maranvllle, Hooper, rf . .
phy, equallea the world's trotting
Carey,
O'Neill, c ...
2
1
Double play Maran Johnson, ss -- . 5
record for all horses covering a
Robertson.
Coveleskle, p
2
mile in 1:58 at the state fair track
vllle to Cutshaw to Grimm. Base 10. Collins, 2b , 4
1
0
3
8 12 27 13
late today. Peter" Manning was
on balls Off Morgan, 1; Morrison, Sheely, lb . . . . 4
Totals
1
5
4. Innings pitched
.
to break the 2:00 world's
Btarted
By Filllnglm Falk, If ......
Philadelphia.
1
6
record for
geldinRS.
Braxton, 1. Strunk, cf . , . . 1
AB. R. H. PO. A. E
Morgan, 1
for
out
men
The
remaining
1
forty
0
Arion Guy, owned by Mrs. Harry
Struck out By Morrison, 4.
Mostil, cf . .. . 2
Witt, rf
eleven
football
aio
H.
S.
A.
2
the
IC. Devereaux and driven by Mur7
4
Mulligan, 3b . . 6
Dykes, 2b
0 a A
0
New York. 10: Cincinnati, 1
C. Walker. If . . . 4
working hard. They have been phy, set a new world's record for
Schalk, c . . . . . 3
'
1
1
4
Cincinnati, Sept. 14. New York Russell, p . . . . 3
by trotting a mile in
tackling the dummy, working ut
Perkins, c
0
1
3
had little trouble winning from Hodge, p . . . . . 0
the tackling machine apa lennmut 2:01. The former record, 2:62, had
cf
Collins,
0
4
1
Cincinnati.
Rlxey was driven off Connally, p .
and using now plays, along witii been held by Peter Volo since
Brazil, 3b
0
ss ... 4
the slab In the eighth inning and
the cuatomary punting practice, 1315.
Galloway,
3
8 10 24 10
1
36
Markle fared no hotter. Score:
Totals
J. Walker, lb.. 4
cirop kicking and blocking.
2
No Substitute Offered.
New York.
0
New Yorlt,
The week has been spent mostly
Naylor, p
0
AB. II. H. PO. A. E zMallourne
1
AB. R. IT PO.
In culling out the weaker men and
Say what you will about drug0
2
0
1
0
1
4
1
4
0
This gists offering something "just as
Burns, cf
Miller, cf
Keefe, p
bracing up the stronger.
1
8
3
4
0
1
ss 4
be scrimmage good" because it pays a better
.
will
Bancroft, ss
there
evening
Peck'paugh,
zzjohnson
0
0
1
0
1
4
4
1
1
1
fur profit, the fact still stands that
and Friday evening the
Frlsch, 3b
Ruth, If
Harris, p
0
e
6
2
2
out of a hundred
0
2
4
1
Young, rf
Meusel, rf
zzzWeigh
'varsity positions. Tliere are many ninety-nin0
0
2
12
Chamber0
6
not druggists recommend
do
who
fine
men
lb
Kelly, lb
up
showing
Pipp,
0
2
1
2
2
3
0
Diarrhoea Hemedy,
4
Colic
and
lain's
9
16
is
6
27
35
as
there
2b
Meusel,
new
have
uniforms,
Totals
Ward,
1
3
However, when the bost medicine for diarz Batted for Naylor in third.
Rawlings, 2b . .
McNally, 3b ... 4 1 2 26 02 0
only a limitod number.
2
0
zz Batted for Keefe in sixth.
Snyder, c
these men will bo provided for if rhoea Is asked for and do sp beSchang, c
0
0
0
0
0
0
.
1
.
.
.
they know from iwhat their
Douglas, p
izz Batted for Harris In ninth. they continue with their gcod cause
Shawkey, p ...
2
0
0
0
customers say of It, that it can be
0
0
W. Collins, p ..
work.
Cunningham, If.
innings:
By
0
0
0
0
0
0
001 402 0018
J Venable and X. Olassnmn are depended upon.
Baker
Cleveland
0
0
0
5
0
1
0
40 10 18 27 14 0
Total
0Q0 004 010
Fewster
up well at dropping the
showing
Philadelphia
0
0
0
0
1
1
Cincinnati,
hits John- pigskin over the bar. There are
Hoyt. p
Summary: Two-baAB. R. IT. PO. A. E.
Perkins.
POUND SALE
mnnv good and rast backfield men,
ston, Sewell, Johnson.
4
11 10 27 7 2 Three-bas- e
Totals
Smith. Jamieson, although no good punters have ns
Bohne, 2b
hits
the 15th day of
On
Thursday,
4
Batted for W. Collins In 8th.
Stolen bases Perk- vet appeared. Kenfro H passing September, 1921. at 10 a. m in
Kopf, ss
Wambsganss.
3
Sacrifices Smith, "the ball well and doing
Ran for Baker in 8th.
Groh. 3b
Jamieson.
on North Sechall
of
ins,
the
front
city
3
Bressler. rf
Johnston. Collins. Double plays
By innings:
good work. Long and Hogrefe are ond street, I will sell one buckskin
8
000
4
001
12
to
Sewell
lb
at
doinir
well
to
Walker:
14 hands
passing.
Dvkes
J.
Paubert,
nlo
Chicago
horse, about
8
Coen is working well in the Mne high, weight 800 pounds, both hind
Fonseca, If
Wambsganss to Johnston. Base on
4
hnila Off Keefe 2. Harris 2. In and Hoken and Gerpheide ari feet white, branded on left thlgn.
Duncan, cf
5
,lf lr.p Meusel. Kelly. Frlsch, Banto nings pitched By Naylor 8, Keefe working well at the ends. Paul
Wlngo, c
J. It. OALIjSHA,
3
Bancroft
Double
croft.
play
Rlxey, p
StrucK out ey Bay- Garcia, who played on a former A
3, Harris 3.
City Aiarshai,
Rnwllncs to Kelly. Base on bans lor 2, Keefe 2, Coveleskle 6. Passed H. S. team, is back after the guard
Markle, p . . . . 0
1
Off Rlxey 1. Markle 1. Douglas ball Perkins.
s
xHargrave
position.
4.
Coach Moore is working three
Innings pitched By Rlxey (.'
32 1 6 27 18 1 Markle 2. Struck out By Rlxey 3,
Totals
rnslilnirtnn. 1: St. Louis. O.
teams every evening, and they aret
14. Only all kept working
x Batted for Markle in ninth.
hard. Training-wenWashington.
Sept.
Douglas 1.
into effect Wednesday, and
By Innings:
twentysoven men faced Johnson in
14.
200
010
Brooklyn
which
07010
St.
New York
Louis, Sept.
a nltchine duel with Davis
the coach demands strict adher- 1 and St. Louis divided a twin bill
010 000 000
won in the seventh arce to the few important rules
Cincinnati
Washington
e
hit Dun- today, the visitors taking the first, when Judge einglea. Miner ana
Summary:
hit Snyder. Sac- - and the Cardinals the second In Shanks walked and Picintch was nit. given.
can. Three-bas- e
eleven innings. Fournler scored the by a pitched ball, forcing Judge over
winning run on Clemons'g pinch with the only run of the game.
double.
Fournler rejoined the Scratch hits by Totln ana tMieroe
PRACTICE SEASON FOR
Cardinals today after an absence in the fourth led to a triple play
FOOTBALL BEGINS IN
of a few days due to an Injury.
when Bush caught Sislers liner
R. H. E. and pegged to
Score First game:
"11" TlR'Hiei.
Harris at second,
Hepeuf.ng today
WESTERN CONFERENCE Brooklyn
1
15
....220 200 120 9
who threw to Judge at first. Tobin for the last time "I Am Guilty,"
8
13
041
0017
St. Louis ....010
after being with Louise Glaum and an
first
was
oft
caught
(By The Amoclnted Prma.)
Batteries: Reuther, Miljus, S. credited with an infield nit in me cast; also repeating the "Current
Chicago, Sept 14. Candidates Smith and Miller; Sherdcl. Walker, seventh.
Kvents" and the "Travelogue"
western
for football elevens in the
Pfeffer, Bailey, North and Dllhoef-e- r,
Score:
u
conference will dig their cleated
u
8
Ainsmlth.
Pt. Louis ... .000 000 000
Lyrlo Theater The "Big Game"
R. H. E, Washington
shoes into the turf of ten gridirons
Score Second game:
000 000 lOx 1 4 0 picture, with May Allison in the
1
7
000 002 000
tomorrow, official opening of the Brooklyn
ana
Davis
Batteries:
tsevereia;
title
role, is being repeated today
1921 practice season.
St. Louis.. 000 000 002 01 3 11 0 Johnson and Plclnlch.
for the last time; also repeating the
Batteries: Mitchell and Taylor;
Fielding H. Yost, veteran coach
Vanity
comedy of two reels.
of the University of Michigan, will Pertlca and Dllhoefcr.
Pastimo Theater "The Hutterfly
Boston, 1; Detroit, 0.
men, the
held
find a squad of forty-fou- r
Pennock
14.
Girl," with Marjorle Daw as the
Boston, Sept.
Chlenco. 10: Philadelphia, 0.
biggest in years, awaiting Mm
to two hits, Boston win- leading star, is being repeated to
14. Chicago Detroit Pratt's
while at Northwestern a turnout of
Sept.
in the fourth, day for the last time; Charlie Chaii- Chicago,
single
ning.
sixty aspirants is expected. Coach pounded Hubbell and Betts today a bad throw by Jones, an Inten- lin will be seen again in one of his
Zuppke at Illinois expects to have and shut out Philadelphia. Alex tional pass to Scott and Walters best, "The Fireman."
at least sixty players out. Advance ander pitched In fine form. Pitch infield
out accounted for the one
reports from the other seven "big er Hubbell wrenched his ankle in run.
LOS AN'GIXKS CHOSEN.
indicate
ten" universities
big running to back up a throw in the
Score:
Minneapolis, Sept. 14. Los An
first limine and had to retire.
U
sauads will don the moleskins.
000
009.000
geles was named as the 1922 en
R. H. E. Detroit
7
Score:
1
While practice games will be
0
OOOlOOOOx
Ronton
campment city for the United Span
0
8
played at Northwestern and Indl PhlliadelDh. 000 000 000
es:
Minaicion
Batter
OlQftam.
War Veterans at the encamp
ana a week from Saturday, the Chicago . ...110 220 40x 10 21 1 and Bass'.er; Pennock and waiters. ish
ment here today after all other
Batteries: Hubbell, Betts and
other elevens will not swing Into
competing cities had withdrawn in
Henline; Alexander and O'Farrell,
action until October 1.
favor of the California city.
BOYS FORGET SCORE
IN ARGUMENT OVER
WESTERN LEAGUE.
At Wichita, 10; Tulsa, 9.
POINT IN RULE BOOK At Joplin,
Oklahoma City,
Th Highland Bobcats and the
At Sioux City, K: Omaha, S.
At St. Joseph-De- s
ahnntnr irrnva ntfteed a dual en
Moines, rain
gagement yesterday when they 1ut
baseball game and
g
COAST LEAGUE?
on a
1
debate in the same aiternoon.
Portland,
Seattle,
Th. riehats la still going strong, (second game called at end of eleveither
enth inning; darkness).
and it seems doubtful that
Salt Lake, 5; Sacramento, I.
side will be able to get the decision.
San Francisco, 5; Oakland, 4.
The baseball game went aiong in
Vernon, 1; Los Angeles, 0.
a proper manner unui, wuu in- 4
fifth
score tied at 4 to in the
one of the noo.
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
When it comes to clothes most - men
ning and two down,
i
At Chattanooga, 4; Atlanta, 8.
cat knockea a- grounaer w
want the best. All men want the best
At Birmingham, 8; Memphis, 1.
and was promptly put out. There
At Mobile, 4; New Orleans, 6.
there is to be had at the prices they
was a man on third, however, who
insisted
Bobcats
got home and the
are willing or able to pay.
American Association.
The Arrows
that the run counted. score
and the
Kansas City,
Minneapolis,
refused to allow the
We've made a special effort to find the
4.
debate opened.
was
8.
It
best the country has to offer at each
4;
Louisville,
Columbus,
After a long argument
ana
Indianapolis, 5; Toledo, 1.
mutually agreed to disagree, made
popular price.
St. Paul,
Milwaukee,
the Bobcats quit. When they
a recount of the score, however,
We've scoured the markets, we've purthat they had forgotten
they found one
chased a few suits here and a few there
score, and hence
to count
the
ONE
claimed
game by a 5 to 4 score.
of
a suit
to do this. All we demand
The Arrows think the nun run
is that we can stand behind it with an
that
all Imagination, and maintain
GIVES
unconditional guarantee, and that's all
the game was a tie.

a.e

RETAIN

1110

HEW

MEXICO

tIFp

1

FIRST POSITION

(Peck-Inpauar-

Harding's Hard Times

h.

Hitting Our Homes Hard

11
11

....
....

RATON,

DEFEAT

12 10
10 10
10 10
17 10

....

SEABERG,

one-ha-

CRIIIESFUR

TIE

Two-bas-

U.S.

III

START TONIGHT

3:

.....

.....

....

14

112

...

...

try-ou- ts

U

12

se

......34

...
...

....
....
......
....
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A Republican Campaign Committee circular claims jhat Bursum got the
Such claims does not
$50,000,000 livestock fund and saved the industry.
'
facts
conform to following market quotation
Rort i a 1920. Feeder lambs. $12.00 to $1265 'per 100 IBs.
rin
Denver! Colo.'; Sept. 12! 1921 Feeder lambs, $5.00 to $6.25 per 100 lbs.
These are the quotations which include our New Mexico fall lambs.
s
and feeders, $7.10 to $10 per 100
Colo., Sept. 13, 1920.
& feeders, $4.25 to $6.25 per 100
Deve" Colo" Sept. 125,
These quotations covers the usual run of New Mexico cattle.
to $1.10
Boston, Sept. 10, 1920. Scoured territory, fine and fine medium, $1.05
to 63c.
60c
fine
and
fine
medium,
Boston, Sept. 9, 1921. Scoured territory,
1920. 18c to 19c;per pound.
Copper prices, Sept. 13, 1921
12c to 12 c per pound.
12,
Copper prices, Sept.
Zinc prices, Sept. 13, 1920. $7.75 per 100 pounds.
Zinc prices, Sept. 12 1921. $4.25 per 100 pounds.
cattleman who
What, yes what, not benefit or relief does the distressed on
their cattle
(many of them had, or got more)
had borrowed even 75
In
basis?
75
1920,
NOW
May,
on
a
loan
a
from
orior to this year, get
In May, 1921, the best yearlings
to
$42.
from
worth
$37
were
good yearlings
brought only from $20 to $21.
more
Remember that both branches of Congress has been Republican for
do?
did
Why?
they
than 2 years. What
coal baron), signed said circular. If
local
(our
be
above?
was caused by this $50,000,000 fund, might it not pro-cuthe droT
r
to
Senate
the
m
his
days
Bursum
remaining
during
worth while to get
be
coal
of
exorbitant
might
price
a like fund in order that the present
not only wanting, but needing the
similarly affected (yes, we are serious in
to
materially reduced) and thus bringall.relief
present exorbitant price of coal
Who
for
winter
this
class-and
coxy
another desperately needy
Profits? Who Pays? Wkh What Results?
17-- How
the Republican, are
Read page 13, Literary Digest, Sept.
stockmen.
and
the farmers
(Advertisement)

tv,,,.

ocker8

"gold-brickin-

J

WT

TAILORED AT FASHIOM EARK

Theaters Today

all-st- ar

002

CUSTOM SBIiriCM triTBOXTt
THE JNirOTANCK or A TKT-O- II

HAD

T

XAXLORSD

. tO . TUT

- OK

AT TAiHlQH

TAMX,

s

five-Innin-

THE

11-1-

1;

YOU CAN WEAR A SOFT
COAT WITH DISTINCTION

6;

--

4;

1.

TOO

you demand.

AND SARGENT
JAKE GOLF, CONTEST

BARNES

BROTHERS

EUBANK
118 West Central

Phone 513

LATE

Death only a matter of short time.
Jim Don't wait until
Columbus. O., Sept
and aches
Barnes of New York, national open become incurable pains
diseases. Avoid
golf champion and George Sargent
of Columbps, former open cham- painful consequences by taking
pion, defeated George Duncan and
Abe Mitchell, English professionCOLD MEDAL
als, three up and two to play in an
eighteen hole best ball match at
club
today.
the Scioto Country
J4.

NEW TROTTIN G RECORD.
Saginaw, Mich., Sept 14.
brown gelding by Manrico.
owned by W. H. McCourtle of Minneapolis and amen by Hal Erwina
of Howell, today established
world's record by trotting three
heats over a half mile track, for &
Vf8 time. o lS.
. V:
n,

GLASS, PAINT.
CEMENT. PLASTER
LUMBER COMPANY
gUUtt STKJfiHB

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

43$ NORTH

ljt

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
the
liver, bladder and uric add trouble
National Remedy of Holland since 1690L
Guaranteed. Three sizes, all druggists.
be the aaae CUM Mxlal e even

THE TUROLE TYPE OF GARMENT TAILORED AT FASHION
PARK CAN BE WORN WITH THE LAPELS ROLLED BACK, OR

IF

J

Cattle-stocker-

1921.-Cattle-8t-

,

Two-bas-

I

'PREFERS IT CAN BE BUTTONED IN A MANNER WHICH

AN AGREEABLE MEASURE OF DISTINCTION.
DOLLARS

FORTY-FIV-E

AND MORE

MAUDELL

.

CLOTHIERS, Inc.

Phone 153

.7

116 West Centrar Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
"Fashion Park Clothes"

g"

1
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END OP THE SUMMER,
i

are getting along toward the
days now when people are coming
back, frcm Vacations and appearing at city desks and behind counters with peeling noses and a deep
scarlet V which just doesn't "quite
match the line made by the opening of the shirt waist. It is very
pleasant to see so much sunburn
because it Is reminiscent of good
times and rest and fresh air. But
it isn't quite so pleasant for the
poor girl who finds that sunburn
and hor new autumn frocks do not
go together.
The sunburned
summer
girl
should treat her skin with a mild
bleach which will not dry It. Many
blenches are drying, but the following, which I consider the best.
Is not:
Cucumbor Face Bleach: Oil of
sweet almonds, 4 ounces; fresh
cucumbor juice, 13 ounces; white
castile
soap
(powdered),
3
ounce; tincture of benzoin,
drachm.
The cucumber juice Is made by
taking, fresh cucumbers, slicing
them thin, cooking them slowly In
a very little water and then straining. Shake this with the soap in
a large Jar, then add the oil and
the benzoin and stir and beat until
the liquid is creamy.
Keep this
in tightly corked bottles In the
dark and shake up before using.
Rub this into the skin and let It
dry. It is best used at night .before going to bed, but can also be
used any time during the day after
1
We
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you have washed the face with
warm water and soap.
If you wish this, to be rather
more of an astringent use a whole
drachm of the tincture of beiTzoin
s.
Instead of
Mrs. H. B.: You are overtaxing
your digestion with so much susrar
and that accounts for your losing
weignt. to increase your weight.
clear your system and begin to eat
and drink food that nourishes and
will be more easily assimilated,
such as milk or olive oil the latter being taken with the same
quantity of grape juice.
A Friend: It is always best to
cut the hair after a severe snail
of sickness, especially one in which
there has been much fever. Tonic
treatment should be resorted to,
whether you cut it or not, and you
should massage the scalp every
day. Bloach the hair on arms with
peroxide of hydrogen, Just as tt
comes prepared.
Hopeful: You can seduce the size
of the pores by using an astringent
regularly. Follow the usual cleansing of the face by an ice rub. Consult your doctor about your nose,
as you should not take any chance
of bruising It through strenuous
massaging. There may be something left from the operation
which is causing this swelling. It
is unfair to the doctor not to allow him to complete his work.
H. J. M.: Grape fruit is sometimes preferred to oranges, as a
fruit to assist In elimination. Some
people find the acid of grape fruit
too sharp for the stomach and
oranges are best for them.
two-third-

By LAURA A. RIRKMAN.
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Diabetic: "Could you tell me
where I can buy gluten flour by
mail and alno send me a recipe for
gluten bread?"
Answer: Send me a stamped,
envelope and I Will
send you the address of a flour
mill from which you can purchase
gluten flour by parcel post. When
I send you this address I will also
send you tho recipe for gluten
broad.
Mrs. B. B.: "Please tell me how
to wash a feather pillow (ticking
and feathers) which my child
soiled."
Answer: Make a bag of unbleached muslin and sew this to
one end of the pillow, after ripping the pillow open along that
end; hang pillow on clothesline so
that the wind will shake all the
foathers down Into the muslin bag.
Then sew up the muslin bag with
the feathers in it and wash it in
soapy water in a large
tui', hanging it on the line to dry
after many rinsings. Now wash
the ticking also, and return the
feah: is to it Just as you got them
into the unbleached muslin bag
that 1. by tewing the two ends
together and once more hanging it
on the line till the feathers have
shaken down from the muslin bag
into the ticking. Sew up ticking
and the work is done. (Be sure
the feathers are thoroughly dry '.n
the muslin bag before returning
them to the washed ticking; four
or five days' airing In the muslin
bag may be necessary to dry them
perfectly.)
Newly-We"What can I use to
take yellow spots off ivory?
I
hike-war-

d;

have a co. iplete set of this manufactured ivory and I have never
spilled anything on it, yet yellow
spots have appeared on ' mirror,
Jewel box, comb and tray."
Answer: You should write tn
the company that manufacturers
yo,ur special kind of ivory boudoir
set and ask them the cause of the
trouble.
On ordinary ivory one
should never use water; alcohol
is used to clean it, as water will
turn It yellow. I wonder if you
have been cleaning it with water?
I am not familiar with the ivory
which this particular firm brings
out, so I can not tell you the exact
O! re it should
receive, but the best
thing for you to do is to write direct to their factory concerning it.
They may possibly send you new
pieces to replace the spotted articles.
A Reader; "How can I rid my
home of roaches?"
Answer: Roaches are driven
away by pouring the following solution into their hiding places and
rubbing wood surfaces with it:
Dissolve a small lump of alum tn
1
quart of hot water and use at
once. A little carbolic acid mixed
with a gallon of hot water will also kill them, but carbolic acid is a
deadly poison ar.d should he used
with great care (apply it with a
mop, not letting It touch the hands
and, of course, keep it out of
reach of children and pots).
When girls appear on the streets
skirts too s' t their
mothers are summoned to court.
in Berlin with

Journal want ads get results

HOW WOMEN AVOID
SURGICAL OPERATIONS
Some Are Extremely Necessary, Others May Not Be
Every Woman Should Give Lydla E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a Trial First
Chieago,Ill.-- "I
was fn
bsdwith a female trouble and
Inflammation and had four
doctors Dut none of them did
me any good. They all said I
would have to have an operation. A druggist' wife told
me to tare Lydia e.
's
Vegetable Compound
and I took 22 bottles, never
mlssingadose and at the end
of that time I was perfectly
well. I have never had occa
sion to take it again as I
have been so well. I have a
ix room flat and do all my
work. My two sisters are
uucintrtne compound upon
my recommendation and you
may publish my letter. It is
the gospel truth and I will
Write to any one who wants
aneraonal fntt.r
H. Haydock, 6824 St Lawl
rence Are., Chicago, III
Fink-ham-

"Mr r

A Vermont woman

Mas her testimony to
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fortunate women who
nave been restored to
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would never be any

mu operation was necessary :
trouble, and had a number of

I was so bad I could hardly walk
acre, the
induced me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's
My sister-in-laVegeteble Compound
and it certamly has helped me wonderfully.
I keep bouse and do my work
and have a small child. I bare recommended
Vegetable
num.
Compound
ber of my friends and you
publish my testimnnUi "

Apple Tree Point Farm, Burlligton.
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Inhospltelsaremanywomenwhoarethereforiurvlcaloneratlons unrftw.
Is nothing a woman dreads more
long weary months of recovery and
Is very true that female troubles may throuirh
netlect reach a tttr
"
u8iW vuca , uiey ra not caused DV serious duplace- -

"
r

lafaet .many letter.
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same.

sretable

Lydla E. Plnkham'a Private
"AUmente Peculiar to Women- - will be sent to yon free upon
upon rueat. Write
ThiLV?laiG,.PInk,l,am,Med,clnd Co
Massachusetts
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THE WOMAfl HE MARRIED
J

By JANE PHELPS.

Thursday.
Meeting of Home and Foreign
Missionary society of the Lead Avenue Methodist church at the home
or Airs. H. A. Bassett
on North
rourtn street at 3 p. m.
Keceptlon given by Mrs. Lerpy
S. Peters and Mrs. Howard R. Ra- per ac tne Home of Mrs. Peters In
uid Albuquerque from 4 to 6 p,

DICK HAS PXECMONIA.

For two or three days Dick kept
up, insisting upon going to work.
But his cold increased, so that fi-

nally he yielded to my persuasions
enougn to call and see a doctor
whom Mr. Peabody recommended
I went with him. He told the
doctor I didn't trust him. I laugh
ed, but acknowledged I was afraid
he would not tell me Just what
tne doctor said.
"A doubting Thomas when it
comes to your husband's report
ing?" he asked.
"Yes, Doctor Hill. He always
makes light of any ailment he may
have."
. "A good plan If not carried to an
extreme."
The doctor gave him a thorough
examination, and after it was over
he looked very serious.
"Go home and go to bed, young
man, or I wont answer for the
consequences," he said, after test'
ing Dick's lungs.
"Nonsense! It's nothing but a
cold."
"I don t want to frighten either
of you, but it looks like pneumo
nia to me." He gave me some
advice, wrote a prescription and
we loft. We stopped at the drug
gist s ana had the prescription
filled, and Dick took it regularly
all the evening. It seemed to relieve his cough and he felt better
in the morning, and again insisted
upon going to work. He took the
medicine and promised to take it
regularly. But about noon he came
home. He had a high fever and
made no objections when I told
him he must go to bed. I called
the doctor, and he came out

m.

Mothers' circle of Congregational church meets at the home of
Mrs. Trimble Wells,
417
South
Arno street, from 3 to 5 D. m.
Capt. W. C. Reld discusses the
constitutional amendments before
women voters at republican head
at 3 o'clock.
quarters
Well-bab- v
clinio in Alhrlffht nA
dltion at 609 McKinley avenue at
a o ciock.
Meeting of Woman's Home and
Foreign Missionary society of the
Presbyterian church at the home
of Mrs. C. M. Barber at 1406 West
Central avenue at 3 p. m.
Supper meeting of the Young
vvoman s council at the Y. W. C.
A. recreation center at 6 p. m.

.

rULLE AND FUR
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By Edna Kent Forbes.
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was pneumonia. The expos- tire, as well as a strain, of which
I had not been told, caused when
he slipped with the child he was
carrying down the ladder, added
to his refusal to remain at home,
had resulted in this sickness so
dreaded by everyone.
For two weeks he was frightfully UK Then he slowly began to
mend, but so slowly I became almost discouraged at times. Mother came over and remained with
me while the fever was the worst,
his condition the most dangerous,
then she took Junior home with
her.
It was fortunate I had good help
In the shop, because we needed
many things for an invalid that
would have been almost impossible on Dick's salary, which Mr.
Peabody sent to me regularly. We
had made a vow never to run In
debt again, and when he had expensive wines and delicacies, Dlok
would beg me not to forget it. He
seemed to fear that I might be
tempted to do for him what I had
promised I would not do for myself.
"But, dear, the work is going on
at the shop. I can afford it," I
assured him aaln and airaln.
I
"You are wonderful, Nan!
wonder If ever another man had
such a wife."
My eyes filled. Was not every-- ;
thing that had happened traceable
to me? Had I been the right kind
of a wife when we were first married Dick would have kept his position with his firm. They were
fond of him. especially Mr. Ogden,
and I am sure would have advanced him to a more responsible
position than he could ever hope
to hold in a small town bank, aside
from realizing his ambition, he
would have made far more money
Was not everything due to my
willful extravagance at that time'
Even though we had been so hap

It
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By FIolsc.
"vNE look at this frock and all
the Reformers will leap with
joy and shout because they think
skirts are to be Ions and modest.
If they just stand around long
enough, however, the model may
right faee and then they, will discover to their horror that the lone
side nanels are onlv camouflage
and that tne front and back panels
still hover some ten or twelve Inches from the floor. These long,
loose i anels which hang below the
hem of the skirt are the newest
idea seen in the fall frocks. The
uneven bottom is often the only
feature which marks a frock ac
belonging especially to this season.
The attractive gown, pictured
here, is made of tan canton crepe
model designed for
It is a
formal afternoon wear. The gown is
built on straight, slim lines with
a plain bodice and odd slashed
sleeves. Large rosettes of browfi
tulle trimmed with tails or brown
mink ornament the shirred side
panels of the frock.
A large brown velvet hat with a
draped veil of brown lace completes the outfit.

SCHOOL MARIA'S
DANCE WILL BE

Ill

slip-ov-

EVENING GYM CLASSES
FOR BUSINESS WOMEN
IS PLAN OF Y. W. C. A.
Relaxation and exercise for the
tired business woman who needs
it as much as her masculine coworker is to be provided at the Y.
W. C. A. during the coming winter, If the demand for such work
is sufficient.
Mrs. W. A. Gegler,
the new part time recreation secretary who begins her winter work

today, will conduct the class.
Mrs, Gekler, who is a trained
recreation and athletio director.
will conduct evening classes in
gymnasium work, in folk dancing
ana aesthetlo dancing. New pho
nograph records are belnsr ob.
tained for the accompaniment of
tne rhythm exercises. Women who
who are interested in such classes
are asKed to call the Y. W. C. A
for information about hours and
other details.
Mrs. Gekler has had experience
In recreation leadership in Eugene,
ure.. ana ac Kansas citv. Sh ma.
Jored in physical education work
at the University of Oregon, later
teaching there and at Reed col
lege, fche worked for over a year
In recreational activities at Fort
Sheridan during the war. She is
tne wife of Dr. W, A, Gekler, who
Is associated with Dr. A. G. Shor- tle.
The first conference
that the
new recreation secretary will hold
with association members will be
tonight, when the recreation committee and the glrlds' work com
mittee will meet Jointly at 7
Mrs. Roy Graham la
o'clock.
chairman of the recreation committee and Miss Ruth Hill is chairman of the girls' work committee.
The Young Woman's council will
also hold a supper meeting at the
center this evening. Mrs. Gekler
will go to the Indian school
on
Saturday to reorganize the Indian girls' association there.

Advertise in the Morning Journal for best
results.

the firtt day and a game betwdei,
the local Klwanls and a Joint team
CLUB
d Roswell and Clovis Klwanlans. n
reception at the
club ..n l
a dance jut the Elks club on tho
second clay. The convention proTO TALK grams areP. ready for distribution.
Floyd
Hnynes, city salesman
for the Charles Ilfeld company, wa- elected a member of tho Albu
querque Klwanls club ycsteriliv
OF
and D. B. McKee. secretary of the
chamber of commerce, was made
an honorary member. The Klwan
Convention talk, singing of KI lans were photographed by th"
Burton Holmes moving
picture
wants songs under the
leadership of man as they left the meeting yes...a uc.nutu ana
tor
the
posing
moving pictures composed the light terday,
n
nrocram nf tho
wanls club meeting yesterday at the HOME PROVIDED FOR
Y. M. C. A.
Dr. Jack Harris won
MOTHER AND 9 TOTS
the attendance prize, 'five dollar
worth of ice cream given by Hoy
It
Hie AflftnrlnftA TrHfi)
Campbell of the Matthew dairy
New Orleans, Sept. 14. A home
The entertain ment of tho rrmtn&
district convention of Klwanls clubs constructed of materials donated
wmcn win De held here on October by builders' supply men on a lot
7 and 8 was discussed
at the lunch- purchased with contributions from
eon. A large attendance of
estate dealers, erected
by
from Gallup, Phoenix. real
Tucson, Nogales, El Paso, Itoswell union workmen free of cost end
furnished
Clovis, linton and Santa Fe is exby furniture dealers
pected. Dr. H. M. Bowers, district with no hope of reward, has been
governor, will leave todav to visit given Mrs. Frank O'Connor and
all of tho clubs in the district, to her nine children.
tell them of the convention, It was
Frank O'Connor, the breadwinannounced.
ner of the family, was killed in a
The convention
program In- fall several months ago. When the
cludes, in addition to the business family ho left was on the verge a
meetings, a baseball game between being evicted, tho New Orleans
the Klwanls and Rotary clubs of Item heard about their nllcht. The
Albuquerque and a club banquet i n publlo response was Immediate.

E AFFAIR

School teachers, dozens of them
with their frowns, their rulers and
their cottonwood switches left behind In the claBs room, will be gracious hostesses at the benefit dancr
at the armory tomorrow
night
They may scold and even paddb
their pupils on occasion but
the goodness of heart to rals
money for to buy text books
very poor ones.
The affair is a unique one in th'
history of benefit entertainment
in the city. The money which wll
be raised will be used to buy cop
les of the new school text book
which have been changed for th
first time In six years. The teach
ers know best how difficult it is tot
a child to progress without a boo!
and they also know that there wll
be many a child whose family cannot afford to crovide the new
books required.
Tags are being sold on the stree
for the dance. A purchased tat
will provide possibly two books foi
some child. It will also be an ad
mission ticket to the dance. Thos
who have not been tagged, how
ever, are Just as welcome to th
armory, according to the teacher
The best music available witl
all of the new dance numbers wll
provide muslo for the affair. Th
floor will be put into the best possible condition. Cool refreshments
coca cola and lemonade will be
sold by the hostesses.
the-hav- e

fo-th-
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ARIZONA HISTORIAN
TO STUDY ARCHIVES
OF N. M. WHILE HERE
X

"

James H. McClintock, the
state historian of Arizona, Is a visitor in the city on his way home
from
Santa
the
Fe fiest,
where he was the official representative of Governor Campbell. Col
onel McClintock has been studying
the old records of New Mexico
which refer to Arizona when it wa8
a part of New Mexico. He will
Col.

available records in Albuquerque, which pertain to this
of
period
history also.
Colonel McClintock was cantaln
of B troop of Theodore Roosevelt's
"Rough Riders" and was wounded
In action In Cuba.
He was later
colonel of the First regiment of the
Arizona national guard. He has
been the Arizona correspondent
for the Los Angeles Times for the
past twenty-fiv- e
years. He is an
old friend of H. F. Robinson with
whom he shared offices in Phoenix
a number of years ago. He was
entertained by Governor and Mss.
Mechem during his visit at the
fiesta,

py of late in Lansing, I could not
help but that that had we not been
obliged to move, Dick would not
have been ick. His splendid energy seemed almost wasted in this
small town. But I had not thought
of this until this illness came to
him. I had been too busy, too
nappy that I could help him.
Now it came upon me with al
most crushing force as I looked at
him so white and thin, that if I
had done right, done my part, he
wuuia not nave neeaea my help
In the way I had given it. He had
been as successful as most young
men of his age, more so perhaps.
Had I been contented to live in the
spnere belonging to us, he would
have needed no financial assistance, only the companionship, the
encouragement
every good wife
gives her huband.
As the days passed showing
scarcely any improvement in his
condition, I scourged myself with
these thoughts. Of course he grew
a little stronger, but It was so lit
tle that I feared he never would
be well again. So one dav I went
by myself for a talk with Doctor
Hill, we had become very fond
of him. and I think, he. of us. I
said:
"I want the truth, doctor.''
"I shall not deceive you."

CATHOLIC PRIESTS
ATTEND CONFERENCE
The second annual conference, nf
the Catbolio priests of the Rio
Orand vallwy was held at the St.
Mary hall yesterday morning, with
Father A M. Mandalarl Dresidlnz.
and Rev. J. W. Doyle as secretary.
Fifteen priests from Gallup, Felon,
Tome, Estancla. San Jose. Old Al
atbuquerque and Albuquerque
tended, and discussed various Im
portant theological, dogmatic, and
moral subjects.
Thirty-tw- o
priests wese Invited
to this conference, but many were
prevented from attending by local
conditions. Ladles of the Catholic
church church served luncheon
following the conference, and a
committee irom the Knights of Columbus took the priests for an automobile around the city in the
afternoon.

WOODMEN

(HI

after-luncheo-

Doa'tWorry About
Your Complexion Cuticura
WOlTakeCareoflt
If you make the Cuticura Trio your
toilet preparations you
every-dawill have a clear, healthy skm, good
hair, and soft white hands. Soap to
cleanse, Ointment to heal, Talcum
to powder and perfume.
y

ItmpUluhrrMfcrVftQ. Addriw OBt!ntab- rttorlM.Dept 240, MftldM 48, Hul." Sold Tfy-w- r:
SoaptW. Ointment 2&andMe. Taleian 26c.
BS&"Cuticunt boap ihTes without mug.

Try a Journa' Want Ad.
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what happiness
is to life. The
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HOLDING
INITIATIONS

MANY

A record class of about thirty
Albuquerque men will be initiated
Into the local grove of the Woodmen of the World at its meetlnp
next Tuesday. Fifteen men were
Initiated at the meeting last Tuesday, and transfer cards of five
members of other groves were accepted.
The initiates are James Bvwater
W. B. C. Chad wick, C. T. French
J. O. Gssten. Eugene Kllng, Frank
Larkln. D. H. I.eond. James
J. H McT,nnghlln. C. B
L. L. Newcomb, R
Myers,
R.
Nichols, A. C. Stares. E. r. Tlce.
slid N N. ".'ard. The transfers are
C. A. May, of Brenham. Tex.: R
C. Barnett and R R. Bnrnett,
of
Roswell:
Hattln. of El Rpno.
Okla., and W. J. Wyatt, of Clarendon, Tex.
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at a time right
at the table with the new- -

Make them three

WESTINGHOU

Electric
Waff I

Iron
Hot, 'crispy waffles with a generous amount of bVtter and real
maple
syrup filling each little square. Can you imagine any food more delicious,
and made right at the table, too? Waffles baked by electric heat are so
light,
that each one creates a desire for another.
At breakfast, luncheon or afternoon tea, and now and then that famous-chickeand waffle dinner, the Westinghouse Electric Waffle Iron
permits
'a real treat to your menu. The serving is a
add
to
you
and
the
delight,
eating
' '
a joy supreme.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service."
'

Phone

98

.

TELEPHONE RATE

BUHSUM PRAISED

EXPERT WILL BE

SPANISH WAR

CITY

HIREDJK
Commissioners

Will

T

candi-

Albuquerque will secure the services of a telephone rate expert who
will represent the city at the telephone rate bearing to be held by
commission
the state corporation
at Santa Fe starting September 28.
The hearings which will be held
are a result of the application of
tho city commission for investigation of the proposed increase in'
telephone rates of tho Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraph
company.
Aside from the present situation
a number of questions will probably come up for discussion which
will have a bearing on future
courses of action in franchise matters by the city and the commission
expressed its opinion at its meeting
last night that it should be well
the question
prepared to thresh out
at the hearing and should be represented by a specialist in that particular line of work. City Manager Gladding was authorized to
secure the services of the best
available rate expert, and it neces- WOMAN ARRESTED ON
sary, an expert account, to repreCHARGE OF THROWING
sent the city.
ACID IN GIRL'S FACE

nt

m

DEADLINE ON INCOME
Colorado Springs, Col., Sept. 14.
Mrs. Carl Byal, wife of a vaudeTAX PAYMENTS TO BE
ville performer, is under arrest,
TONIGHT
NINE O'CLOCK
and Miss Eileen Winkler, a chorud
girl in the same company, is in a
is
the critical condition at a local hospiNine o'clock this evening
deadline for the paymei.t of the tal as a result of acid thrown by
third installment of your lncomo Mrs. Byal into the girl's f'ice at the
Rio Grande station here this noon
tax.
The third Installment, which ha as the troupe was preparing to
"rs.
been due since September 1, will leave the city for Pueblo.
become delinquent if not paid to- Byal charged the girl with trying to
day, and in order to accommodate win her husband's affections and
persons who have not yet paid thir deliberately tossed the acid into
office her face. Miss Winkler may lose
tax, the internal revenue
will remain open until 9 o'clock, her eyesight. She also is badly
although it would ordinarily close burned about the head and chest.
at 4:30 o'clock. After 9 o'clock sll Two other women bystanders were
persons owing tax who have not burned, but not seriously.
paid it will be classed as delinquent, and the collectors will take
proceedings to collect the tax.
Pavments have been coming ,lnti
the office here In great numbe.-s- it
was stated yesterday by B. C. Hernandez, collector for New Mexico
TTp to 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon
$70,000 had been received during
the dav, and it is expected that as
much if not more will be received
today.

POUND SALE
On Saturday, the 17th day of
September, 1921, at 10:00 a. m in
front of the city hall on North
Second street, I will sell one bay
mare 3 years old. 15 hands high,
weight 700 pounds, all feet white,
white star in forehead, branded on
left shoulder.
J. R. GALUSHA, City Marshal

You

"It's easy" if you are strong.
can be strong and well you can
overcome all obstacles if you will
but listen to the advice of many of
your neighbors. If your existence
is made gloomy by the chronic
weaknesses, delicate derangements
and painful disorders that afflict
the sex, you will find relief from
your troubles in Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriptoin. If you're overworked, nervous, or
you will find new life and strength.
It's a powerful, invigorating tonic
and nervine which was discovered
and used by an eminent physician
for many years. For young 'girls
just entering womanhood, for women at all times ; the "Favorite
Prescripiton". will surely benefit.
"run-down-

9
Texas.
Houston,
"When I had become
weak and
all
nervous and was feeling miserable all the
time. I took Dr. Pierce'?
run-dow- n,

Favorite

It

Prescription

was only necessary
for me to take two
bottles to build me up
In health and strength
Favorite Prescription'
is an excellent tonio for
women." Mrs. F. E.
Gouge, 2615 N. Main
street.

,"

The "Prescription" contains no alcohol, now sold in tablet form by
all druggists for 60 cents. Send 10
cents to Dr. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo, N. Y., for large trial
package of tablets.

S RECOVERING:

IN HOUSE BILL

United
States senate, has received the high
praise of the national convention
of United Spanish War veterans
for his services in congress for the
benefit of all war veterans. Resolutions thanking the senator were
passed by the convention assembled at its annual national encam-meat Minneapolis yesterday.
A copy of the resolution adopted
the
Spanish War veterans has
by
been received by O. L. , Phillips,
chairman of the republican campaign committee here. It follows:
'.'Whereas, Senator H. O. Bur-sufrom the state of New Mexico
has rendered signal service to the
veterans of all wars, supporting
every measure In the congress of
the United States which tended to
relieve distress and suffering, and
has at all times given his talents
and time at any and every call.
Therefore, be It resolved that the
twenty-thir- d
annual encampment
of the United Spanish War veterans
tender our thanks and high esteem
for the splendid service rendered
by Senator Holm O. Ilursum for
our comrades and tho veterans of
all wars.
(Signed)
"CHARLES A. REYNOLDS."

Those for Freight, Passenger Unemployment Problem Is
Not As Serious As It Was
and Freight Accommodain 1914, Labor Secretary
tions to 8e in Force at Half

Says in a Statement.

Present Rates.
(By The Associated Fren.)
Washington,
Sept. 14.
Many

house proposals for tax changes
were rejected or sharply modified
today by the senate finance committee. Probably the most far
rtaching decision was that 10 restore all transportation taxes, but
with those on freight, passenger
and Pullman accommodations in
force only for 1922 and at half the
present rates. The house bill provided for repeal of all these levies
next January 1,
While agreeing to the house plan
to repeal stamp taxes on perfumes
cosmetics, toilet preparations and
proprietary medicines, the committee voted to impose a manufacturer's tax of 4 per cent on toilet
and 2 per cent on proprietary
medicines, and to restore the 3 per
cent on toilet soaps and powders
which the house bill1 proposed to
repeal.
Five per cent reductions on fur
articles, motor boats and yachts,
portable electric fans and works of
art, agreed on by the house, were
disapproved
by the committee,
which voted to continue the 10 pir
cent rate.
The action reducing the tax ori
candy from 6 to 3 per cent was
amended to provide that candy
sold at wholesale for more than 40
cents a pound should bear a tax of
10 per cent.
In accepting the house reduction
from 10 to 5 per cent in the tax on
porting goods, the committee do
c ded to make taxable skates, snow
shoes, 8lils and toboggan and base-ttlfootball and basket ball equipment which were eliminated by the
previous bill.
Under a section the oommlttee
proposed that the tax on chewing
gum be reduced from 3 to 2 per
cent.
The house provision repealing all
luxury taxes was accepted, but the
committee deferred action on the
proposal to Impose a manufacture's tax on a number of the articles
on which a retail tax is now

es

l,

.

Sections Accepted.
Sections accepted without change
included those relating to taxes o:
cereal beverages and soft drinks;
repealing thse tax on eye glasses
and spectacles; eliminating the license levies on yachts and motor
boats of not more than five tons or
not over 32 feet in length, and imposing a tax of 10 per cent on camThe beverage tax
era lenses.
changes were accepted, however,
subject to possible amendment after further information has be?n
furnished by treisitry experts.
Want n New Program.
While the senate committee was
revising the house measure, repre
sentatives of manufacturing Interests in conference decided to work
for a tax revision program substantially the same as that which Senator Smoot of Utah, a republican
'member of the finance committee
has announced he will offer as
substitute for the pending measure
The main features of this program

are:
Enactment of a new general
manufacturers' tax.

of present Income
Retention
taxes on Individuals, with revision
of surtaxes.
Retention of the income tax of
10 ner rent on corporations.
Retention of taxes on tobacco.
narcotics and oleomargarine.
Retention of existing inheritance
taxes.
Spokesmen Explain.
Spokesmen for the manufacturers expluined that the proposed
manufacturers' tax was not a general sales tax, inasmuch as it would
be "levied, assessed, collected anrf
paid on every commodity manufac-- ;
tured, produced or Imported, when
sold, leased or licensed for con-- 1
sumption or use without further
process of manufacture."
Action of the senate committee
in voting to recommend restoration of the traiisportatlon taxes
and changes in other proposed ex- else levies was taken, despite assur-- i
ances from Secretary Mellon and
Director of the Budget Dawes tha
the $350,000,000 reduction in gov
ernment expenditures agreea upon
at the White House conference
would be effected.
Revised estimates as to savings
promised by (the several depart
ments for thl$ fiscal year we.:
submitted byi Director Dawes, the
Indicated savings being reduced
from $350,000,000 to $305,000,000.
Under the revised estimates, rhe
war department would spend
0
the shipping board
and the outgo for the railroads would be $456,000,000.
No estimate was made of a redaction for the navy department
which Mr. Dawes said was still under advisement.

(By The Aaaoclnted Proa.)
Sept. 14. Those
Washington,
who are disturbed over the 6,735,- 000 unemployed of today overlook
that In 1914 there were 7,000,000
out of work, a larger percentage of
whom were men and actual bread
winners than is, the present unemployed. Secretary Davis said today
in a statement.
Mr. Davis said
present employment figures Included a great number of persons upon
whose earnings no one actually is
dependent.
"While we have our unemployed,
let us not forget the 12,000,000 who
are still at work," the statement
said, "A further encouraging fact
is that $500,000,000 is now available
about the country In the form of
bonds issued or appropriated by
the state, county and municipal
governments for public works. Undoubtedly this will be organized

Positive signs of business recovery have been furnished by the
commissioner
of labor statistics,
Secretary Davis declared.
"Taking all tho families of tho
United States, there are, on tho average, over two bread winners to
every family," the statement continued. "If one of these bread winners is unemployed it seriously
cripples, but it does not neceesari'y
Impoverish the family. Mind you.
1 am not
saying that there is not at
this time considerable actual suffering among our people, nor that
this winter may not bring more suffering unless something lntclligen:
and efficient Is done to relieve tin
situation."
Discussing eff irts to relieve rie
situation Secretary Davis said the
employment service of the department of labor was doing all it could
to place workers in positions.
"During the harvest," he explained, "it sent between 55,000 an
60,000 men to the farms and kep
them moving as the harvest season
moved northward.
"Tho employment service Is at
present .aking care of the threshing and corn cutting sltuatton
wherever additional men are needed for this purpose.
"Cotton and woolen goods already show siens of recovery and
there is scarcely a plnnt in the
country tinning out silk hosiery
that is not working full or over!lk fabrics are on the move.
time.
These things speak for themselves
bo "p'Miinfr tho snme
mnv
'nd
the figures showing that
more garages than houses hav
been built in recent months. Shoe
factories seem to be working fot
the most part on fancy high prlceil
vomer's shoes. This may be accounted for by the further fact'thal
men nw out of the hardy forms of
employment are not shoe buyers.
' 'in demand 'or
thne will cmnr
when thp railrnnds nnd the fac
are
stnrtPd on a more goVm
torles
scale, when the more staple grades
of shoes for men will ccme Into
lfirger ilcm.and. They cannot be
long delayed. The situation begins
to brighten."

before drinking

Try This on Your
Hair

Is Made From Pure Distilled Water,
and Does Not Require Boiling
YOU CAN TELL OUR GOODS
DISTINCTIVENESS

IN QUALITY AND PACKAGE.

ecu
Phone 289.

STOP
Cofv

Days

AYMES COMPANY
7

44 Kast 23rd St., New York.

Jtieaoty Unsurpassed
The wonderfully refined,
pearle-whi-

complexion
rendered, brings back tho
appearance of youth. Re-u- lti
are Initant Highly
antiseptic ExerU a tof t and
toothing action. Ova 73
yean In me.

Send

15c.hr Trial Stm
bav
own
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CONCERNING CONDUCT

That's migthly good advice, but here's something
better

BY THEIR

15

Then let your mirror provn (he result!
Write today for
'
the triiil.
Now that dermatologists ahd ikln
specialism are nffieed that the
of baldness Is the jcradunt
thinning of the hair and that that
li due to a microbe In the scalp, it
was not difficult t science to overcome It. So it Is now possible to stop
thinning out of the hair, falling hair,
baldness, gray hair, bald patches.
Itchy, scaly dandruff and other such
afflictions of the hair and scalp
The new method strengthens the hair
roots and follicles, makes the scalp
healthy and sanitary and puts life,
gloss and lustre Into the old and
growing hair. Tests show It will do
this In 15days In your own home-perh- aps
leas In your case. Send your
address today for the 15 days home
trial to the

FR0SH AT 'VARSITY
GETS LOTS OF ADVICE

Fruit and Railroad

Freshmen at the state university
will have no excuse for failure to
live up to the traditions of the
school hereafter, having been furnished at the registration yesterday
with two green guides to conduct.
The first appearance of the Uni- a
versity Handbook prepared byuncommittee of faculty members
der the direction of Dr. Davidun-8.
Hill, and the "Green Gauge." an
official publication
prepared by
the student council, was made yeshas
handbook
Neither
terday.
ever been Issued before at the state
university.
a
The "Green Gauge" contaln
full and complete liBt of all uniand
customs,
and
versity traditions
the penalties Inflicted for breaches,
together with all theother informaproper behation necessary to
The annual
vior of the frosh.
scrap between the sophs and the
verdant first year men, which
v,A riota whAn the irreen caps
may be removed with Impunity; is
given special prominence so that
the youngsters can get Into physical trim for the conflict.
The University Handbook contains all official regulations concerning social affairs and conduct
of students, as well as the Information concerning honors, scholarships, fraternity scholarship records, and the constitution of the
Associated Students.
de-ii-

Advertise in the Morning Journal for best
results4i

twnTnrnTnWnTn

tures of the program of entertainment for these delegates to the
third department convention of the
American Legion of New Mexico, to
be held here on September 22, H3
and 24, have been decided upon by
thn Grant county chamber of com
merce, aftei conferring with representatives of the American Legion
posts at For Bayard, Hurley, Santa
Rita. Silver City and Tyrone, who
will bt Joint hosts.
The programs will Include a din
ner and a dunce on the night of
September f2, a trip of Inspection
to Fort Bayard on the afternoon of
September Zn, followed by a bufs
fet dinner and
boxing
card at Fort Bayard on the same
evening. Special plans for entertaining the ladies of the delegates,
during the hours taken up by business sessions, are being made.
The Fort Bayard boys are now
making an effort to stage a fight
between Freddie Hill and Bill Alger
as the main go on the second night,
at the fort. This, or some equally
good card, will be arranged for.
Preliminaries will be of corresponding class.
Col. Lindsey Blayney of Houston,
Texas, will attend the convention as
a representative of the national
headquarters. Although no offlcla.
program has yet been announced,
it is understood that Governor M.
C. Mechem will be one
of the
speakers. The detailed program
for the local dinner will be announced within a few days. It will
include music by the Novelty
songs by some of Silver
City's best talent and addresses
The dinner, from 7:30 to 9 o'clock,
will be followed by the dance, both

PACKA RD

high-clas-

One ride in the Packard
Single Six will show you
that the enthusiasm of its
owners is more than justified by the performance
and power of the can
--

YOU CAN SAFELY EXPECT FROM THE PACKARD
SINGLE-SIA YEARLY AVERAGE OF 17 MILES
OR BETTER TO THE GALLON OF GASOLINE,
2,000 MILES OR BETTER TO THE GALLON OF
OIL, AND 15,000 MILES OR BETTER FROM TIRES
X

at the Elks theater.

The Packard Single Six Tour--

ing is now $2975, feO. b. Detroit
T
1
I

r
I

J llKl
Oil
I

1

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY i DETROIT

Run Down?

Kidney and bladder troubles ire not
limited to men. Houiework, or work
in office or factory, cauiei women to
suffer from weak, overworked or d'u- eaied kidneyt. The symptoms are
pumneu under the eyei, tallow skin,
cooitant tired feeling, lack of ambition,
nervout condition, backache, rheumatic
paint, sore mutclet, ttitf jointt.

get right at tbe cauie of tufTeriog and
misery, regulate the kidneyt and bltd
der and rettore the diieaied orgtnt to
touna ana neaiuiy condition.
Mri. Wra. Fiicher. 2001 Woodbaurna An.
LeuMTillo, K., writee: "I am juit gonial along
fine. I am taking Foley Kidney Pilla every other
nighl. You abould have aeon mo before I etarted
1 wae yellow aa (old, now any eyoa and akin are
all cleared up. Uy ktdneya do not bother mo at
niM env more. If it will helo aotne other boot
eoul who ia Buffering you may ue my name
wherever your medicine ia aavertitea.
Bold everywhere.

The Ideal Purgative.
purgative, Chamberlain's exact thing reenough lor the
most robust mild enough for chil- -'
an agreeable
cause
dren. They
movement of the bowels without
any of that terrible griping. They
(are easy and pleasant to take and
As

a

Tablets are the
aulred. Strong

greeaoie in eiiect,

.

MOTHERS
For Three Generational
Have Made Child-BirttEasier By Using

ROLAND SAUER & COMPANY
Phone

1

$100.-000,00-

City Manager tells the people,
water, to boil it.

5SJ

(Special Correspondence to The Jounnl.)
Silver City, N. M., Sept. 14. Fea-

ASSERTS

Mil S

$390.-000,00-

BEWARE OF MICROBES

SILVER CITY PLANS
ENTERTAINMENTS FOR
LEGION DELEGATES

II. S. BUSINESS

TAXES PUT BACK

VETS IN SESSION

Senator Holm O. Btirsum,
Secure date
for election to tho

the Services of Technical
Rate Man for Commission
Hearing in Santa Fe.

.
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506--

420 West Central Avenue

DRUa
wiitc rot BOOKLKT on hothirhooo
BiMDriLDRui.ATORC..DcrT.t)-D- .

Atlanta. Gv

ask the man who owns one

LEGAL NOTICE
State of New Mexico, State Corporation Commission of New Mexico.
Certificate of Authority
United States of America, Stau
of. New Mexico
P9.
It is here. Certified, that there
was filed for record in the office
of the State Corporation Commission of the State of New Mexico
on the 30th day of August, A. D.
1921, at Three P. M., by The
Kleischmann Company, a corporation duly organized and existing
under and by virtue of the lawH
of the State of Ohio, a certified
copy of Its Certificate of Incorporation, and Statement designating
principal office in this State, agent,
etc., as provided by Section 102,
Chapter 79. Laws of 1905.
Now Therefore, The said corporation is hereby authorized by the
State Corporation Commission to
transm t business in the State of
New Mexico, and the business is
such as may be lawfully transacted
by corporations
organized under
tho laws of this State.
In Testimony
the
Whereof,
Chairman and Clerk of said Commission have hereunto set their
hands and affixed the seal of said
Commission, at the City of Santa
Fe, on this thirty-firday of August, A. D. 1921.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
(Seal)
Attest:
Chairman.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
st

State of New Mexico, State Corporation Commission of New Mexico. Certificate of Comparison.
United States of America, State
of New Mexico fs.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
annexed is a full, true and complete transcript of the
Statement of
THE FLEISCHMANN COMPANY
Deslpnatlng Character of Business, Principal Office, Agent, Etc.
(No. 11149)
with the endorsements thereon, as
same appeurs on file and of record
in the office of the State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Commission of the
Corporation
State of .few Mexico has caused
this certificate to be signed by its
Chairman and the Real of said
Commission to be affixed at the
City of Santa Fe on this 81st day
of August, A. D. 1RZ1.
HUGH H. WILTJAMS,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
A. ti. MORRISON, Clerk.
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
Statement of
THE FLEISCHMANN COMPANY
(An Ohio Corporation).
Know All Men by These Presents.
That THE FLEISCHMANN COM
PANY, a corporation
organized
and existing under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Ohio,
and desiring to transact its busi
ness In the State of New Mexico,
doth hereby make the following
statements in accordance with the
provisions of Section 102, Chapter
79. laws of 1905:
The amount of Us authorized
Dollars
capital stock Is Six Million
($6,000,000.00), and- - the amount
actually Issued Is Six Million Dollars ($6,000,000.00).
The character of the business
which It is to transact In the State
of New Mexico Is to manufacture
and sell yeast of all kinds, and to
produce, purchase and sell all
kinds of raw material from which
yeast Is manufactured; to manufacture, purchase, sell and deal In
all kinds of vinegar and all kinds
of food products, made or prepared
with the tise of vinegar, and to
carry on the general business of
preparing and preserving food
products with vinegar.
The location of Its principal office In the State of New Mexico Is
designated as 1601 East Central
Bernalillo
Avenue, Albuquerque,
County, and the agent upon whom
JONAIs
served
be
process may
THAN SHARP, a natural person of
full age, actually resident In the
State of New Mexico, whose place
of abode Is 1601 East Central Avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
In Witness Whereof, snld THE
FLEISCHMANN COMPANY has
caused Its name to be hereunto
subscribed by its President and
Secretary, and the corporate seal
to be hereto affixed this Sth day
,
of August, 1921,
THE FLEISCHMANN COMPANY
By .Tullus FlclBchmann,
President.
.(Corporate Seal).

WE
Attest:

named purposes, to acquire by purchase, lease or otherwise, and to
hold such lands, buildings, tools,
implements and machinery or other property as may be necessary or
proper to carry on any of the various kinds of business above set
forth; and, if necessary or proper
for the carrying on of any of the
said kinds of business, to sell.j
mortgage, or lease any of the
lands, buildings, tools, implements,
machinery or other property,
State of New Mexico, State Corpo- owned or acquired by it; to apply
obtain, register,
purchase,
ration Commission of New Mex- for,
ico.
Certificate of Comparison. lease or otherwise acqulr,. and to
United States of America, State hold, use, own, operate rid Introduce, and to sell, assign .r otherof New Mexico ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the wise dispose of anv trafe-markpatents, inventions,
annexed is a full, true and comimprovements and processes, used
plete transcript of the
in
connection
with or held under
Certified Copy of Certificate of
Letters Pa.ent of the United States
Incorporation of
THE FLEISCHMANN COMPANY or elsewhere, which may be used
in connection with or appertain(No. 11148)
to any kind of business herein
with the endorsements thereon, as ing
before set forth and described: and
same appears on file and of record to
use, exercise, develop, grant
in tho office of the State Corporalicenses in respect of, or otherwise
tion Commission.
to account any such trade
to
turn
In Testimony Whereof, the State
patents, licenses, processes
Commission 1f the marks,
Corporation
the like, or any such property
Stato of New Mexico has caused and
rights; to acquire by purchase
this certificate to be signed by its or
or
arid hold and own all
otherwise,
Chairman and the Seal of said or
Commission to be affixed at the and any part of the assets, right
franchises of any person, firm,
City of Santa Fe on this 31st day association or
corporation engaged
of August, A. D. 1921.
a
in
business similar to the various
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
(Seal)
kinds
of
business
above set forth:
Chairman.
Attost:
to purchase and otherwise acquire
A. I. MORRISON, Clerk.
hold
and
of
shares
stock in other
These Articles of Incorporation kindred but not
competing private
of
whether domestio or
THE FLEISCHMANN COMPANY corporations,
and to acquire and hold
Witnesseth, That we the under- foreign,
In such other cor
of
stock
shares
signed, all of whom are citizens of
as the laws of the State
the State of Ohio, desiring to form porations
Ohio may permit, and while th(
a corporation for profit under the of
owner of such stock, to exercise all
general corporation laws of the the rights,
powers and privileges
said State, do hereby certify as of
ownership, Including the right
follows:
First. The name of the corpora- to vote thereon.
Fifth. The total amount of the
tion shall be "THE FLEISCHcapital stock of the said corporaMANN COMPANY."
shall be Six Million Dollars
tion
The duration of the
Second.
($6,000,000.00) divided into Sixty
corporation shall be perpetual.
Third. The said corporation Thousand (60,000) Shares of the
shall have its main office and par value of One Hundred Dollars
principal place of business In the ($100.00) each; of the said capital
(30,000)
City of Cincinnati, County of Ham- stock, Thirty Thousand
ilton and State of Ohio; but may shares, amounting at par to Three
Million
Dollars
($3,000,000.00),
conduct its business and may have
one or more offices or places of shall be common stock, and Thirty
business within any of the States Thousand (30.000) shares, amountor Territories of the United States ing at par to Three Million Dollars
America and the District of ($3,000,000.00) shall be preferred
Columbia, within the Dominion of stock. The holders and owners en-of
Canada or any of the Provinces, the preferred stock shall be
to receive In each year out
within the Republio of Mexico and titled
the Republio of Cuba, or In any Of the surplus net profits of the
a fixed yearly dividend
subcorporation
other foreign country, always
on the par
ject, however, to the laws of the of six per centum
quarter
payable
States, Territories or Countries In value thereof,
on
the
first
days of July
which said business Is conducted. yearly
before
and
October,
which
April,
The
for
January
Fourth.
purposes
the said corporation Is formed are any dividend shall be set apart or
on
common
the
stock; but in
as' follows: To manufacture, pur- paid
chase and sell yeast of all kinds, no event shall such dividend on
exceed
the rate
stock
the
sell
and
to
preferred
and
produce, purchase
per annum
all kinds of raw materials from of six per centum
as
afore
on
the par value thereof
which yeast is manufactured; to
The dividends upon tne pre
manufacture,
purchase and self. said..
ferred stock shall be cumulative,
distribute, store, warehouse ana so
that if In or for any year, divi
export whiskey of all kinds, high dends
amounting to six per centum
wines, alcohols, spirits and gins of
shall not be paid on the pre
all kinds, and all kinds of distillery
stock, tne deficiency snail
products and byproducts tnereoi: ferred
to manufacture, purchase, sell and be a charge upon the net earnings
deal in all kinds of vinegar and all of the corporation, and be payable
kinds of good products made or subsequently before any dividend
be set apart or paid upon tho
prepared with the use or vinegar shall
to carry on the general business of common stock; the amount of such
dividend on the preferred
manufacturing vinegars or all annual
kinds and the business of preserv stock shall In each year be reserved
before any diviing and preparing food products for such payment
with vinegar; to carry on tne gen dend shall be set apart or paid on
common
stock.
I
the
And in the
era business of distilling,
U'ling and rectifying high wines, event of the Insolvency or dissolu
of the Company, the holders
spirits and alcohol, and of com tion
preferred stock shall be paid
pounding and blending gins and of tne
face
value of their shares out
the
wniskies oi an Kinas; to proauce,
assets of the Company after
of
the
deal
store,
warehouse,
in,
buy, sell,
distribute and export grains or payment of Its debts and liabilities.
other raw
materials and an In preference to any payments out
other articles used in connection of the same to the holders of other
with the operation of a distillery. stock.
The vcHlng power of this Com
or in connection with the manu
facture of vinegar; to do a general pany is lodged in the owners of
warehouse and storage business; the common stock, and the owners
to do a general cooperage business; of the preferred stock shall not be
Issue, register, certify and guar entitled to vote upon, any shares
antee warehouse receipts; to feed or sucn preferred stock owned by
cattle; and for all of the above tnem at any meeting of stocis.hQ.ia

HUGO A. OSWALD, Secretary.
Endorsed: Foreign
No. 11149.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7, Page 104. Statement of THE FLEISCHMANN
COMPANY, Designating Character
of Business,
Principal Office
Agent, Etc. Filed In Office of
State Corporation Commission of
New Mexico, Aug. 30, 1921, 3 P. M.
A. L. MORRISON. Clerk.
Compared ICK to EMA.

s.

trade-name-

s,

c

(6)

(6)

(6)

re-dl-

ers of the Company, held either for
the purpose of electing directors or

for any other purpose whatever,
and shall not be entitled to receive
notice of stockholders' meetings.
In the event,
howevor, that the
'
corporation shall fail to pay an
aggregate dividend of six per centum
per annum in each of
two successive years, upon tho pre- lerrea stocK, tne holders of sueh
preferred stock shall have the
same voting power as the holders
or the common stock, and shall bo
entitled to receive notico of all
stockholders' meetings.
in Witness
hereof, we have
hereunto set our hands this Sth
day of April, A. D. 1905.
(Signed)
Henrietta Floischmann.
Julius Fleischmann.
Max C. Fleischmann.
ISettle Floischmann Holmes.
Joseph Wilbv.
Tho State of Ohio, Hamilton

(6)

V

county

ss.

Personally appeared before me.
the undersigned, a Notary Publlo
in and for the said County, this
8th day of April, A. D. 1905, the
above named Henrietta Fleisch
mann, Julius Fleischmann, Max C.
Fleischmann, Bettie Fioisehmann
Holmes and Joseph Wilby, who
each severally acknowledged the
signing of the foregoing Articles of
incorporation, to be his or her free
act and deed for the uses and purposes therein mentioned.
Witness my hand and official
seal, on the day and year last
aforesaid.
CHARLES JT. CHRISTIE,
Notary Public, Hamilton
County, Ohio.
(Notarial Seal, Hamilton County,
Ohio.)',
Tho State of Ohio, Hamilton
County ss.
I, Chas. Weldner, Jr., Clerl; of
the Court of Common Pleas, a
court of record within and for the
County and State aforesaid, do
hereby certify that It appears of
record in this office that Charles
J. Christie, whose name Is subscribed to the annexed instrument,
was at the time of taking such
proof, or acknowledgment, a Notary Public, in and for said County, duly commissioned and qualified, and duly authorized to ad
minister .oaths, to take acknowledgment of deeds, etc.
And further, that I am well ac
quainted wltn the handwriting of
said Charles J. Christie, and verily
believe that the signature to the
said certificate, or proof of acknowledgment is genuine
In Testimony Whereof, I have
herounto set my hand, and affixed'
the Seal of said Court, at Cincinnati this 8th day of April, A. D.

,

CHAS. WEIDNER,

JR..
Clerk.
(Seal Common Pleas Court, Ham.
ilton County, Ohio.)
United States of America, State of
Ohio, Office of the Secretary of
State.
I, Harvey C. Smith, Secretary of
State of the State of Ohio, do hereby certify that the foregoing Is an
exemplified copy, carefully compared by me with the original
record now in my official custody
as Secretary of State, and found
to be true and correct, of the Articles of Incorporation of The
office on the 10th day of April, A.
1 .eischmann
Company filed In this
D.1 1905, and recorded In Volume
110, Page 16, of the Records of
Incorporations.
Witness my hand and official
seal,' at Columbus, this 23rd day of
June, A. D. 1921.
4
HARVEY C. SMITH,
(Seal)
Secretary of State,
Endorsed: . Foreign
Noj 11148.
vol. i, rage
cor, Reo-aCertified Copy of Certificate of Inof THE FLEISCHcorporation
MANN COMPANY. Filed in Office
of State Corporation Commission
of New Mexico, Aug. 80, 1921,

iu.

3

P.

M.
A.

Ii MORRISON. Clork.
Compared; ICH to. EMA,

i
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Exploiters on New Mexico. He will Fight
grip
as Senator to Break their Grip on the West.

New Mexico, although she has but one member of the house of representatives
No state has more than two
has TWO U. S. SENATORS OUT OF NINETY-SIX- .

At a time when the life of the west depends upon an outlet for its surplus produc
tion of meat, wheat, wool, copper and other products a republican congress is at work
building a tariff wall around America which will shut us off from foreign markets
and strike a body blow at the producers of the west when they are LEAST ABLE TO
STAND IT.

senators.
As the first spokesman for the west in an election following the general election
last year NEW MEXICO'S VOICE WILL BE L I S T E N E D TO WHEN SHE
SENDS ANOTHER DEMOCRATIC SENATOR AS HER WARNING AND
'
The prosperity of the great grazing and agricultural and mining states is menaced
HER PROTEST AGAINST THE PLAN OF PREDATORY INTERESTS TO
by a selfish coterie of eastern manufacturers.
EXPLOIT AND VICTIMIZE THE WEST.
Voice your condemnation and MAKE IT UNANIMOUS FOR HANNA.
H. O. BURSUM HAS CHOSEN TO HELP REPRESENT THEM IN THE
SOOTHING SYRUP FOR THE WEST WILL NEW MEXICO TAKE THE
SENATE as against the interests of his home state. Will you indorse such by your
OPIATE while entrenched wealth carries out a plan to RUIN HER INDUSTRIES?
vote for Bursum?
Heed the warning of U. S. Senator A. A. Jones of New Mexico, Statesman of National Repute, who is in the U. S. Senate and K N O W S. Read his Albuquerque speech.

WHAT DOES BURSUM'S

RECORD

SHOW?

LOOK

Senator Bursum PASSED HIS VOTE on the adjusted compenmen and after the bill was safely killed
sation bill for
voted for it.
Then he came out to New Mexico and had his nominating
praise him for his stand for the soldiers.
Then in his acceptance speech HE DEFENDED THE KILLING
con-venti-
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national administration.
The tax receipt tells the tale.

on

VOTE

THE

WAY

IT

WHAT HANNA WILL DO FOR NEW MEXICO:

RECEIPT

Pretty stiff, eh?
And more to come under Republican

OF THE BILL.
Senator Bursum's services for reclamation consisted in proposing
a drainage amendment to the McNary reclamation measure. The
McNary bill has dubious chances of passing. The Old Guard senators
have half a billion for the railroads, but can't afford to waste money
on war veterans or reclamation. And Mr. Bursum's amendment has
been turned down by the drafters of the bill.
Senator Bursum defends and praises the Livestock Loan Pool
project Fifty Million Dollars with which he had nothing to do and
which the, stockmen can't get.
He at once aligned himself with Penrose and Lodge and Bran-degand the rest of the reactionary Stand Patters in the senate who
care nothing for the West nor its industries.
Mr. Bursum voted for extravagant army and navy expenditures.
Mr. Bursum voted to whitewash Senator Newberry, who purchased his seat in the senate with vast sums of money and was
and sentenced before the supreme court released him on a
technical construction of the law.
At the time when western industries are already demoralized the
Republican congress passes a tariff bill to put the western producer
at the mercy of the eastern manufacturer who forces down the price
out here, to reduce the duty on imports based ON THE AMERICAN
PRICE.
The Fordney Tariff bill turns the taxing power over to eastern
Big Business and the western producer is made the goat.
For the first time a congress legislates for wool growers on the
d
basis of four and
pounds of grease wool to one pound of

ft

YOU.

TELLS

Richard H. Hanna if elected U. S. Senator: will oppose huge
army and navy appropriations when the country is in vital need of
reconstruction and normalcy.
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He will oppose the vicious provisions of the Fordney Tariff bill
which would close the doors of trade to the West and its products
and bring stagnation and bankruptcy to great industries.
He will oppose the administration plan to repeal the excess
profits tax WHICH REPEAL WOULD RELEASE BILLIONS OF
DOLLARS OF CORPORATE WEALTH FROM BEARING ITS SHARE
OF THE BURDEN left by the war.
He will oppose by voice and vote this plan to PROTECT THE
PROFITEERS, to untax the rich who are best able to pay, and to
overtax the poor who are least able to pay.

con-vict- ed

It

He will carry on the fight for justice to the
men whose
cause was so magnificently led by Senator Jones in the debate on
the adjusted compensation bill when BURSUM PASSED HIS VOTE.
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He will oppose the plan which would tax the poor widow with
nothing in the world but 100 shares of corporation stock EQUALLY
WITH THE MILLIONAIRE.

5

He will fight the policy of paralyzing the markets of the world
to protect eastern manufactures at the expense of the raw material
producer of the West.

"kJ
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one-thir-
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R. H. HANNA WILL REPRESENT EVERY VITAL INDUSTRY

The Fordney bill enables the manufacturer to SHOVE DOWN
THE PRICE OF AMERICAN WOOL to reduce his import duties.
Its wool schedules are denounced by Republicans like Senator
Gooding of Idaho as "MOST VICIOUS AND DANGEROUS." West-er- n
senators have been obliged to form a "bloc" to fight for the
vital industries of their states for their industrial life.
With the cattle business in New Mexico threatened with extinction the Republican administration offer a Fifty Million Dollar Loan

If
1

Pool WHICH LEADING NEW MEXICO BANKERS SAY IS
AND UNWORKABLE and something which conservative
banks will have nothing to do with.
The Republican administration has offered an agricultural credits
bill which has done nothing for the farmers of New Mexico and offers
no real hope of relief. AND IT IS NULLIFIED BY THE TARIFF
BILL.
WHAT IS SENATOR BURSUM DOING?
SENATOR BURSUM HAS JOINED THE CONSPIRACY OF
EASTERN BIG BUSINESS TO WRECK THE INDUSTRIES OF
THE WEST.
FAN-TASTI-
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Fordney Tariff Bill which

Hanna for twenty years has vigorously
opposed class rule in New Mexico; the
control of legislation and offices by
special corporate interests. His cardinal
political belief is that the people and
not a class, must run the government.
He has fought the political leadership,
through which these influences worked.
Hanna has opposed in New Mexico the
same thing that must now be fought in
Washington if New Mexico is to have
prosperity. The issue reaches every home
and ranch in the state. It is the old issue
of government by the few for their private
ends at the expense of the many.
1
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WHAT
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SCHOOL

GET?

BOOKS

Come high just at a time when people are hardest
up. WHY did the Republican state administration load
this extra burden on you now?
VOTE FOR HANNA and economy and efficiency.

THE SAFETY VALVE
For the West and New Mexico Is a foreign
outlet for their products.
The Republican congress would close the safety
valve and LET THE WEST BLOW UP.
The Fordney Tariff bill will paralyze the "New
Mexico cattle, wool, copper and agricultural industries.
Vote for the Safety Valve for an outlet to foreign
market for western prosperity and better prices.
VOTE

FOR

OF NEW MEXICO as against the predatory wealth of two eastern
states represented by reactionary Republicans in the senate.
HANNA WILL FIGHT
MEXICO'S PRODUCTS.

TO

:

.

aIn,t Senator Harrison's amendment to
.voed
tSet?i:ilB"r,um
to admit free of duty all articles used in agriculture
the
HE VOTED AGAINST CHEAPER MACHINERY, BARB WIRE AND
SUPPLIES FOR THE FARMER AND STOCKMAN.
Mr. Bursum voted to confirm John J. Esch to the interstate commerce commission. The Esch law gives the railroads a billion dollars.
Mr. Bursum voted to confirm George Harvey as ambassador to
Great Britain after he had insulted every soldier and sailor of the U. S.
Mr. Bursum's affiliations and his voting record in
Washington
are consistent with his affiliations and his legislative record
here.
TO ELECT HIM SENATOR IS TO SEND AN ENEMY OF
'
NEW MEXICO TO WASHINGTON.

'

j4t

C

WOULD THROTTLE THE CATTLE AND WOOL BUSINESS in New
Mexico.

I

'

HANNA

FOR

SENATOR.

ELECT

U

Democratic Senator.

Hear Hanna at Armory

Ad'rtTtlspnrnM

FOR

NEW,

MEANS:
to wreck the

To send a man to Washington who will work for the best interests
of every home and every ranch in New Mexico.
J

'
.

To have an able, clean, honest, representative in the U. S. Senate
presenting the claims of a great commonwealth, instead of a petty
politicians currying favor with Old Guard reactionaries.
HANNA IS FOR NEW MEXICO
NEW MEXICO.

BURSUM HAS BETRAYED

A vote for Bursum is a vote for the conspiracy against the West.
A VOTE FOR HANNA IS A VOTE FOR NEW MEXICO!

Hanna's Election May Halt the Conspiracy.

(Political

HANNA

MARKET

To serve warning on the Republican administration that the
will not be betrayed with impunity and that this crime shall
not be committeed.

ffiWEST

at 8 o'clock Next Monday Night.

A

To utter effective protest now at the conspiracy
industries of New Mexico and the West.

LAP TO
0
UVU iruUulb
Against the Political and Economic Crime Planned
Elect a
by the Republican Party Against the West.
1171

FOR

P!

Bursum for twenty years and
more has betrayed the producers
of the state, the cow man, the miner, the farmer and other productive
interests. Bursum ignored his opportunity and pledge to serve our
soldier boys, who sacrificed their
all in our country's need in perilous times of the world. Bursum's
record shows that he always served
the few at the expense of the many.

Vote for Hanna Next Tuesday

8
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THE RESf LTS OF REACTION.
Senator Holm O. Bursum announced, just prior
to the republican convention In Santa Fe, that ho
would make his campaign upon the text, "Service
to the People." He has been carrying out that
announcement.
He went a step farther, in response to popular
demand, and announced that no unscionable use of
money would be made In this campaign; that he
would rely upon the voluntary services of those who
This he has carried out
believed in his program.
also. His entire campaign fund does not exceed
112,600. Far less than ten per cent of the sum
used by the republican party last fall will be used
by the party this year.
But Mr. Bursum was far more responsive to
public sentiment than ever those two forward-lookin- g
steps Indicated. He put a most progressive
plank into his platform. He directed the exact
wording of that plank. This is what he said:
"No political party can lag behind the aspirations of the people and long survive. We
commit the republican party to a policy of
progress. Wo heartily approve the message of
Governor Mechem to the last legislature as
embodying the highest ideals of government.
"We demand of all officials elected under
the republican banner the greatest efficiency
and integrity and will never countenance inefficiency and corruption in office. Appointees and candidates must measure up to high
standards of fitness.
"We believe in equality of opportunity; no
special privileges under the law or in its administration, and in the curbing of the
that they may take no advantage of the
Honest elections are essential to the
weak.
perpetuity of free government.
"To the concrete policies necessary to the
accomplishment of these ends, we are In honor
too-stro-

bound."
These gestures on the part of Senator Bursum
were entirely satisfactory to the Journal and It announced its cordial support of the senator. They
are still satisfactory to the Journal and this paper
is delighted to support him with all the power possible.
It advises all good citizens, regardless of
party, to put the stamp of their approval upon this
great step toward progress, by voting and working
for Senator Bursum's election.
The net result of all of the above happenings
was the complete disorganization of the democratic
party. Many delegations went home before the
No candidate
convention had made a nomination.
could be found who was willing to run. Judge
Hanna was dratted against his will and announced
his Intention of making no campaign. It looked as
though Senator Bursum would win without a cut-tes- t.
All this was due to the progressive attitude
of Senator Bursum and of the republican party.
Progressive democrats could see nothing to be
gained by attempting to defeat Bursum. Ten days
after the conventions there were no evidences of
democratic activity.
The selection of O. L. Phillips as Bursum's campaign manager and of Dr. David R. Boyd as president of the Bursum clubs, met with popular approval. Both are intelligent, clean, progressive and
very able men. Both desired a high class cam-

Is to be Inferred

from bids for steel rails recently
opened in Buenos Aires. The Unitbd States and
England besides five countries of ciutinental Eu
were hoperope, made ten dors. The .American
England was far below us, but
lessly distanced.
most of the European bidders were so "bunched"
at low prices as to make sure that they can compete in the world's markets. The lowest German
bid was $43.25 a ton, but Belgium cut under that,
offering the goods at 139.79. The lowest French bid
was $44.25, while Holland was $48. An analyslst
says of the exhibit;
"The table is probably as good an Index of
Germany's real price position in the International
markets as could bo found. Every day one hears
extravagant reports of how low German quotations
are in various lines. In very many Instances the reports are wrong on the face due to the mistaken
comparisons in exchange. It is very reliably stated
that the official government control in Germany, as
a matter of intelligent policy, does not approve cf
the sale of anything in export at a cost far below
competitive levels."
In the foregoing appears the only uncertain note
with respect to the prices which Germany might
worth while to go a
all the
quote vere
business In sight on terms assuring receipt of con
tracts. In this Instance they named figures whlcn
might reasonably be expected to secure the business. Whether they could have cut lower without
courting loss is a question. That the commentator
thinks they might have done so may be inferred
from his explanation of government policy The Important point is: How low a price can Germany
If she can always keep below
quote on steel rails
competitive levels and make a profit she can get tho
cream of the business and make money. If the Argentine competition does not represent minimum
prices, and there can be no conviction that it does
the rivalry should soon reveal that mark at which
American producers must shoot at. Chairman Gary
of the Steel corporation has Intimated that the great
company is going to compete with all comers In
a share of
this country; perhaps he will also covtt
"
the foreign business. That would mean, among
other things, the lower prices for steel rails that
have been predicted, and increased work for many
Industries.

VERSE OF TODAY,
CONSISTENCY.
Tou gave me a trust that I did not keep
How did you think I could?
What though I looked so deep In your eyes
And answered you that I would?
me a little, bending tree
With leaves that waver and turn
Under the fingers of the wind.
Yet ever Its roots are firm.
You thought

But I am the wind, the wind
I run to the east, to the
To the north, to the south,
And know not which way

m

forbids this organization
cally
from taking any part whatsoever
in politics. Copy of telegram re
ceived In
reply follows, which
shows Bursum s Invitation had ab
solutely no political significance,
as showing them more friendly to

Editor Morning Journal, Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir: As a matter of keeping tho record straight I am ask-in- k
you to publish this in justice
to the soldier of New Mexico.
Much front page space in tho
Evening Herald has been given to
the soldiers at Fort Bayard, members of the American legion and
Veterans of foreign wars in their

uursum tnan to Hanna:

"E. F.
Stacey Vice Commander
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Albu
querque, n. m.:
"Veterans of Foreign wars here
are living up
constitu
tion. We are not in politics. Invi
tations extended Senator Bursum,
Jones ana wanna.
"C. M. DIEHL,
"Acting Commander."
Very truly,
E. F. STACET.

Invitation to Senator Bursum to
come there and speak during the
Soldiers hero
present campaign.
belonging to Veterans of Foreign
in the
are
who
interested
wars,
candidacy of Judge Hanna yesterday telegraphed Fort Bayard about
this. As the constitution of the
Veterans of Foreign wars specifi

e
to the
ocean he had
made.
-it s jacme now wow," an
swered Lulu. "Every time I open
my oin, to cool my tongue, he scat
tors sand In my mouth!" "Why do you do that, Jackie?"
asked the bunny.
"Oh, I I just sort of can't help
It!" barked the doggie boy. "She
looks so funny, with her bill going
open ana snut like a pair of sola
sors, that I Just feel like throwing
sana in ner mouth!"
"well, suppose I throw some
sand on you?" suddenly asked Un
cle Wiggily. "Here! How do you
like this?"
And before Jackie
could stop him the bunny gentleman dropped some sand down in
side the puppy dog's bathing suit.
"Oh, It scratches! It tickles me!
Ouch!" cried Jackie. "Oh. dear!"
'Well, you see It Isn't so much
fun as you thought, is it?" asked
the bunny.
And Jackie said it
wasn't, and he promised not to
Lulu
plague
any more. Then the
run went on, the animal boys and
girls splashing In and out of the
water, while the beaver boys made
waves.
All of a sudden along came the
ruzzy f ox, looking ror ears to
nibble.
But Jackie and Peetle
Bow Wow scratched sand in his
face and made the Fqx run away
howling, so he nibbled no one, and
Uncle Wiggily said that, was the
best thing which could have happened.
So, after all, though there was a
little trouble, the bunny's sand pile
e
and
ocean were Just
delightful for the animal bovs and
girls that hot day. And if the
thimble doesn't tickle the needle
In the eye and make the cabbage
stand on its head under the table,
I'll tell you next about Uncle Wiggily and the candy flowers.
make-believ-

Bedtime Storieb
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Garls
Copyright, 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate,
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
SAND

I'lLE.

Tho weather was still very hot,
though the animal children had to
go to school, for the summer vacation was over. Uncle Wiggily. who
sat on the porch of his hollow

stump bungalow watching Sammie
and Susie Littletain, the rabbits;
Johnnie and Billle Bushytaln, the
squirrels, and Lulu, Alice and Jim-mi- e
the ducks
Wibblewobble,
.coming slowly from the hollow
stump school house, where the
lady mouse teacher had heard
thel. lessons, felt sorry for the animal boys and girls.
"I think I'll make a sort of bath
ing beach for them In our back
yard," he told Nurse Jane.
"How can you do that?" asked
the muskrat lady nurse.
"Well, I'll dig a hole and fill It
with water from the hose," Uncle
Wiggily answered. "You can sprinkle in somo salt and it will be almost like the ocean."
"How about waves?" asked Miss
Fuzzy Wuzzy.
"I'll get Toodle and Noodle Flat
Tail, the beavers, to splash around
In the water and that will cause
waves," tho bunny said. "Then all
that will be needed is sand. I'll
ArflllM

fM

4fBV

make-believ-

itself!
west,
and back again,
is best.

-

Yet I am so glad of your trust, my love.
That I wait for the moment when
I shall vow to your eyes another vow
That I may break It again!
Abigail W. Cresson In N. Y. World.

'

LITTLE

BENNYS
rOTB BOO

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
HE MUST HAVE GONE WHALING!
W. K. Vanderbilt claims to have hooked

a

600- -

pound fish off the coast of Nova Scotia, which he
says go away. As the railroaders the Vanderbilts
have always been considered very reliable Deonle.
Detroit Free Press.

"It's Jackie Bow Wow
answered Lulu.

CINCII THEY WEREN'T SPOONING!
The case of the Montana vounKster who drove get a pile of that and we'll have a
two miles before he discovered his girl friend had
e
seashore beach for
rallen out or his buggy only shows ho..- Indifferent the children these hot days."
some
a hold
"You are very kind," spoke
people have on their friends. LexNurse Jane, and when Uncle Wigington Herald.
glly had dug a wide, but not very
THEY JUST CALL IT WAR.
deep, hole and had filled it with
Nicaragua has been at war for 10 days now, but water from the garden hoso tho
nobody but the very highest know with whom. muskrat lady housekeeper sprinSuch a war may be bloodless, but It Is just as ex- kled in some salt, to make It seem
pensive otherwise as the ordinary kind. Buffalo more like the briny, salty ocean.'
Then Uncle Wiggily, with the
Express.
4
help of his friends, the Sand Martin
birds, piled a big heap of sand
BET HIS EARS ARE BURNING!
e
Berlin Is conducting Interesting experiments in and gravel near the
ocean and everything was all ready
The
telephone communication.
however, continues to listen in vain. Wash- for the animal children.
Slowly they came frorfl school,
ington Star.
hot and. tired out. They wished
it was vacation again.
HE'S TRIED BOTH!
"Oh, dear!" barked .Tackle Bow
Having inspected both, Trostsky may conclude Wow.
that the bread line Is more influential than the firing fun!" "I wish we could have some
line. Washington Star.
"Come In here!" Invited Uncle
Wiggily, and when the animal
children saw what he had made for
them they gave whoops, barks,
cackles and Jells of delight. In a
little while they had hurried to
WE STICK TO THE MONROE DOCTRINE.
their homes, put on their bathing
suits and were splashing in the
water.
(From the Chicago Tribune.)
In the council of the league of nations sitting
Toodle and Noodle, the beaver
at Geneva there Is considerable objection to the boys, moved their broad, flat tails
United States. The general trend of this criticism in the pond and sent tho water In
should make the United States content to receive little waves from shore to shore, so
it. To be the cause of it is a reason for congratu- it looked more than ever like the
lation.
real ocean only not so large, of
Part of the criticism affects the relation of the course.
Monroe doctrine to possible activities of the league
But still it was very hot. So
In South America.
The Monroe doctrine' was de- hot that even the duck children
clared as a warning against the possible and pro- Lulu, Alice and Jimmie Wibblejected activities of the holy alliance. That alliance wobble had to open and shut
thought as highly of its altruistic purposes as the their yellow bills quickly and swalleague of nations does. There have been social and low all the air possible to cool
That Is the way
political changes since then, but the alliance rated their tongues.
Itself as a moral factor.
ducks and some birds and chickens
on
The social and political changes have not mod- cool themselves
a very hot day.
ified to any considerable extent the ways of a You boys and girls fan yourselves
strong expanding nation with smaller or powerless or drink Ice water, which last is
nations. South American nations are not power- not yery wise If you take too much.
A doggie boy or girl opens his or
The United States has
less, but they are small.
said to the league of nations just aa it said to the her mouth and by hanging out the
holy alliance that an extension of the European tongue cools off. As as ducks can't
political activities to the American continent can let their tongues hang out of their
not be permitted.
A moral justification has pre- mouths they open their bills wide
ceded many of the European approaches to lands and breathe as much air as they
in which later the moral .invader was found eco- can in that way to cool off.
with new
The animal children were doing
nomically and militarily Intrenched,
moral justifications for not getting out.
their best to keep cool, and they
It Is a misfortune when South American nations were having a lot of fun when, all
do not see that the Monroe doctrine represents a of a sudden, Uncle Wiggily heard
community of interests in which the interests of some quacking cries, and Lulu
the United States are identical with the interests Wibblewobble exclaimed:
of the Latin republics.
"Here! You stop! Make him
The moral nose of the European camel is fol- stop!"
lowed by its altruistic body. The Monroe doctrine
"What's the matter?" asked the
is to keep the tent flap closed.
bunny gentleman, hurrying down
make-believ-

-

make-believ-

long-distan-
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luke-war-
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AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

paign.
Immediately after the convention certain reactionary newspapers began to make light of the
progressive attitude of the senator and the party.
They heaped ridicule upon the Journal and its proDAY
EDITORIAL OF
gressive policy. They sought In every way to disturb the effort, of the Journal to lead progressive
citizens' to have confidence In the sincerity and good
Intentions of Senator Bursum.
The effect of this reactionary conduct was to
disturb the confidence of the voters in Senator Bursum. They felt that these reactionaries were voicing, with some authority, the real attitude of Bursum. This is untrue. The senator found himself
unable to stop these damaging assaults. The editor of the Journal pleaded with the senator and
the" chairman to stop newspaper controversy between the senator's supporters until after election,
because of the harm it would do his campaign.
They did their best and failed. The interest of
d
these papers in Bursum's election was
by their malice toward the Journal and a hatred
of its
They delibprogram.
erately aroused publio suspicion of Bursum's good
faith In an effort to strike at our policies.
All this was augmented by the executive committee In organizing a campaign committee made
progressives.
up of reactionaries and
They were determined to snub the progressive wing
of the Bursum support.
Campaign officials who
would be peculiarly offensive to the progressives
The latter were completely shut
were selected.
out of the councils, ignored and snubbed.
For all this Bursum is In no way responsible.
Bursum stands now where he stood in the beginning. Those who assert the treatment of the progressives can best voice that resentment by voting
for Bursum. The progressives should elect Bursum
with an overwhelming vote. The little reactionaries can be cleaned out afterward.
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
The result of all this discord, injected by the
reactionaries, in order to bind Bursum, has been to
put life Into the democratlo campaign. That campaign Is In full swing with great vigor. What
y
has become a contest. For
looked like a
this the reactionary republicans are to blame. We
believe that they plotted to bring It about. In our
PULLED 04
V
Judgment they are not .for Bursum unless they can
'DErATISril) KOTrAiTi"
THE.
control him.
If this foolish and reprehensible plan should
result In disaster to Bursum, it will be a great blow
to the business of the state and the program of the
Bursum Is badly needed in the senprogressives.
ate by this state. Hawkins, Fall's crony, would
become the republican arbiter in New Mexico
through Fall's control of the patronage. This must
not occur.
Bursum will be elected. Pro,' It will not occur.
gressives, both republican and democratic, should
see to It that the majority is large. That is the way
to advance political decency in New Mexico just
over-toppe-
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Me and pop was eating brekflst
this morning and pop sed. Good
Heavens, this cawffee is strong
onuff to run rite off Its own

grounds. Meenlng cawffee grounds
and he pored some more creem
Into it out of the creem pitcher,
saying. There dont seem to be
mutch creem today.
, WIch there wasent,
being even
still less after pop pored some
more in his cawffee,. and I said, G
pop, thats funny, creem makes
your cawffee week lnsted of strong
and If I pored some in my milk
it would make it strong insted of
week, shall I try it, pop?
Certcny not, use a little Judgment, confownd sutch strong cawffee, sed pop. And he grabbed a
hold of the creem pitcher agen
and pored some more In, not leev-in- g
hardly eny left, and pritty
soon ma came down and started to
eat her brekflst, saying, Well for
goodnlss sakes wat happened to all
the creem?
Creem? sed pop with a Ignorant
lxpresslon, and ma sed, Certeny,
theres no use of me putting these
cupple of drops in my cawffee,
who was sutch a pig as to take It
all, thats wat I wunt to know?
Benny, I herd you mention
something about putting creem in
your milk, you werent so foolish
as to do that, were you? sed pop.
Me thinking, G, heers a chance to
rescue pop and maybe make a ex-tdime. And I sed, I dident put
hardly eny In, pop.
Well of all the redlcullss abserd
things I ever herd of, thats the
werst, sed ma, emptying the creem
pitcher into his 2 milk and ony leev-in- g
me about
and a half drops
for my cawffee, the boy must be
out of his aentses, wat did you let
him do suctch a thing as that for,
how can I drink my cawffee as
black as the day it was born? And
she kepp on tawklng about it and
telling me wat a fearse thing It
was, and pop started to get almost
throo his brekflst, and I sed. Hay
pop, can I have a dime for someer

thing?

I
Wy, I gess
sed pop, and ma sed, Wat, give
him a dime after wat he dellbrltly
did with all the creem, my Will-yuwats come over you?
Well, the spirit of forgiveness
and charity is a grate thing, sed
pop, and ma sed, I dont care
weather It is or not, Id jest like
to see you try to give him a dime,
the ideer.
And pop went out without giving me eny, and ma tawked about
the creem every little wile all day.
and if pop dont give me eny
111 think I made a mistake.
so,'

sippose so, yes,

.

to-nl-

(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams

4s,

4s, 4s.
4s,

(By The Associated frees)
$88.18; second
$88.28;
New York, Sept. 14. On the third
$92.42; fourth thin.
most extensive operations of any $88.40; Victory
$99.06; Vic
session in recent months the stock tory
$99.04.
market today made some note
NEW YORK COTTON.
worthy accessions to its recent re.
Sales totaled
covery.
875,000
snares.
New York. Sept. 14. Cotton fuTrade was confusing, however. tures closed easy. Oct., 19.90; Dec,
eariy strength giving way to irreg. 20.10; Jan., 19.85; March, 19.75;
Another vigor May, 19.55.
ularity at mid-daous rebound later was Impaired by
heavy profit taking, this In some
NEW YORK MONEY.
instances cancelling gains at the
close.
New York, Sept. 14. Prime
Commission houses with western mercantile paper, 5 to 6 per cent;
and other Interior connections were exchange weak; sterling demand,
prominent In buying. Their par7 $3.69; cables, $3.70.
the
Time loans Easier. Sixty and
ticipation tended to confirm
impression that publio interest in 90 days, 6
per cent; six months,
the securities market is showing 6
per cent.
definite signs of revival.
Call money Easier. High, low.
Sentiment In speculative quarters ruling rate and last loan, 5 per
seemed to be swayed by relaxed cent; closing bid, 4 to 5 per cent.
monetary conditions, the more
stable course of commodities and
NEW YORK METALS.
the general if somewhat moderate
New York. Sept. 14. Coppe- rimprovement shown by the 'steel
industry as seen In higher prjees Steady. Electrolytic, spot and near
for wire products. On the ex by, 12c; later,
change call money opened at 5 per
Tin Easier. Soot and futures.
cent, with abundant offerings at $26.75.
4 M outside.. Time loans were made
Iron Steady and unchanged.
at 6 V4 per cent, even for the longer
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.60.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot.
periods, and a slight concession
was noted in the rate for commer
$4.2004.25.
cial paper. Of all usual leaders,
Antimony
Spot. $4.50,
oils were relatively backward, most
of the foreign and high grade do
,. KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
mestlo denoting pressure.
Steels
and equipments dominated the list.
Kansas City, Sept, 14. Butter,
the eggs and poultry unchanged.
and
also
motors,
Shippings
motor accessories, made substantial contributions to the advance,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
with chemicals
and paper and
leather specialties. Dealings in rails
Chicago Livestock. ,
were limited mainly to secondary
Chicago, Sept. 14 Cattle Re
issues and coppers reacted on trade
ceipts 11,000. Fat yearlings and
conditions.
Further heavy buying of dollar best handy weight steers steady to
exchange in London for British and 16c higher, others slow.
Prime
other interests precipitated sharp yearlings,
bulk native
$10.90;
exsteers, $7.00 10.00; fat heifers
reversals In the local foreign
calves and
change market, virtually all Eu- higher; other
ropean remittances weakening, es stackers steady; bulk fat cows and
pecially francs and marks.
heifers, $4.25.60j veal calves to
The bond market, Including Lib pacxers
13. 00
13.60:
mostly
erties, was mostly higher on en- stockers largely $5.00(3)6.00; bulls
to
15c
foreign
Among
bulk
strong
larged dealings.
higher;
bolognas
issues the strength of Cuba Cane l4.buB4.7; beef bulls, $5,000)6.00.
7s and heaviness of United King
Hogs Receipts 15,000. Better
doms 1937 were contrasting fea- grades 25c to 35c lower than yestures.- Total sales, par value, $14,- - terday's average; others mostly 10c
to 25c lower.. Practical top, $8.60;
850,000.
one load, $S.S0;
bulk lights and
Closing prices:
29
American Beet Sugar
light butchers, $8.00(98.60; bulk
28
American Can
packing grades. $8.256.75; pigs
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 37
mostly 60c lower, bulk $7.25 7.60.
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 42
22.000.
Fat
sneep Receipts
107
American Tel. & Tel
lambs opened strong to higher: fat
8
American Zinc
sheep and feeder grades firm. Top
, 88
Anaconda Copper
native lambs to city butchers,
86
Atchison
$9.85;
packer top early. $9.50:
39
U
S.00
Baltimore & Ohio
6.60 ;
no
closing mostly
67
"B"
Bethlehem Steel
range lambs sold early; good range
13
Butte & Superior
choice
feeder
$6.76;
yearlings.
38
California Petroleum
lambs early, $7.25 7. JO.
Canadian Pacific
.....113
29
Central Leather
Kansas City livestock.
56
Kansas City. Sept. 14. Cattle
Chesapeake & Ohio
26
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 24
Receipts 12.500. Beef steers steady
Chlno Copper
to strong, spots higher. Tod. $8.60:
25
Colorado Fuel & Iron
other sales, $5.0008.30:
calves
63
Crucible Steel
steady to 25c lower; best vealers.
8
Cuba Cane Sugar
$9.5010.00; many heavies, $5.60
1'
(ft 6.50: bulls
Erie
steady to strong, bulk
77
Great Northern pfd
$3.00
4.25; all other classes un.
3J
Insnlration Cooper
even but mostly steady; most cows,
46
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
J3.50ffJ4.50: odd lots. $5.00(95.25:
20
Kennecott Copper
yearling heifers, $8,00; grass kind
109
Louisville & Nashville
mostly $4.50 5.50; canners large117
Mexican Petroleum
ly $2.002.25; early sales stockers,
21
Miami Copper
$5.005.25; feeders, $5.006.00.
Missouri Pacific
ztd
Market
Hogs Receipts e.000.
72
New York Central
25c lower than "yesterday's
mostly
78
Pacific
Northern
average, spots off more. Shippers
38
took best lights and mediums at
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper. .. . 13
$8.108.15: 250 to
71
$7 858.00;
Reading
weights,
63
&
Steel
Republic Iron
average, $7.60; most packing sows,
20
Sinclair Oil & Refining
I8.00lt.25: stock pigs 25c to 50c
77
Southern Pacific
lower; few bunches, $8.25,
20
Southern Railway
Few
Sheep Receipts 10,000.
77
Studebaker Corporation
sales lambs steady to strong; early
86
Texas Company
top western, $10.00.
70
Tobacco Products
120
Union Pacific
Denver Livestock.
78
United States Steel
Denver, Sept. 14. Cattle Re60
Utah Copper
ceipts 600. Market steady. Beef
steers. $5.00 6.50; cows and heifCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. ers. $4.005.75; calves, $6.60
9.25; bulls, $2.0003.00:
stockers
Chicago, Sept. 14. Rains in Ar- and feeders, $4.50 6,25.
with
depression
300.
gentine, together
Market 25c
Hogs Receipts
in foreign exchange, led to setbacks to 40e lower. Top, $8.40;
bulk,
today in wheat. Closing quotations $6.007.85.
net lower,
c to
were heavy.
6.600.
Market
Sheep
Receipts
to $1.31 25c higher. Lambs, $8.00 9.00;
$1.30
with December
to $1.35. Corn ewes, $3.O03.75;
and May $1.35
feeder lambs.
o
up, oats is. 76 8. 80.
finished a shade off to
e
and provisions
c to
down
unchanged to a decline. of 26c to The Key Thnt Unlocks the Door to
27c.
Long Living.
At first wheat had a pronounced
The mer of eighty-fiv- e
and
upward slant owing chiefly to lib- ninety years of age are not the
wheat
United
States
of
well-feeral buying
but thin, spare
rotund,
demen, who live on a slender diet. Be
yesterday by foreigners. CropAusas careful as he will, however, a
velopments In Argentina and
tralia, however, were being closely man past middle age will occawatched, and when shortly before sionally eat too much or of some
mid-da- y
the news came that the article of food not suited to his
drought in Argentina was broken
constitution, causing Indigestion or
the market soon weakened. Mean- constipation and will need a dose
was
sentiment
while bearish
of Chamberlain s Tablets to move
by signs that the foreign his bowels and Invigorate his stomexchange situation was interfering ach. When this Is done, there is
with export business. Under such no reason why the average man
circumstances word of big sales of should not live to a ripe old age.
flour at Minneapolis and Kansas
City failed to induce any important rally.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Corn and oats were governed
FOR SALE OR TRADE For cltly propmainly by wheat. Wet weather,
erty, ideal country home, close in, ten.
though, tended somewhat to susranch, located on main ditch, and
tain corn. Besides, gossip was cur- acre
In American neighborhood; neanly new
would
corn
prove
rent that yield of
house, with large front porch
disappointing.
and sleeping porch, pantry and closet;
Provisions averaged- lower with good outbuildings and fences; alfalfa,
small fruit trees, shade, price 93,850;
hogs. Packers sold lard.
care
small payment. Address
Closing prices.

3s,

.

1212c.

she-stoc-

....

lc

539

BUSINESS CHANCES
FOR tSALE Oarage, best location in
town. Phone I7S.
Fun HALE Small grocery store, doing
1201
good
business;
cheap rent,

North" Arno.
FOR BALE

One of the best business
properties In Albuquerque, tit 8outh
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel

GENERAL MERCHANDISE store and
stock In progressive' town on the coast
lines railroad; party wishes to leave on
account of death In family; will sacrifice; about 18,(04 will handle. Address
Nate S. Blbo, Grants, N. M.
A
?
BRICK rooming house
between business center and railroad
on
corner lot; 18 rooms,
shops,
10 of them furnished;
a money maker;
price tor house, lot and furniture only
Addresa P. O. Bos
$8,800; part terms.
4S5.

City.

FOR SALE

M.

PERSONAL
ANT TO LEARN SPAN
J. C. ESPINOSA. No. 1. Woolworth

SEE

Phone 459.
PICTURE ACTING The Koto- Play. Film Studio will open their doors
In tire Armory
building, October 1;
1
or
now open for enrollment; hours
z to 4 p. m. Armory club rooms.
PHRENOLOGIST Have your face, head
and hand read; learn for what you are
best fitted; your troubles may be due to
the shape of your head. "Know thyself."
How to succeed taught one lesson.
5&ray
M. Jones. Ill Cornell, phone 81M-- J.
WHAT WORRIES YOUf
LEARN to make things com your war.
in love, health or money; no long, tedi
ous lessons, but lust what you need now.
Just aend your blrthdat and your free
will offering.
Prof. Cnffman, Dir. J.,
1224 North Second street, Albuquerque,
building.

MOTION

New

Mexico.

MONEY TO LOAN
MONEY

$1.35.
Corn

Dec,

Dec,
Dec,

$1.80;

May,

May,

Sc.

'

54c;

'

"WANTtD

Houie.

WILL BUY for cash. If priced right.
Room 10, First Nasmall cottage.
Pork
tional Rank building.
Lard
WANTED
Immediately, a seven, eta-tiRibs
or nine-roofurnished house. Will
rent It for nine months. Address House,
LIBERTY BONDS.
care Journal.
WB WANT houses to sell; If your price
New York, Sept. 14. Liberty
is right we will find a buyer for you:
bonds closed:
$87.40; first 4s, results count and we get them. J. D.
$88.16; second 4s, $88.14 bid; first Keleher, ill West Gold. Phone 410.

Oats

39 c: May, 44 c.
Sept., $17.76.'
Oct., $10.80; Jan. $9.6.
Oct., $7.72; Jan., $8.15.

8s,

Trade Mark Registered

U. 8.

TO

LOAN

On

walcnea,

monds, guns and everything

dia-

valuable.

Mr. B. Marcus, 111 South First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, witcbee
and gold Jewelry) liberal, reliable, eon.

Identlal. Gottlieb
Beer, 10B North Flret,
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dia- monda, watches. Liberty Bonds, pianos.
automobiles, Lowest ratea. Rothman'e
117 South First.
Bonded to the state.
CONFIDENTIAL loana on jewelry, diamonds, watchee. Liberty Bonds, pianos,
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman'e,
117 South First.
Bonded to the etate.

DRESSMAKING
TED Dressmaking at home or by
Mrs. Moon.
Phone I403-day.
DRESSMAKING
of all kinds; expert lady
and
embroidering
tailoring. Beading
a specialty.
Phone 741-PLEATING, accordion, aide ana box;
N. Crane. lit North
mall orders.
Seventh; Crane Apartmenta. phone 114.
of
HEMSTITCHING and all kind
at the
pleating and braiding don
Williams Millinery, corner Broadway and,
Gold, phone 107J-N

the- -

FOR SALE Furniture
tiASlrw con&r m&itrtu; gooo!

FOR

s new. 817 South Arno.
FOR SALE Dining set, library set.
Ivory dresser and chair. 1317 North
Sixth,
FOR SALE Dining table and six chairs.
Hugs, rockers, bed, crib and other ar1
West Haieldlne.
ticles. Ptrnne 872-FOR SALE Dressers, dining tables.
chairs,
porch swing,
refrigerators,
Singer machine,
chltferobe, wardrobe.
roll-to- p
desk. Ivory dressers, desk and
chair, shotguns, rifles, everything In
I2S South First.
used furniture.

SEWING MACHINES

.

five-roo-

Livestock

FOIl SALE Two fresn milk cows. 14S1
South Broadway.
George Blake.
ICR tUE Ten. llolsteln belters. Inat
Sanatorium
Presbyterian
quire
Farm.
FOR SALE Bay horse, first reasonable
offer takea him. Doaue, 1301 North
First.
r'OH SALE
Young
Jersey cow with'
vmlllr
w
r. ,
,1,
also fine New Zealand doea and two
717
bucks
South Arno.
FOR SALE Holsteln bull, De Kol Segi
Manse, calved May 18, 1920. sire King
Segls of the Manse, dam Jessie Perfection De Kol Fobes; also a No. It De La
Val cream separator;
good as new: at
bargain. E. J, Strong, Albuquerque, N.

d.

rein-forc-

Position

WANTED

liAHUEU will wurR lu homes or sanaio-rlum- s;
reasonable. Devlin. Ph. 8S07-FOR EXPERIENCED
furnace man,
or see m at 311 North
phone 2210-Seventh.. Daniel Ford.
WANTED
Lady teacher want! position;
first-grad- e
certificate.
experienced;
Address P. B., care Journal.
EXPERT STENOGRAPH EH, eight yeara'
experience, varied llnee, desires posl-tlo- n.
Address Box 889, care Journal.
EXPERIENCED
hotel, restaurant or
camp cook and waltreia wants poal-tlo- n.
Address Cook, care Journal.
WB AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
keep bookt. WILLIAMS ft ZANU,
room I Mellnl building.
Phone 701-WANTED - Work of all kinds; wall
and furnacea: alio general
cleaninghouse cleaning of all kinds. Ben Louie,
808 North Twelfth, phone 875-WANTED
Old Mexico gentleman wishes
to rind any position aa photograpnio
retoucher, or teaching Spanish; willing
to travel; speaks no English. Room S,
Dodge Hotel, North First,
BOOKKEEPER-ACCOUNTANT
desires
temporary or permanent employment;
capable of taking full charge, rendering
profit and loss and financial statements,
tax reports, etc Any references required.
Addreps Floeescs. 71 South Broadway.

275-pou-

Wheat '

AM

CLASSMED)

THE MARKETS

and
SEWING
MACHINES repaired
cleaned: parts and supplies for all
C H.
makes; all work guaranteed.
Morehead, phone 718. 420 West Tead.-

TYPEWRITERS

i ffEtVun BUS

All makea uvrhaulii
and repaired Rlbbone for every machine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
!!) South FVrortb,
phone tot-J- .

WANTED

Agents

Responsible people all ovr
the West to represent the Red Arrow
Kodak finishing service. Addresa Albuquerque or E. La Vega plant
WANTED

FOR RENT
POU

J

Office Rooms

Office rooms;' "heat " nJ
above liatson' etore. Central
Auto
Inquire J. Korber

KENT

water;
avenue.

Patent Office)

By Gene Byrnes
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GERMANY AS A COMPETITOR.

That German manufacturers have not the
popularly ascribed, to. them in. foreign trade
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SfT
tonight
TME BUTCHERS
3l?iN6

A REAL bargain.
Eight rooms, modern; furnace
heat; fire place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front
porch, screened; large screened
back porch; walks, shade and
in good repair. This house is
located close In, In Third ward,
and can be bought for only
with good terms,
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1931 by the International Newt Service.
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NOTICE
Tires are a seven
tire; all adjust-

ments made by us.

Oversize and
Overservice

'

The best tlra fnr
money in the state.
Tire Repairing

lll,,

Wot

th

and

Ketreadlnr.

RIGHXANE TIKIS S RUBBER
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold, t'faone 230

$5,-00- 0,

-

aa

VONDERFl7L BUILDING
SITE.
of a block In the
finest residential section a dan-J- y
location for that fine
One-four- th

RANCHES.
We have some very iine ranches
close in, located close to good
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If In the market for a ?ood ranch, either
large or small, let us show you
what we have.

FOR SALE
Seven-roomodern brick and
y
stucco
HOME,
hardwood
finish throughout, fireplace, built-i- n
features, plenty clothes closets and
storage room; Rood lot. flv minutes
from postofflce and situate tn best
resldsntlal section of the Third ward,
priced right at 16.800, $2,500 cash,
balance 8 per cent. See
A. C. STARES,
Real Estate and Insumnce,
819 West Gold Ave.
IMmn. ins

.

3-

4-

FOK RENT,
llurhlnnds.
house, hot water heat,
completely furnished. . .$85.00
- Iloom apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
- Room apartment
$40.00

furnished
apartment,
furnished

3 -- Room

........... .$32.00

WANTED
$6,000 on good first mortgage.
Tell us what you want
have it.

wo may

T. KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE.
Loans and Insnrance.
Phone 981-210 XV. Gold.

F

J.

& CO.

Realtors.
Second., Street and Gold Avenue
Phone 640.

FOR RENT

rent
Call

FOR

Five-roo-

Dwellings
fumlsoed house.

2327--

"FOR RENT Five-roo323 West TIJerae,

J acres, good stucco Adobe, all
kinds of fruit and flowers, chicken
houses and yards, barn. This Is
an ideal country home and can
be bought worth the
money on
good terms,

COSY COTTAGE
We have a cosy, four-roocottage,
two nice porches, good lot, plenty
of shade, garage, a homey little

6 acres on main
ditch, fruit
garden, alfalfa, chicken
house.
There is no better land any where
and Is strictly an American neighborhood. Good term.

m

home to offer you
see

at

$2,100, Terms

furnished house.

FOK RENT Four-roomodern house
unfurnished. Call at 213 South Second
Three-rooFOK KENT
tieil furnisheo
home. 335. 1201 South Walter.
FOK RENT Two-roocottage with
glassed sleeping porch, lurnlshed. tit
East Santa Fe.
ti'OK RENT OR BALE Four-roofur- nlshed house, in highlands.
Call at
Ill South Elm.
RENT New house, furnished, tw"
FOR
'
rooms and sleeping porch; Highland
Phone 8CT58-.FOR RENT Completed furnished mod-er- a
five-roohouse. 721 West Oold
Phone 1746-FOR RENT Leverett-Zap- f
Co. huJ
Second
special attention to rentals.
and Oold. phone (40.
FOR RENT One, two, and one three-roo1301 South
house,
furnished.
waiter. Call In rear.
2'TiR RENT Flveroom modern bun
galow, furnished, with sleeping porch.
14 South Sixth, phone 1798-FOR RENT Five-rooturmshed house.
two screened-l- n
166 per
porches,
month
Apply at 822 South Arno.
J'OR RENT Five-roomodern house,
furnished or unfurnished.
Call after
S p. m., mo North Fifth.
FOR RENT Four-roocottage, fur-- .
nlshed. in Highlands. A. Ii. Mllner,
813 1 a West Central ave.
nun iUSNT Furnished brand new bun
galow; very modern; hot water, eleairio ana gas. uy south Edith.
FOR RENT Completely furnished
brick bungalow, immediate possession. 1424 East Silver. Phone 164R-FOR RENT Furnished three-roolarge plot of ground, fenoed In,
25 per month.
117 McKlnley. phone

THIS BEAUTIFUL

LOT

Has three apple trees, two shade
trees, cherry trees, alfalfa. In
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addition. Price only $650. $20 cash,
then $10 per month. A savings account
and Investment.

IJSVERETT-ZAP-

SHELLEY'S BULLETINS.
RANCH HOMES

& CO.

F

Phono 640 to See It.

A

Living room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, glassed-i- n sleeping
porch, large bath, storeroom,
large closets, cupboards.iire-place- ,
nice floors, shades, electric fixtures range Included.
Adobe garage, 14x26 feet, plastered Inside and out; chicken
house, barn, eight fruit and
shade trees; all on a lot with
100 feet
frontage In Fourth
ward, block off carllne and
streets.
paved
Only few minutes
from good schools.
Price $6,800. Terms
If You Like.
Leverett-Za- pf

& Company"

realtors'
Phone. 440.

Real Estate.
Insurance.
Second Street and Gold Avenue.

'

REAL HOME FOR SALE

modern bungalow,
with hardwood lloors, all the
late built-i- n
features, built-i- n
laundry tubs; lot 60x800 feet,
with garago and good outbuildings. It Is a real home and In
A- -l
condition. Jf you are looking for something good, let us
show it ti you.
Five-roo-

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phono 150.

Phone

tin

4B9-- J.

ffat

Geld Aw.

Modern Pressed Brick
in Highlands

Six rooms two glassed-i-

n

sleeping
porches, corner lot, sidewalks
heating plant and modern In
every particular. Easy terms.

furnished
adobe,
$3,800. Sour rooms, bath, glassed-in
sleeping porch, exceptiona'
'aluo. Easy terms.

Dieckmann

Realty Co,

Real Estate, Insurance. Loan
309 W. Gold. Phoue 870.

5 WANT
hear from owner of

To

LUNA PLACE HOME.
9
room.
rooms, besides breakfast
Hardwood lloors. bullt-l- n features, basement, furnace, garage; up to tire minute;
If you want a real house, see this one.
Prices right.
104 W. Gold. Ph. 442J.
K. McCLUGHAN,

mod-

erately priced homes who want
to sell for cash. Address
Investor, car? Jonrnul.

SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) readers sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
In before 11 a. m, mailed same day.
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THIS RED ARROW,
B. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a representative In TO'JH
territory.)
SUDDEN

'OR RENT Five-roofurnished
iouS modern In every way. Best
cation in Highlands. Inquire Sun-iln- e
Cottage, 121 N, Maple. Phone
IS05M.

HELP WANTEp

'.fPft SALE
i.'O.N

UUKD

2108-J-

grapes,

Miscellaneous
yi.oo

tiux.

FOR

Phone

SALE New White'' rotary
sewing
machine, purchase price 1126, will
sac
rlflee for 650. 608 East
Coal.
B.NSHLN. TROOP A-- One
840
Hanan officer's riding, boots, pair
like uew.
Phone 10H3-evenlnw.
--- uvea; never used; can
be used over"no
one or two
10.60
Call at garaite on Vasaar. burners;nr n...t
n,i,
FOR SALE Light Ford
serviceable condition; also newtruck,
Homestead
portable oven, suitable for restaurant, bo-lor sanatorium. Phone 4 20.

l.

Male.
WANTED A Dodge auto
mechanio
Karber's Auto Dept.
AM EDEUgermau rur saw mm, Au
ply McGatfay Co., Chamber of Cum
merce building.
h'aVieij bales manager to take charge
of small business; small amount ofj
money reinrrrea. Address B, care

Franklin & Company,
REALTORS.

Third and Gold.

637.

QUICK
m

lr

Fetter

WANTEDlalesmen

THE HOME
you want to buy in Luna district: Four
rooms, verv- lam.
- n,,ri,
m
piece
of land b0 ft. by r284, with all
kinds of
.ub ii oca. rricea to sell,
R. MoCLUQHAN, 204 W. Oold. Ph. 448J

Rent-Room- s

HOME

house on Fruit
avenue. Shade trees and lawn.
Garage. A good neighborhood.
CIobb in. This home can be had
for $3,750. With easy terms.

Pond & Michener,
REALTORS,
A REAL

HOME

house
with two
sleeping; porches. This place Is
located on West Iron avenue
$250 caah and $30 per month. A
real snap.
Four-roo-

Honsirs rnn

sits

frame, furnished
adobe
concrete, furnished
frame
MCDONALD

A

$1,400
2,400
2,600
1.800

Pond & Michener,

WORSHAM,

Heat Estate and Insurance,
Phone 068-A
10$ S. 3rd St.

Real Estate, Loans, Auto and Fire
surance. Good Houses to Rent.

In-

I

811 W. Gold.

with Board

FOR RENT

.

AUTOMOBILES
SALE

For

IDEAL

five-roo-

REALTORS.

SALE

house with
Good lour-roobath, newly painted and new
roof. Garage and other outbuildings. Lot 48xlC8. Two doors
from car line and oluso to
Fourth ward school This place
is absolutely worth the money
and price, $2,950.

GUTHRIDGE
Phone 1023.

AN
A

GENERAL AOENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue.

Beautiful brick home on East Sil- In a town that's growing. A good
ver avenue on lease, $85.00 per built-i- n brick house with all of the
features
good location.
month. This is a beauty with lawn, Terms reasonable.in aAlso
a
Drlck nouse ir Second ward, extra
garage, etc
lot and furniture fnr 11 sno a ho,-- gain.
& Co,
Leverett-Za- pf
and Ranches for
y Lots finlfl
Wnnt.la
Avenue.
Second Street and Gold
If
want
to buy, sell, trade or
you
Phone 640.
see
J. L. PHILLIPS,
REAL ESTATE.
110 S. Third.
Jfltone 354--

FOR

INC

& Company

Leverett-Za- pf

H0MF

BUY A

PgAiunf SEevict

None better than University
Heights Lots $10.00 down; 10
per month.
THEY ARE SELLING DAILY.
YOU WILL BH LIKE SOME
OTHERS.
Surprised to find them selling
so fast. Don't fleiay tmt get
yours today.

house, full- - Was sold. Hera

FOR RENT

INT'L

NEAR UNIVERSITY
$1050.00 CASH
$6. SAO Four-roomodern, heat
adobe plastered, with
modern, heat. ... .$5,850 sleeping porch, also
large front
modern, new. ... , $4,760 porch, this little HOME
is com$3,160 pletely furnlahed and is all
modern, new
modern, heat
$2,750 for some one to move rifrht inready
and
I. A. UAIHMOND,
en.1oy, the balance of the purchase
824 E. Silver.
Itionc 1522-price can be paid for a( the rate
of $35.00 per month. Situate North
Second utreet. close to car line. Call
A, C, STARES,
A Savings Account and
Real Eatate and Insurance.
319 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 188.
Investment

THE LAST ONE
are soma 1nat a
Buys a good
size lot, shade and fruit trees, good food. Five room, , furnace heat,
hardwood
tioors, garageV 5,600
etc., located on North Seven
rooms large lot, shade trees,
Eighth street. The terms are right. garages, o,uu.
Borne line lots.
H. F. GILMORE
Real Estate and Insurance.
W.
H.
McMILLlON,
rnone 4M2-214 W. Gold.
208 West Gold.

$2,000

with board. 608
FOR KENT Room
I WILL conduct all bouse furniture
West silver.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
sales at AUCTION, for a 5 per cent CUH KENT
Sleeping porch and Doaid
commission. C. W. SUTHERLAND, CITI
FOR SALE-f-ho- ne Cheap,
1207 East Central
dirt for filling.
AUCTIONEER, phone 219 at 518
West
148.
All
BOARD
Central avenue.
lAiiLE
FOR SALE Set double harness, at Dell's
West Fruit.
Phone 1478-WANTED A long-tertenant
farm
for
Barn.
Livery
a
farm and grazing land, In ex- FOR KENT Room and sleeping porch.
-FOK
or Ice box;
with board. 1636 East Central.
Refrigerator
FOR
cellent mountain valley 24 mllea from
Call 1SC8-v'Ort ua,.M' Rooms wiin board, Orey
catfor
good
Albuquerque;
opportunity
FOR
SALE
brick house.
FOR SALE A new Remington twelve- stone Roome, 218 54 West Uold.
tle; would consider doslrable convalescent
Nurth Edith. Phone 1401-RPhone 1987-gauge pump-guIf a capable orchard man; would also FOR RENT- - Good room and board, for
three-rouBARGAIN,
FOR SALE A gaud Brussels rug. txll
cuttago In high- rent either of two good houses on land.
two; no sick. 921 .South fcril'h.
lands; easy terms. 1008 South Arno.
1419 North Sixth.
Address H. B. Hammond, giving refer i'UH RENT Uowm and ooaid; guod
FOR BALE Residence, 711 Nona Four- - ences and
FOR SALE Threshing machine,
75
experience. Box 658, Albuhome cooking. 801 South Edith.
teenin street: nice location,
P. O. Box 412, City.
inouin querque, N, M.
I OK illiM
,
Bleeping porch WUh uoanl
Kill,.
TRY BODDY 8 MILK. BEST IN TOWN
reunite
(23 South High.
and room garage.
OK SALE Five-roo,....,
mo, urn
Phone 8418-RA
competent ealeslady at GOOD HOME COOKING, sleeping porcu,
nouse. at a barra n. rail a.
c...,t. WANTED
once
FOR SALE Water motor; Inquire at Arno.
The Economist
1027
Forrester
front room, no elck.
Morning Journal office.
WANTED
Middle-age- d
woman for FOR RENT Room
FOR SALE Cott&KAii aiM 1ab .. vr.n
and ojard, wit
FOR SALE Small iractur, new condt- first-cla410
housekeeper. Phone 8408-JRoom IA wret
board.
savlnir.
i.
sleeping porch;
ttun, J. Korber ft Co.
East Central.
WANTED Woman for housework,
uuuuing
Second-han- d
FOR
SALE
small family 1201 South Edith.
wagons and FOR SALE Ey owner,
FOR RENT Front room, adjoining bath
U9S-modern
light rigs, cheap. 1202 North Arno.
board If desired; gentleman preferred.
home; fine location, in Fourth ward. WANTED Maid for cleaning.
Apply
FOR RENT October 1, house; two large
2861-Thirty-gallo- n
FOR
SALE
Phone
Konseaeeper, AIDuquerque Sanatorium, 505 South High.
barrels, new,
rooms, porclr, city water, 116.50 monthr
83.60 each.
Southwestern Junk Co.
UfiNT Large furnished room, rales
WANTED
Woman
do
to
FOR SALE
For
housework
H2I South Edith; Inquire 1709 South
Modern rlve-roohouse:
middle-age- d
FOR BALE University books and young
can buy from owner by calling at 624
no washing
for wo people with table board. 211
Edith.
preferred;
1204
South
Edith.
North
man's
Sixth.
South
clothes. Phone 824 or 516 Wait
Fourth.
FOR RENT Cottage of two rooms with
FOR SALS; Bargain, Income property. WANTED Girl for general housework
nice sleeping porch, nicely furnished, Copper.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms with
no washing, or cooking.
first-clas- a
608
corner
southern highlands.
nine
tabl hoard. Phone 1327-Gold;
Apply
roome,
like
Inquire 801 South FOR SALE One
Moore's
large
hot blast
Brum rourtn.
Edith.
110 South Arno.
heater; good as new: reasonable, lfill new, three porches. 124 South Edith,
""
South
WANTED
or
Five-rooEdith.
woman
for
olrl
FOR RENT Modern three, four, five
FOR SALE
MIRAMONTES
ON THE MESA
general
cement bunga- ' and
liousewtrk; no cooking. Grand View PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
low; strictly modern; lot 60 by 800,
apartments and houses; FOR 6ALE Sewing machine, fine run
some furnished; close In. W. H.
Ranch, phone 2407-RPhone 8400-Jcondition: a real baraaln. nn'v garages; cash or tint 1438 West
ning
206 West Gold.
15.
405 South Fourth.
WANTED Girl for housework, half days, EXCELLENT BOARD and room, h.ai
FOR RENT Unfurnished, a new four-roo- BARGAIN
small apartmont; only two In family.
Genuine diamond ring; will FOR SALE Four-roofurnished, $45 monthly. Phone 1858-modern frame
house.
811 South Broadway.
aaiiress K. j. k. care Journal.
Inquire 810 North Broadsacrifice; lor oasb. Address "R. H.."
Fourth ward. Addresa J, J. G.. cars WANTED Stenograpgher,
way. Grande Wagon Yard, or 316 North care Journal.
girl with of JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location lor
Broadway.
fice experience; state salary expected.
FOR SALE Best strain of English wolf- - Journal
healthseeker; few reservations now
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
small
available. Phone 8238-hound pups.
C. T. Bender.
Xast FOR SALE A three-roohouse, partly Address Box 10, care Journal.
with fine Vaughn, N. M.
home; newly decorated,
furnished, with sleeping porch and WANTED Girl to take care of baby an,!
GRAND VIEW RANCH
sleeping porch; on coraer.
large front porch; good chicken lot. 601
Apply 801 FOR SALE
do small amount of housework. Apply THE place to reouperate; modern ac
South Edith.
Sewing machine, rine run- East Grand.
06 North Walter after 6 p. m.
commodation.
Phone 2407-Rning condition; a real bargain, only FOR
FOR RENT Three-roobrick cottage,
SALE Owner leaving town; good WANTED Lady to share
eoo Bouin ceventn.
and BOARD AND ROOM by tire month or
in rear, well furnished, partly modern, to.
house;
porches; modern; newly
dressing room with girl. In private
week, at the rate of $41 a month. In
cloee In; no sick; no children. Inquire FOR BALE Two 88x4 U. 8. Royal Cord decorated; garage; lot 66x142, Apply
home; reasonable; no sick. 606 South quire, ilt West Silver, or phone 1118.
tires at a bargain; never been used. 714 South Arno.
80J west Iron.
Broadway.
101 S. Walter.
Inquire
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porcn
FOR SALE Four-rooFOR RENT Bungalow, brand new, nlce- - FOR
brick bungalow, WANTED Can give good home, excel
with board for oonralescenta; gentle
SALE Red Star wlckless oil range,
glassed sleeping porch and two screenly furnished; four rooms, glassed-l- n
lent training, to a good strong A men men only; private home.
Phone 3148- - W
lour
burners
and
condition.
oven;
ed
good
'
Areola
porches; oomplstely furnished; gar- can girl. Apply 1114 West Central,
sleeping porch,
beating system. Phone 1825- It,
FOR REST Nice room
wltb sleeping
evenings.
age. L. C, care Journal.
1510 East uold.
phone 970.
poroh ee with board, for eonvalwoenta
ok bALE 3760 brand new player FOR SALE By owner, five-rooHOUSES FOR RENT List your vacant
frame EARN BOARD
Room and $10 a month
618
South
Mr.
Reed,
phone
350
Broadway,
n
take
Ad
built-icash
It.
for
win
houses with us for rent.
stucco; has fireplace,
bookcase
piano,
We give
while
school; catalogue free. 528.
dress M. K., care Journal.
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward. Mackay attending
them special attention, Leverett-Zap- f
Business College, 808Vs South
1808-health-seeksr,
Phone
REAL HOME for
Co., pnone 640,
aux iuuk uun before the season
Main street, Los Angelee.
private
family. University Heights, $65 per
opens; tiny shotguns and rifles to FOR SALE Nice home, furnished; oor-n- er WANTED Middle-age- d
FOR RENT Several nice modern fur- lady to take month. Women preferred, Mrs. J., car
select from. 116 West Gold.
lot, 100x143; a good business goes
nlshed cottages, with glassed-l- n
charge of small house and cook for Journal.
porches, on car line; rent reasonable. FOR SALE Home-grow- n
oltron
for with It; $6,000. Addresa Bungalow, car lady convalescent; small work and smsll
HOME SANATORIUM
Apply at 1218 South Edith.
Phone Journal.
making cakes and preserves.
pay; good home for the right party, (01
Z417-K- I.
FOR convalescents; Ideal plaoe to get
D. R. Bentson ranch.
FOR BALE By owner, modern elght-roo- m East Pacific.
Foi; RENT
modern house with
beet
of everything; $40 per
well;
bouse. Fourth ward; a good buy WANTED A woman, to do house clem- sleeping porch; newly furnished; with FOR SALE Combination gaa and coal for home
month. Tularoea, N. M.
or without garage; nine neighborhood
range; practically new; also linoleum terms. 1027or Investmsnt; priced right;
ing, washing and Ironing on Friday
Forrester.
eflult only. Inquire 804 North Walter.
and shades. J18 South Harvard.
afternoon and all day Saturday; electric FOR RENT Large, airy front room,
suitable for two. $18 per week, wltb
Five-rooFOR RENT
Modern
house, modern, washsr and Iron. Good wages for reliaYe
apartment house. FOR BALE Fresh buttermilk and cot-ta- g FOR SALE
419
good board; also sleeping porch,
' seven rooms and bath, two screened
glassed
two
screened
sleeping
person.
porch,
Apply between 5 and 8. Wednes South
cheese; also fresh milk la gallon
High, phono 1679-R- .
porches, garage and lawn; owner leaving day and Thursday, 824 South Walter.
porches, well furnished and close In. In lots. Swayne's Dairy. Phone 1915-and
PORCH
DELIGHTFUL
SLEEPING
oi nasi central.
quire John Lehner, room 80, Armljo FOR SALE Stock of first-clas- a
Male and Female.
mei
SALE At
bedroom, with board, In furnaoe-hee- twonderful
building, pnone 477,
aacrlHce.
chandise, amounting to 8800, for less FOR
Have you $5,800 cash, for a 17.6(10
MOTION PICTURE AfrriNO
ed
also table board.
home;
reasonable;
114
than
wholesale
North
Cedar.
W A NTED Miscellaneous YOU WILL findprice.
modern
all oonveniencea; olose in; WHY 'work for small wages T If you 1420 Bast Silver. Phone 1422-our Navajo rugs, the n ierms.home;
possess
facial
exoression
and
care
Aaaress
good
J.
Journal.
A.,
GOOD MOWS FOR UEALTHSEEKERU
WANTED To buy reclining wheel chair.
cneapest ana nest, zi'8 North Elm, FOR SALE A
talent, we will train you for the screen.
" Phone .5B0-mud.rn hnuma Classee
We will reduce onr rates, September
and 117 North Mulberry,
phone 2128-.i
start October 1. Enroll now. IS, to
. nu
i
On f i ft .fn,
. wA. im vuuiiu
1780-$00 and $85 per month; modern
Foto-Pla- y
phone
n.tu;
Film Studio, Armory building,
WAITED Pony, harness, buggy; must
bullt-l- n
fireplace,
features,
walks
board
lawn,
accommodation
and first-clabe cheap. Room 10, First National FOR SALE Three compartment.
garage, etc.; price $4,7(0, on terms, J. hours 10 to 18 or J to 4 dally.
nurse
Itb
service! make reservations
demountable
steel tank, suitable A. Hammond,
.Hank building.
1628-phone
now. Cass de Oro, 818 West Gold.
on wagon or truck for hauling of
WANTED Three-Inc- h
FOR SALE Ranchei
farm wagon and for use nil
FOR SALE Beautiful
new alx.room
or gasoline. Phone 468.
Furnished
HFALTHSEEKERS
complete set single ' buggy ' harness. water,
modern pressed brick home:
FOR" SALE1" OR SENTcSmTuT ranch? FOR
room with, elesplng porches, hot and
J408-JPhone
FOR SALE 385 for mahogany case cab- lots; hardwood floors
Pbon 8408-Jbuilt-i- n
throughout;
steam
cold
water
In
recach
room,
48
like
inet
with
running
new,
phonograph,
WANTED Watches, cJcks and jewelry
features; furnace, gas, lawn and fruit FOR SALE A- -l alfalfa and
ords; also sewing machine with all at- trees;
to repair. 117 South First, phone 817-- J.
dairy ranch. hat excellent board, tray eervlce, call
terms: owner. 821 w
Riiv
sun
nurse
408
bath
Gold.
315
bells,
trained
West
820.'
South
large
house;
Inquire
tachments,
Broadway,
Brssnfleld, the Watch Man.
J OR
tn attendance, price reasonable. Casa
SALE
Will sacruice new tour-roo- FOR SALE Trade or rent, eighty-acr- e
WELDING
AND CUTTING
of metals; SOFT SPOTS Heel and arob cushions
808
Gold.
de
613
West
and
Oro,
five-roobrick
bungalow, with aleaninn
ranch, water,
house; fin
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foil
also welders' supplies and carbide for
screened-l- n
RENT Nicely furniehed rooms.
Leather porch and front
north. place for chickens; seven mile cast of FOR
tr'i. N. M. Steel Co., Ino., phone 1905-- J troubles. II. Thomas F. Kelehar. 1057-modern and completely furnished; price town. Phone 1730-J.
with or without bath: Just across from
Co., 401 Wst Central.
Phone
i. NUMBER OF BOYS
in Harwood
the
wail
at 81$ North FOR SALE Eight-acr- e
postofflc; hot water heat for winarch cushions ..,.vu; terms,
ranch, one and
r school desire work on Saturdays. Leave SOFT SPOTS Heel and
of home cooking, eerved family
one-ha- lf
mllea west of Barelas bridge. ter! bast
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot Eleventh
calls before Friday noon. Plrone 2418-Rroom and board, $50 to $85 per
81. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather FOR SAI.C Hew
modern bunaalov. on maht ditch, new adobe house and style;
MAX
BARGAIN STORE), at 816 . SoutD troubles,
board
month;
by meal, week or ticket;
1057-J.
408
Co.,
Fourth ward; five rooms and aieenina garage, water In house,
West Central. Phone
mil
First, will pay the highest prices for
meals, SO cent. 410 West Gold, phone
from school house. Phone 2404-Jporch, lawn and trses. two
three-ce- ll
819-rour second-han- d
storage and
clothing, shoes and BARGAIN Wlllard
linen
!t fhltnre.
Phone 668.
FOR SALE
battery, recharged recently, 815; one porcn on closet, fire place,or large screened
ranch, one
without new
Kiicnen, with
I shottwenty-eigmiles from Los Luna. N. FOR SALElPoultry-Eg- g
and one-ha- lf
gauge double-barrit is gun.
never
kodak
furniture;
used
reason-abl- e
finishing
elcki
by
In
612
M.t all fenced and under ditch; part In
good repair, $13.60,
Apply
better.
Return postage paid on mall
price; easy terms;
take car cultivation, balance
In pasture;
good FOR SALE Twelve young leghorn hen.
irdera The Barnum Studio. Sit1, West North Fifth.
or psrt rtrst pennant might
Phone 8047-31.16-eacfour large room down stairs, up
house,
$08 West Iron.
Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
nonr
asbestos
FOR
paint
SALE
New
on
modern
In
buiiBalas.
stair
out
room;
good
buildings;
HIGHEST cash price paid for second-han- d GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per galFourth ward: five rooms and
ninir oearing fruit trees, all kinds: also cranes FOR SALE Ancona pullets and roosters.
lon.
The
110
Maniano
South
select strain, sot south Edith.
Co.,
bicycles. Bring us your old wheels
porph, lawn and trees, two large olossts and berries; two good well of water, on
tnd get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trad-n- g Walnut, phone 1884.J. Tr a hunt no and linen closet, fireplace, large
screened and one-ha- lf
mllea to depot; will give FOR SALE Flv very fine pure-bre- d
Co.. 820 South Second,
Embben geese. Nlpp' Ranch, phon
phone 78. roof, will last as long as the bulldlnf.
porch off Hfltchen, with or without new reasonable term. Address Los Luna. N. 8481-RI.
RUG CLEANERS
furniture; never need by sick; reason- H. DOS S. '
"
able price; easy terms; might take car
BUTTRESSES renovated. 13.60 and on,
FOR SALE Nice fat fryers, lame, 353
furniture repaired and paoked, stoves FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City for part first payment. Phone J047-WANTED Apartmenta
Sound; dressed fryers, 40o pound; also
sparred. Brvln Bedding Co.. phone 471
niacins ttaiiway, below par. Dr. R.
fat hens, 30o pound. Phone 1815-1(
WANTED Moderate-price- d
or
U
furnished
N.
T.
iv ANTED
Hust,
North
Secend.
Armljo
building.
Careful Kodak finishing
unfurnished apartment with furnace
Twloe dally senrloe. Remember, satis
8 So
FOR
SALS
SALES MAN to oover local territory Mali- - heat, oloae In;
Dressed
per
springs,
man and wife: good
laotloD guaranteed,
tend your finishing
live
pound; ben, tso. Over flv
Guaranteed salary of health; no children: permanent. Phone
ing dealers.
0 a reliable, established firm. Hanna USE VELVA BOOF AND 1r6n PAINK
$100 week for right man. The Rich- - 204.
spring to on party, 80o. Delivered. 817
1 Hanna. Master Photographers.
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks. arda Co.. 800 Fifth ave.-- . New Tork, N. T. WANTED
South Arno. Phon 852-To rent. October 4, email
Mohair ton
Plymouth Cottar WANTED Salesman and solicitor tor an
furnished
f
apartment,
OR RENT Migcellaneoui Faint; Valspardressing:
consisting
PRINTING
Enamels, for automobiles;
old and well established real aetata and room, sleeping poroh, kltohenatt
and
nomesteaa
Floor Paint.
Satisfaction
u?iSRl5tt-VRiriTS5WWnsurancs
a good cbanoa for the bath: write what you have, alvlnr loca
"Ifo'i'J
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co-4- 01 right man.agency;
(Oft
Address Insurance,
ear
tion and price, to H. F. Connelly, bos 11A WEST om n a Un,,
BENT Oarage. Ill North Jhiri
IT,Hl..l.it
West Central, phone 1057-- J,
Journal,
see. ouvar vuy, n, at,
i printing strvlce, Phone. 18.

SALEHouses

1021

HOME AND INCOME.
Tour chance to buy a well bull)
three apartment dwelling In a
desirable and close in location
near city park. Live In your own
home and the rent from the other apartments will pay you 15
per cent net on the entire Investment; $3,000 will handle and
easy terms on the balance.
Don't overlook this opportunity
3. D. KEUETIER,
Phono 410.
211 W. Gold.

And sit under your own vine and
fig tree? Then buy a lot In our
New "Anderson" Fourth street
addition. Let us show you and
explain why It ia cheaper than
paying rent.
Only $20 down and $10 pei
month.

Phone

i

96"

g

,f Want to Own Your Home?

SlELILEY REALTY Co.

Four-roo-

Beautiful Spanish Type
Home, Adobe Throughout,
White Stucco,

&:
I

"SHELLET BELLS 'EM"

J.

BARGAIN PRICES
On these lots for a week only
Located on East Silver avenue, just
on top of the hill. South Fronts.
See
LEVERETT-ZAP-

94,800 BUYS.
A brand new four room brick
house, glassed sleeping; porch, hot
water heat, built-i- n features, extra
large front porch and the location
ia Ideal. For terms see.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
Phone 414.
120 S. Fourth.

GILL & WDOTTOTf.
Phone 7J3-J 13 8. Second.

D,

jjv

'

Chummy roadster,

cheap.

WILL pay spot casn tor Fords and oth.7r
Er- oio west central. Phone 434.
pi-r-a-Bulclc touring
oar
flrst-cla- s
oondltion. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.

city.

..

FOR SALK Rom.fcasy terms.

-

FOR SALE

extra g'ooe

Cvll4

easy terms.

Some

West Central.

F0R
"

Phont-

-

used
iwu
Auto

cars.

uq

cars'

Co.. 808

fanl eB

Mcintosh Auto Co.

Hud" sport
,lALTmi win
sell for
i

490--

iJUIVEULEbS FORD
!'0 SOUTH BROAD WAV, phone
requirea.

WANTED

TO

TRADE-Vac"-

aiit

808

model
31,850,
1073--

Iota for
Address

light touring car or roadster.
v.
journal.
tOK SALE 11120 Oldnmoblle 8 tourll
car; first-claor
condition, priced
quick ssle. Phon.
ROADSTER, In good condition, will trade
or m, ioi ur will sell on saBy term
Address "Roadster." cam .innm.i
FOR SALE Cheap, Ford speedster; fine
iiiuk oa ioia Dy Thursday.
vuouiKuii,
ocioca, eonft south Arno,
..in Two
FOR SALE
Buick lignt sixes. J91
models,
$760 and $860; Ford speed-stsr- .
$200; Ford truck, $190; one-to- n
rora trucK, worm nrlvo. 118 West Oold
FOR SALE
Nice
touring
uar, nu moaei, is lows, balance $26
per month. Don't miss this bargain.
Com soe 1L 815 West rtmtnl
ph...

i.

4:14.

fOH

SALE

1820 Ford Sedan,
-

with all
niilnmnfand in perfect running
ia priced right for quick
desired, or will trad.
company.
FOR SALE
Unusual opportunity to get
a Buick touring
at a very low
price; best offer takes It: owner Inavinr
town this week, and must sell; will consider good Ford a trad or will sell on
terms. This csr hss been comnletelv
overhauled; baa two new tires, and la repainted. See this oar, Mcintosh Auto
the latest
shock absorbers
uiuer; inn car
sale; terms if
Mcimosn Auto

u...i.

,

Company.

FOR RENT

Apartment

RENT Furnished, ir.vaaro apart
ments. 818 North Seventh.
FOR RENT Furnished heated apart- ment, cioae in. 938 Norm Fifth.
FOn RENT Two small upartrasnts,
completely furnlahsd. 1008 West Can.
tral.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished modern
three-rootwo aieenina
apartment;
835 South Brosdway.
porchee, $45.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
room
and bath. 401 South Seventh,
phone 1644-FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms; modern; no sick; adult. 1104
North Second.
FOR RENT Two rurnisned room
for
light housekeeping! adults: no sick
724 South Second.
FOR RENT Two large rooma, kltchen-stt- e
and glasssd-l- n
sleeping porch. 808
west iron, pnone zsso-mod- FOR RENT Desirable tTiree-rooern furnished apartment: best real.
dene section. Phone 888-- J.
FOR RENT
Furnished
apartmente;
tnre rooms with bath. Albuquerque
Hotel,
1H North Second.
FOR RENT Two-roomodern furnished apartment; no lck.
1117 West
Kent: one block west Robinson park.
Two-rooFOR RENT
modern nicely
furnished apartment with or without
sleeping porch, large garage, no sick
808 South Broadway.
FOR RENT A three-rooand a
furniehed
modern.
apartment,
809 South First,
Inquire Hotel Savoy
office.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished two or
three-room- s
and sleeping porch; furnace heat; no sick, or children.
400
South Seventh.
FOR RENT Nicely fui nlshed apartmeit
of three rooms and bath; gas, water,
light and. heat; $60 a month. 321 North
Seventh. Phone J308-FOR RENT Apartment,
suitable for
two or three persons;
three rooma
modern, nicely furnished; porches. Phone
1423-1123 East Oold,
FOR RENT Ore new modern furnished
apartment. Urge glassed-l- n
sleeping
porch; convenelent to eanatorlum. Ap1315 East
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
Central, phon 1576-FOR

Hi UE.vi'
Copper.

Room

Furnished room.

S16

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Wett

For

RENT Furnished room. iti North
Fourteenth.
FOR RENT Two large
any sleeping
noma 707 South Arno.
FOR RENT
Furnished rooms. JIs
South Walter, phone 1867-- J.
FOR RENT Neatly furnlahed
room!
close In. 317 South Third.
ffOU RENT Furnished front room, bath
".iinetlng. 710 West Lead.
FOR
RENT Three furnished
roomsi
moaern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
gentlemen. 327 Norm Fifth.
. .(..I.-HE- D
rooms; hot water brat; uo
stk; no ennnren. 411 West Silver.
FOR RENT A pleasant front room in
modern home. 623 North Second.
dok KLNT Furnished rooms; bath.
yoonc; no ennaren. 41f West Oold.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished room
In modorn home.
823 North Second.
KENT Furnlshsd room; gentle
fur
man preferred. 416 North Fourth,
FOR UENT One to four unfuriHehed
rooma like new. 124 Sou In Ed'th.
FOR RENT One or two nic
rooms for
housekeeping, cloee In. 408 West Iron.
FOR
RENT Furnished
housekeeping
and sleeping rooma 508 South Second.
FOK RENT Lovely
furnisned
room;
gentleman preferred. 120 South Walter.
FOR KENT Furnished, room and kitchenette. 1724 West Central. Phone 26.
FOK KENT One good two-roo-m
apartment on first floor 415 North Second.
(OR KENT Two front rooms for light
808
housekeeping; no children.
Sliver.
FOR

,

vi

Aj

W, M, SHERiDAiNTiMTD.
lractloe Limited to
fjtfvmi . i;imv ahv hKn-iccAND DISEASES OP THE SKIN
c

WaaeemiaB Laboratuvv
OWseng Bank Mug-- .

West
FOR

r,,nn, !.,

tn.

Phone 886.

CHIROPRACTORS
"

Chiruvrar-tor- ,

19 and !i
M. 8. KNGE.
303

Armljo Building.

l. CPhona

Chiropractor.

Cotrat

West

fennM-flm- i.

Booma

and 81.

33

CARPENTERING
PHONE)

1661--

for carpenter

work.-

r. noperts. (is East Santa Fa,

PETTI KOKU TUB
any Kino of work
FOR

HOUSE

first-clas-

OR

ODD
Phon
ROOJT

C

2X517

JOB
1878-- J

PAINTING;
work;
reasonable price.
Brown. 1020 South Broadway.

s

George

RENT Furnished
room,
bath.
phone; well people; no children. 416

T.

FOR RENT

Rooms

Gold.

FOH llK.N'i
iigtit houuokeep-In- g
room; large, neat and comfortable;
RENT Three modern, furnished
entrance; close In; suitable for
rooms.
71$
housekeeping
South private
two ladlea or couple. No sick. 811 West
Broadway.
Marquette.
FOR RENT Nice sleeping room with
bath and telephone privilege.
Phone
LOST AND FOUND
1920-208 North Edith.
10,
female Alr-di- !.
FOR RENT High-clas- s
room. In private LOhl bepiember
Puppy, five months old: anv Inform.
home with home privileges: gentle tlon.
805-- J.
phone
man preferred.
Phone 870.
Saturday
evening, eolld gold
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms, LOST
brooch,
leaf design, valued
k..n.
Osm D..l,..
mta hv la nr
sake. Phone 13C5-Thester, 81 IVk West Central.
WILL
THE
PARTY
who
FOH HEN J Three rooms, furnished fir
picked up a
orown aairt on nanger, please return
no sick; no chilrent
to Elms otel.
dren. 819 North Fourth.
LOST Gray hand purse containing small
FOR RENT Two roome and sleeping
change, two key and brown envelop
porch, furnished for light housekeep
containing address. Finder please phon
1762-ing with gas. 608 West Silver.
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private en- - FOUND
A $50 Liberty Bond on street of
trnnp.! aitlnlnlnv h.th .a ,mni,..ri
this city. Owner please call at Man
man: no sick. 816 South Seventh.
Co., enrner Third and Cen
FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished
tral, ana identify same.
lor light housekeeping; no sick or LOST Leather pocket book, containing
small children. 603 North Fourth.
money, deed and bank book, with own
FOR
RENT Three rooma .furnished, er nam. Ftndor return to 828 South'
Broadway and receive reward or phon
with sleeping porch, hot and cold 2418-Jwater. 703 South High. Phon 23SS-FOR RENT Nicely
rooms LOST Somewhere between South Broad
furnished
way and First and Mountain road,
with large closet and Cloa to bath;
no sick. 420 South Edith. Phon
1007. coat containing deed and money order
to W. J. Nebargall; return le
belonging
FOR RENT Furnished for light house Sanche
Store, Third and Tljeras;
keeping, two Urge front rooms, on car
line. 703 North Third, phone 1223-room
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping
and LOST Between Fourth and Twelfth, on
Central, Monday
brown
afternoon,
housekeeping apartmenta by the day. leather
pocket book containing key on
week or month. 803 U Weat Central,
blu ribbon and small change; finder
FOR RENT Furnished room, adjoining please return to 810 South Arno. or call
heat.
Call after 6 231
bath; furnace
and receive reward.
o'clock p. m. Address 205 North Edith.
TPKTaTTOTTCEFOR RENT One
desirable room In a
private home, olose In; employed gen
tlemen preferred: no slrk. 807 West Oold.
OILDERSLEBVB ELECTRIC CO.
FOR RENT Nlc large room In modern
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTOR!
horn, convenient to meals: furnace
heat. Room vacant Sept, 30. 108 South WB CAN save you money on eleotrlcal
Arno.
service. Call up and gst our estimate.
FOR RENT Large, sunny and nicely 1720 West Central, phon 17 20-'
furnlahed
furnace
sleeping room;
heat; close In; gentlemen only. Phone

-

822--

RENT Nice, large, well ventilated
room; private entrance; adjoining bath,
modern house; no sick; no children.
Phone 1114.
fOR RENT Nice
housekeep-in- g
apartment, olose In; no sick: no
small children.
(23 West Lead, phone
FOR

TIME CARDS

In

2001--

FOR RENT Furnished room, new houeo,
good location, furnac
heat; aultabl

for two; reasonable; board convenient.
no North Maple.
FOR , RENT Clean, comfortable, light
ana airy furnlahed rooms; reasonable
rates; on block from Banta F shops.
20 South Third.

WESTBOUND

Train.
No. 1
No. I
No. 7
No. 8

Newly
furnished, nice No. It
clean room and housekeeDlna anart. No. 37
week
or month. Redaced
ments, by day,
No.
summer ratee 313 South Third.
WOOOWORTH

FOR RENT Unfurnlshsd, two "desirable
rooms, with glassed-l- n
sleeping room

ana garage: light and water Paldt ne
sick; no children; rent reasonable, 1011
North Second.
'OR
unfurnished1
RENT Two . larg
.uu.ua .or oouasaeeping, on xirsi iioot;
,
bath-toilet .gnd steam heat; 318
Rug oleanlng, furniture repairing, fur. lights,
nltur packing, stove repaired.
Phont per month: next door to Taylor' stors,
471. Brvln Bedding. Company.
fIA
in. tlafk v
i, T
,un u.

rTRESSENWATWG

AllUHMbVa.
JOHN W, WIXSON,
Attorney.
Rooms 18, 17 and 18, Cromwell Building.
pnone 116.1 J.
PHYmCIA.VS
m'KOIIINB,
DB, 8. L. BURTON,
Disease of tae Stomach.
Suite.
Barhett Building.
DU. 8. O. CLARKE,
T"
Eye, Ear, Noso and Throat. r.,
Barnett Building.
Pbon 838.
Office Hours
9 to 13 a. m., and 3 to 8
p. m.
I)K. MAHOAKK.T I1WTUKIIOM
Hoom 18. Phon 178
urant
vines
mug.,
Residence 1123 iCast CentraL
Phone 71.

No.

t4

No.

8
No. 10

No. 18
No. $0

Daily,

Arrive.
The Scout... 7:30 cm
Calif. Limited 10:0 am
Fargo Fast. 11:18 am
The Navajo. .11:40 am

Depart.

8:3ft pat
11:10 am
11:41 am
1:1$

an

SOUTHBOUND.

El
El

Paso Bin.

Pmjo Exp.
EASTBOUND,
Th
Navajo.. 1:18
Calif. Llmit.d 6:00
F. Eight.. 7:1$
7:20
Tb Scout
FROM SOUTH.
From El Paso 8:88
From El Paso 7 :

a

...

10:1 pm
11:30 an

pm
pm
pm
am
pm
am

1:4$ pn
1:40 am

8:04 pm
7:18

an

tl

No. 80 connect at Beien wltb No.
for Clovla, Peoo Valley. Kansas City and
Gulf
No. 28 connects at Balsa with No. 11
from Clovl and points east and smsta,
of Clovl.

fat.

I
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NO NEW TYPHO D

TOMATOES
We advise preserving tomatoes now. Receiving the
best we have had this season. The smooth pink
variety. They will soon show the affects of hot
sun and cool nights. Do not expect good tomatoes
to be any cheaper.
Something you should have in the house for
emergency.
Purity Cross Chicken in Jelly, all white meat,
J2 pound net, glass jars, each 73c.
WARD'S STORE

ROBERT JONES

H. ffABO
$15 Marble Arena
Pbonea

We

Sell

Coal and Booth Walter

Phone

SkinneesS

I

PAST

B7(

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

IE

LAST
TIME

in

With KING BAGGOTT and FRITZI BRUNETTE
Also CHARLIE CHAPLIN In "THE FIREMEN"
REGULAR ADMISSION

Reduced

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Persons of
Boulder, Colo., arrived Monday by
motor to Spend a week with Mrs
d
Person's sister, Mrs. Charles
of 1116 North Second street.
Frank Ogg. who has been studying at Columbia university during
6.

the past summer, returned yesterday to resume his work at the university here.
George Kite of Las Vegas returned yesterday to resume hie
work at the state university.
Regular communication of TemM.,
ple lodge No. 6. A. F. and A.Masat 8 o'clock tonight. Grand
ter Francis E. Lester will talk on

Masonry.
Four dollars, full wagon load
limited amount
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Cone C. Baker of Clovis arrived
In the city last night to epend a
few days here on business.
Harry C. Mabry arrived In the
city last night to visit his brother,
T. J. Mabry, assistant district attorney. He will spend a few days
hmrm anri ntnii 1n Colorado to visit
another brother before returning to
Yale, where he will enter the second year of hie law course.
Miss Florence Wetmore. accompanied by Mtsi Anne Newhall, left
yesterday afternoon for Minneapolis. Minn., Miss Wetmore's home.
there
Miss Newhall will remain
with Mtoe Wetmore for two months.
H. F. Robinson has returned
from an official trip to Lawrence.
Kans., where he Investigated flood
conditions at the Haskell institute
Miss Lillian
Patton and her

GOVERNOR MECHEM
TO BE PRESENT AT
REGENTS' RECEPTION

Prices on

Two-goo-

BLANKETS
and Colors.

Make Yonr Selection Now foi
Christmas, and Save Money.

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
First

St.

Phone

917-- J

of state college

NOTICE TO PUBLIC.
I hereby notify all concerned
that I will not be responsible tot
any debts made or contracted by
my son, Albert B. Sell, either in hie
own or my name.
C. G. SELL.
September 15, 1921.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

117

north nnsT st.

VOTING LISTS FOR
ALBUQUERQUE TO BE
FINISHED TONIGHT

Let Us Send a Man

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

S. T. VANN'S,
The Jeweler.

that broken window

Two rooms

black silk bag on the street
car Return to
JOVRXAL OFFICE.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL
OFFICE

IIS West Gold Avenue.

I

ing. Inquire

We Are on the Job
Phone

Transfer

Co.

542.

TEN DAT SPECIAL.
Railroad Watches Cleaned. . .$2.5f
Commercial Watches Cleaned $1.6C
Pependahle Work. Factorv Method
HERBERT C. RCHI'LTZ,
107 S, Fourth St
Jeweler.

Order

other Macaroni Products.
FOR WALL TINTING and all
kinds of painting call WRIGHT
Phone 1342--

216 North Ninth

RAMS
Arizona Rambouillets
g
Large, smooth,
yearling and
rams. In carload Jots or less Prices right.
two-year-o-

heavy-shearin-

WALTER M.

ld

COHIIELL

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

LOUISE GLAUM

"

Prepare for

SUPPLY

Let Our

-

Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 14. N.
C. Frenger, secretary of the board
of regents of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, today announced the appointment of H. J. Bardsley of Lexing
ton, Ky., as tne neaa oi me poultry
department at the state college
farm.
Mr. Bardsley was graduated with
a master's degree from the Iowa
.State college at Ames, where he
was an assistant instructor two
years. A year ago he was called
to the extension service of the agriculture college of Kentucky,
where he did excellent work.
H. A. Bittenbender of Ames, who
is recognized throughout the west
as a poultryman of authority, recmony Conservatory certificate, speommended Mr Bardsley to the
cial work with several noted musiboard of regents of the state col- NOTICE OF BUDGET MEETING.
cians and composers. Twenty years'
The board of county commissionsuccessful teachlnr.
lege here, saying he is a capable
Limited number pupils. 221 South Edith. Phone
Instructor and ers of Bernalillo cnnntv will man
and conscientious
1334-one who will give a good account at the court house on September
of himself.
at s o'clock a. m.f for the purpose of adopting a general county
RAzrvrt RT.Anpti
a road budget for
Morn- budget and fnr
thA mlondo. v... Send or bring your dull blades for
1922.
FRED
Signed
CROLLOTT, DnnnlA Vtltrn
fit,.
county clerk.
Single Edge
".!!;!! '.'.25c
Dozen)
Have your tfer
razor honed and aet by
work
Guaranteed.! ;
eperis.
Potatoes.
KOBZA BROTHERS
......25c
At Rnppe's Drng Store.
Camel Cigarettes, carton
.$1.75
Libbyg Milk can
AZo
Armours Milk, can
Medicated Turkish Bath
,.,.,;... ,
,12o
Carnation Milk, can
... ... . . ,.-- ...-- .
Ticket
of six liaths, Including
,:.
,l2'4c
body massage, tor $10, for balArmours Bacon, package
.BOo
ance of this month.
Trained
can
Ruby Tomatoes, No.
,13c
Nurse and Masseuse.
Twin Peak Tomatoes, No. 2
MRS. TERR It DEAMER, Prop
can......
16c
508 H W. Central. Phone S85-Twin Peak Tomatoes, No. 2 can
I3C
Rosedale Tomatoes, No. 2 can
,
Ho
American
Noodles and
Beauty Macaroni, Spaghetti,
EAT AT
Vermicelli, package..,,:.,...,
8c
... ..
. ,
Wheaco, per package, ,
, , . , , ,i2o
Polar White Soap, bar.....,....-..,;- ,
Rc
Boss Flour,
sack
$2.35
Open from 7 s. m. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fourth and Central.

EVENTS"

"BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUE"
Nothing Better Than This
REGULAR PRICES

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home.

BOSWELL GROCERY CO.
Phone

$3.00 ORDERS DELIVERED FREE INSIDE CITY LIMITS
Kentucky, Kansas, Lonlslana! If You Are From Either One of
These States Cnll lielweou 2 and 4 p. ni. Today and Get Twenty
Five Per Cent Off On Your Goods.
Beet Sugar
49o
Nice White Navy Beans
49c
7 Bars Sodalc or P. and G. Soap
49o
Please Cnll and See l?s We Appreciate Your Trade.

TRUSTEE'S

PUBLIC

1

I

TUTER

LVRIC

805-- J

(CONTINUOCS PERFORMANCE

FROM

TO 11 P. M.) .

1

LAST TIME TODAY

,

A MAN WHO WOULDN'T- - FIGHT FOR HER
Such Eleanor Winthrop found her husband when
the test came, when 'they were beleaguered in a
cabin in the Canadian Woods, the unwilling guests
of Jean St. Jean, who knew no law but his own
desire.

MAY ALLISON

SALE

in "BIG

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 10 A. M.
of the assets of the COLLEGE INN, Including completed
restaurant, soda fountain and confectionery equipment, furniture, etc. All modern. Also a line of groceries and supplies.
Will be sold to the highest bidders.
AH

rs

Last Day

Sept.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS DOINGS.
17th,
Mr. Chas. A. Thomasett's new
home on Harvard avenue has just We will put In genuine Factory-mad- e
Main Springs and guarantee
been completed by E. C. Morgaa.
them for one year for
$1.00
architect and builder. The
s
are moving in today.
Wiseman's Watch Shop
Mr. Ralph Rldgley has Just
215 South Second Street.
from Leverett-Zap- f
& Co.,
agents, a lot on Stanford avenue,
and expects to build a modern
I have
brick bungalow at once.
Another beautiful bungalow will
be built immediately by Arthur B.
Cut Flowers Delivered Ordei
Scott, who 1uat niirrhnnprt hL Inf nr.
Tour Planting Stock Now foi
Stanford avenue.
Spring Delivery.
Mr. E. C. Morgan has Just comR.
F. BLOOM.
Phone 2167-- J
pleted a fine new home for Mr. M,
W. ThOmDSOn on Stanford ivniu
who is moving in today.
Mrs. Uassle B. Snell has Just purHB8. B. B. SCBEETS
chased two very nicely located lots
in Columbia avenue.
Teacher of Piano, History and Har-

ATTRACTIONS

C

Now.

Price to members. ., .$11.50 ton
Price to
$12.50 ton
Delivered
ALBUQUERQUE
STORE.
200 W. Stiver
Phone 217

1"

See the World Before Your Eyes

COMPANY

PHONES

l AM GUILTY

"CURRENT

and Evenings.

Cool Mornings

in,

v
h d. Parker Read Jr. PRooucnoit
A Tremendous Story Filled With Thrills and
urippmg situations.

ADDED

Fireplace Logs

Coal

The
Store Is handling a fine grade of Gallup Coal
this season. Get in your orders

rUlllHll.llSWl.wi.llM

'm

Skinners

612 North Fifth

25 Cents

Albuqnerqne

Guilty"
HIM

tho highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

404 NORTH SECOND STREET.

now.

'7 Am

BARGAIN

4

for light housekeep-

PRE - WAR PRICES
LOST

in

E

WeSeU

Consisting of Table and four
Chairs; nifty style. Practically new.

FOR RENT

Call

J. PARKER' READ, JRl, Presents"

FRANK TROTTER
FOR SALE
WHITE
IVORY
FIBER
BREAKFAST ROOM SET

Uni.in s nn

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

...:..,.....

is being shown at

ii

LAST TIME TODAY

.........

Otto Paul Merkel

A

mi

....

s.

water color miniature on
ivory, painted by

COAL

glass. Albuquerque Lnmher Co.
Phone 421.
423 North First

A

ART
A

u !liMI
.in ii

THEATRE

The Jeweler

Tour Trn'ik Hauled for
To replace

Registration lists for Albu
querque are now in the hands of
the binder, and will be ready t.
night, four Gays ahead of schedule
brother, Perkins Patton of Clovis, it was announced last night by
B. Burg, who is in charge of
state
the
to
John
N. M., have returned
They were students the preparation of the lists.
university.
here two years ago.
Although the books are not called for until Monday, a large force
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.
of
yesleft
Thomas
was placed at
Mrs. Louisa Pitt
stenographers
terday for Ashrork, Ariz,, where work in order that the books
she will Join her husband who Is might be ready in advance.
located there.

kentuckian" heads
.
the poultry farm

-

FOR SALE

FOGG,

INDIAN

117 S.

(Ml

si.nr

Khaki Shirts
$t.0C
Army Wool Underwear,
$1.00
per suit
Army New Undarshlrt
tor
three
$I.0C
Dollar Oavs Thursday and
Frldnv Only
LIBERTY ARMY SUPPLY
COMPANY.

Three pedigreed New Zealand
Red Does, one registered buck,
one hutch. Call 719 West New
York; after 6 P. M.

Governor and Mrs. Merrltt C.
Mechem have accepted the invita
tlon of President David S. Hill of
the state university to be present at
the annual reception of the board
of regents to the new students at
tho university, which will take 12 size Thin Model, Elgin and
place Friday. September 23.
Howard Watches.
The reception is given every year
in honor of the newcomers at the
Opposite Postofflce
school, all students of the school
122 S. Fourth St
Phono
903 J.
being guests.

Navajo

AM Sizes

........ .SI.

D. Shirts

O.

;

'J?JW
ifliiir,m...is

624 TODAY

Colorado Elherta Peaches
WE SELL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
NEW MEXICO GRIMES' GOLDEN
APPI.ES, BY POUND OR BOX.
Colorado Elbrrtu Peaches
,
next, week by the box.
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.'S
BULK CARES, Just received
fresh and nice, per pound.. 33c
Blackberries, Pitted Cherries
and Strawberries, by the
gallon.
Premium Soda Crackers
15o
Bulk Peanat Butter, lb
20c
Comb Honey
35c
Honey
.$1.75
00c
Honey
10 burs Borax Naphtha Soap. r.Oc
Lima Beans
50r
50c
Blackeyed Peas
Bulk Dates, IH-'- b
50c
1 gnl. Cider
Vinegar
,50c
1 lb.
50c
Royal Cocoa
Sack of Meal
35c
25r
Hominy
Bacon
,.:
Pig
25c
Pig Hnm
25c
Star and norseshoe Tobacco. . 80c
THE ONLY CASH AND DELIV
ERY STORE IN THE CITY.

DOLLARDAYS
Khaki Breeches

Phone

$3,000.

American Shoe Shop

"THE BUTTERFLY GIRL"

LOCAL ITEMS

,

Free Cnll and Delivery.
While bad, the condition at Chil-11- 1
Is not as eorlous as was feared,
Taxi & Baggage 158
according to City and County 158
Health Official Dr. J. F. Docherty.
who made a trip of inspection to
the community yesterday. A house
to house canvass revealed twelve
cases of typhoid fever. While
there Dr. Docherty
exvaccinated
First Class Shoe Repairing
forty persons.
pert shoemaker. We call for and
Bad water is the cause of the dollver. Phone 980 3.
epidemic at Chilili, according to the
S12 SOCTH SECOND ST.
health official. The water supply
at Chilili la obtained from two'
shallow wells and one a little deeper, which is equipped with a pump.
SCPERFLUOVS HAIR,
The water Is carrying a green scum
in all three of these wells, as is also permanently removed. Multiple needle.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN,
the river, from which a consider
Elcctrlo Needle Specialist.
able of the town's drinking supply
is obtained.
All residents of the
Art Aseptic Beauty Parlor,
Phone 97SW.
community were advised to boll 411 East Central.
their drinking water before using
it. Another Inspection trip will be
maae in a lew days.

A drama of a girl who thought society her playground
and men her playthings.

DAW

OFFICE

imately

AIR COOLED.

MARJORIE

At the first meeting of the local
council of the Knights of Columbus
CASES
next month, John R. Itodden, who
was elected grand knight at the
meeting last night, will be Installed
In office, together with the other
officers elected. These are Ralph
TO CITY
Umbach, deputy grand knight; J.
J. Halney, chancellor; M. T. Murphy, advocate; Solomon Temr.
warden; T. J. McCaffrey, financial
City Water Still Contamin- secretary;
William A. Munster, resecretary; Ralph J. Pear-ringated; Dr. Docherty Advises cordingtreasurer;
Leo. E. Murphy,
Boiling Before Using; 40 trustee; Pedro Duran, outside
guard; George Rowe, Inside guard,
Persons Vaccinated.
and Rev. A. M. Mandalari, chaplain. A committee was appointed
No new cases of typhoid fever to welcome and entertain the Cathwere reported to the health depart- olic
priests of the Rio Grande valment from the city yesterday. The
for a conference.
water condition remains the same, ley here yesterday
the source of the slight bacterial
HOUSE ROOMS
contamination not yet having been BITTNER
discovered.
310
South First. Phone 221-All persons in the city are advised to boll or distill their drinkJELRE'S GOOD LUCK
OLEOMARGARINE
ing water before using It In order
to be absolutely safe from an at- Phone 2198-Free Delivery.
tack of the germs. If the source
of the contamination is not located
EGGS.
GENTRY'S
within a short time it is probable
At Champion, Hawkins, San Jose,
that the city will install a chlorine Skinner's, Idenl and Fappe's. Price
plant to purify the water before It 65 cents.
goes Into the olty pipes for public
use. The plant would cost approxcrrr 687--electkio
shoe shop
21S South Second,

RE

PHONE

The Liberty Army
Store's

,

CRESCENT GROCERY

HOMER

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
gHOQSE NEW OFFICERS

September 15, 1921.

FRANK W. GRAHAM,

GAME"

" :

Portrays with fine sympathy and undeniable
power the vital romance of Eleanor Winthrop.
From the stage sensation by Willard Roberston and
Kilbourn Gordon. Directed by Dallas Fitzgerald.
ALSO

Trustee in Bankruptcy,

A TWO PART VANITY COMEDY
REGULAR

Thom-assett-

PRICES

pur-chas-

The Elite in Dahlias

LUMP LIME

ATTENTION

Fresh, No Slake, No Core, Any
Quantity,
Prompt Deliveries.
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse

Advertise in the
ing Journal.

,.v.ww.win, .........
..,...

,..

..

U

..,

48-l- b.

BRACY'S

...,.,.,,,,,,....,,

CAFETERIA

.............

We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 FREE
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

COAL STJPPLY COMPANY.
Phones 4 and 5 or 817--

ALBUQUERQUE

Journal.

DAIRY

8 -- lb.

lb.

Can
Can

J. A. Skinner

Bucket.......

39o
Diamond M. Flour
Diamond M. Flour....
Small Sack White Corn Meal
12 Bars Palm Olive Soap
--

Vi

Gallon can.

Quart can
Pint can

n.

.....

.11.07
57c
,30c

..,..

$2.03

....... ,$1.05

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque. . 7:45
In Santa Fa. ..10:45
Santa Fa
4:10
In Albuquerque 7:10

Phone 600

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY
Albuquerque Stores Co., Incorporated.
No Mall Orders Taken.
Corner Broadway and Central.
Phone 1S8

.RrfI M NEtfRSS 5$ ri?sp1ihItuS
y?
Maearonl Product.
SellsfaVllAA!otheP
'

.

$10

61nger Cigar
West Central

Thursday, Sept. 15th, at 332 North Third
Street. Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
Five rooms of A- furniture to go to the highest bidder for
cash. Note the following articles. to be sold: Davenport. Acondition; three brass beds, like new, with springs and mat-- ,
tresses; dining room table, buffet, china closet, and dining
chairs, all to match; - rockers, rugs, book shelves, kitchen
cabinet, kitchen range, folding table, pictures, trunks, big
lot of dishes and cooking utensels, and many other articles we
have for sale, we have not llBted In this ad on account of
pace. Now If It is house. furnishings you are In the market
tor, you cannot afford to 'miss this sale, for here you will
find what you need. ' These goods are all A- -l and sanitary,
never used by sick at anytime.. Be on hand promptly.

J. L: GOBER, Auctioneer.

'

mm
A BUSINESS INSURANCE POLICY.

Where will you be In five years In ten years? What will you be doing?
where you are, a thorough course In this school
will have a ready market value,
on
the payroll and insure you against adversity.
you
UAV and NIGHT SESSIONS.
V ars still
taking Soptember enrollments.

No matter
will keep

It

V

:

-l

.90o

am
am
pm
pra

SINGER
TAXI
Office
Store.

BRILLIANT
.,

-l

....S5c

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
205 South First Street

;

AUCTION SALE

MAZOLA OIL
73c
39c

STAGE
WILLY-NILL- Y

.

.

$1.16

4 8 -- lbs.

Estancia Stage Co.
Inc.

SUGARITE, SWASTIKA,
All Sizes

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY,

Bucket Flake white..

SNOWDRIFT
2

......
.........

GALLUP,

ASSN.

Another Carload of Colorado White Potatoes of excellent quality, just in town, 50
$1.50
pounds
b.

ALBI QUERQUE
Packard 8tage Service
Dally Except Sunday.
lit. Albuquerque, Springer Transfer Office, 104 West Gold
Phono 43
7:30 a, m.
Ar. Estancia
.,10 a. m.
Ar. Mountalnair ......12 Noon
7 a. m.
Lv, Mountalnair
9 a. m
Lv. Estancia
12 Noon
Ar. Albuquerque
Office Springer Transier Co. '

When exposed to the weather becomes slack and loses a
large amount of Its heating quality.
Order your coal from
us and get It direct from the cars or from weatherproof bins.
You will soon see the saving in your fuel bills.

Phone 35.

4 -- lb.

STAGE
ESTANCIA

COAL- -

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WANTED
A woman who can care
for young children, hours
7 a. m., to 6 p. m. ; board,
room and good salary to
competent person with
references. Call 584, between 8 and 9 a. m., or
answer C. C. M., care of

FARMERS!

Highest Market Prices Paid for Butter
Fat and, Your Check by Return Mail.

;

a

DAIRY

fin

,

